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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TILLER WHITE, LLC., 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC., 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Supreme Court No. 43482-2015 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Canyon County, Idaho. 
HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER NYE, Presiding 
Ed Guerricabeitia, DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE, 
P. 0. Box 1583, Boise, Idaho 83701 
Edwin Schiller, SCHILLER & SCHILLER 
P. 0. Box 21, Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
Attorney for Appellant 
Attorney for Respondent 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0001597-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye 
User: WALDEMER 
Tiller White LLC vs. Canyon Outdoor Media LLC 
Tiller White LLC vs. Canyon Outdoor Media LLC 
Date 
2/12/2014 
4/14/2014 
6/3/2014 
6/6/2014 
6/30/2014 
7/10/2014 
7/23/2014 
7/24/2014 
8/7/2014 
8/14/2014 
9/3/2014 
10/21/2014 
12/16/2014 
Other Claims 
Judge 
New Case Filed-Other Claims Dayo 0 Onanubosi 
Summons Issued Dayo 0 Onanubosi 
Filing: A -All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories 8-H, Dayo 0 Onanubosi 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Schiller, Edwin G (attorney for Tiller 
White LLC) Receipt number: 0008971 Dated: 2/12/2014 Amount: $96.00 
(Cash) For: Tiller White LLC (plaintiff) 
Change Assigned Judge (batch process) 
Affidavit Of Service 5/20/14 Canyon Outdoor Media 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or 
petitioner Paid by: Guerricabeita, Ed (attorney for Canyon Outdoor Media 
LLC) Receipt number: 0036283 Dated: 6/6/2014 Amount: $66.00 (Check) 
For: Canyon Outdoor Media LLC (defendant) 
Special Appearance-Ed Guerricabeitia 
Motion to Dismiss 
Affidavit of Susan Martin in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
Affidavit of Curtis Massood in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
Notice Of Hearing 7-10-14 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/10/2014 09:00AM) defs motn to 
dismiss 
Affidavit (Mike Ridgeway 
Affidavit (Daniel Tiller 
Objection to Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 07/10/2014 09:00AM: 
Hearing Held/ Court ordered case to be tranfered to District Court 
Change Assigned Judge 
Order 
Order to File Stipulated Trial Dates 
Stipulation for Trial Dates 
Answer 
Order Setting Pretrial Conference, Status Conference, and Court Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 02/09/2015 09:00AM) 2 day 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 12/16/2014 09:00AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 01/20/2015 09:15AM) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice of Compliance - 10/20/14 
Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 12/16/2014 09:00AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Tamara Weber 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0001597-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye 
User: WALDEMER 
Tiller White LLC vs. Canyon Outdoor Media LLC 
Tiller White LLC vs. Canyon Outdoor Media LLC 
Date 
12/16/2014 
12/24/2014 
12/30/2014 
3/3/2015 
3/10/2015 
4/10/2015 
4/16/2015 
4/29/2015 
5/7/2015 
5/14/2015 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 12/16/2014 09:00AM: Hearing Christopher S. Nye 
Held 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 02/09/2015 09:00AM: Christopher S. Nye 
Hearing Vacated 2 day 
Hearing result for Conference - Status scheduled on 01/20/2015 09:15AM: Christopher S. Nye 
Hearing Vacated 
Order Setting Case Pretrial Conference and Jury trial 
Second Order Setting Pretrial Conference and Jury Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/14/2015 09:00AM) 2 Day 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 03/10/2015 09:00AM) 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Defendant's Pre-trial Statement Christopher S. Nye 
Hearing result for Pre Trial scheduled on 03/10/2015 09:00AM: District Christopher S. Nye 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Tamara Weber 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Hearing Held 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Affidavit of Curtis Massood in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Christopher S. Nye 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Glen R. Knapp in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Christopher S. Nye 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Rachel A Knapp in Support of Defedant's Motion for Summary Christopher S. Nye 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Ed Guerricabeitia in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment Christopher S. Nye 
Notice of Hearing Christopher S. Nye 
Stipulation to Present Case by Motion for Summary Judgment 
Order to Present Case By Motion For Summary Judgment 
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Memorandum 
Affidavit of Dr. Daniel L. Tiller 
Defendants Memorandum in Response to Plaintiffs Memorandum 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 05/14/2015 09:00AM: 
Hearing Held SJ motion 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 05/14/2015 09:00AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Tamara Weber 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing scheduled on 05/14/2015 09:00AM: 
Motion Held SJ motion 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
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Third Judicial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
User: WALDEMER Date: 10/8/2015 
Time: 03:58 PM 
Page 3 of 3 Case: CV-2014-0001597-C Current Judge: Christopher S. Nye 
Tiller White LLC vs. Canyon Outdoor Media LLC 
Tiller White LLC vs. Canyon Outdoor Media LLC 
Date 
6/4/2015 
6/22/2015 
6/24/2015 
7/31/2015 
8/24/2015 
Memorandum Decision and Order 
Judgment 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Civil Disposition entered for: Canyon Outdoor Media LLC, Defendant; Tiller Christopher S. Nye 
White LLC, Plaintiff. Filing date: 6/24/2015 
Case Status Changed: Closed Christopher S. Nye 
Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Christopher S. Nye 
by: Guerricabeita, Ed (attorney for Canyon Outdoor Media LLC) Receipt 
number: 0044357 Dated: 7/31/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: 
Canyon Outdoor Media LLC (defendant) 
Notice of Appeal 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk action 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 48729 Dated 8/24/2015 for 87.1 O)(Cierk's 
Record) 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
Christopher S. Nye 
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EDWIN G .  SCHILLER 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER , CHARTERED 
P . O .  Box 2 1  
Nampa , Idaho 8 3 65 3 - 0 0 2 1  
Telephone : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 8 0 9  
Facsimile : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 9 1 0  
I SB No . 1 6 1 6  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
• _E __  i A.�-kt�M .
FEB 1 � 201� 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
I< CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DI STRICT COURT O F  THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
O F  THE STATE O F  IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  CANYON 
TILLER WHITE , LLC , 
Plaintiff , 
vs . 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA , LLC , 
Defendant . 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________________________) 
Case No . 
CO MPLAINT 
COMES NOW , the above named Plaintiff , and for his cause 
of action against the Defendant ,  alleges as follows : 
I .  
That the Plaintiff is a Limited Liability Company with 
its principal place of business in Nampa , Canyon County , Idaho . 
I I . 
That the Defendant i s  a Limited Liability Company with 
i ts principal place of business in Boise , Ada County , Idaho . 
CO MPLAINT - 1 
5
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I I I . 
That this action involves real property located in Canyon 
County , Idaho . 
IV . 
That the Plaintiff is the record title owner of Lot 5 ,  
Block 3 6  of Waterhouse Addition to Nampa , Canyon County , Idaho , 
according to the official Plat filed in Book 1 of Plats at Page 15 , 
records of said County . 
v. 
That the Plaintiff purchased the real property from GLE NN 
R. KNAPP and RACHEL KNAPP ,  husband and wife . At the time of 
purchase , the Plaintiff received a copy of a Sign Lease with 
LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTI S ING AGENCY . That Lease has been 
apparently assigned to the Defendant . That Lease e xpired on the 
1 s t  day of May , 2 0 1 3 . 
VI . 
That the Plaintiff is entitled to have the sign removed 
from the above described real property . 
VI I .  
That the Defendant is claiming that it has an Easement 
for the sign on the sub j ect real property . That Easement was not 
recorded and when DANIEL L .  TILLER , P . A . , and DANIEL L .  TILLER 
purchased the property , they had no knowledge of any such Easement . 
CO MPLAINT - 2 
6
f Jt .. • • 
VI I I . 
That the Plaintiff is a Limited Liability Company , 
members , DANIEL L .  TILLER and RODNEY L .  WHITE . The Plaintiff and 
its predeces sor were bona fide purchasers of the property , gave 
value and had no knowledge of any such Easement . That therefore , 
Plaintiff and its predeces sor took the property free and clear of 
any claim of the Defendant . 
VI X. 
That the Plaintiff is entitled to a reasonable attorney ' s 
fee for the prosecution of this action . 
WHEREFORE , Plaintiff prays for judgment as follows : 
1 .  That the Defendant' s sign located on the above 
described real property be removed from the Plaintiff ' s property . 
2 .  For reasonable attorney ' s fees and costs . 
3 . For such other and further relief as the Court deems 
just and equitable under the premi ses . 
CO MPLAINT - 3 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER , C HARTERED 
Edwin G .  Schiller 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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By:~· 
E DON COPPLE 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
1 99 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos.: 1 085 & 6148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
F i L 
___ AJ!L_ 
AUG 0 7 2U14 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2014-1 597-C 
Plaintiff, 
ANSWER 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
COMES NOW Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC, and hereby submits its answer 
to Plaintiffs Complaint as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
As a First Defense herein, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a 
claim against Defendant upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
1 .  Defendant denies each and every allegation of Plaintiffs Complaint not 
specifically admitted to herein. 
ANSWER- I 
8
.,. 
-~ D 
L~P.M . 
2. Defendant is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations set 
forth in paragraphs I and IV of Plaintiffs Complaint and therefore denies the same. 
3 .  Defendant admits the allegations set forth in paragraphs I I  and III of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
4. Defendant denies the allegation set forth in paragraphs V, VI, VII, VIII and VIX 
of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a First Affirmative Defense herein, Defendant alleges that Plaintiff is not a bona fide 
purchaser of the subject property as set forth in Idaho Code § 55-8 1 2. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a Second Affirmative Defense herein, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs claims are 
barred by waiver. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a Third Affirmative Defense herein, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs claims are 
barred by estoppel. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a Fourth Affirmative Defense herein, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs claims are 
barred by the doctrine of unclean hands. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a Fifth Affirmative Defense herein, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs claims are 
barred as Plaintiff had actual or constructive knowledge of Defendant's  easement on the subject 
property. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a Sixth Affirmative Defense, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs claim and relief sought 
ANSWER- 2 
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... • 
is not ripe for adjudication at this time. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a Seventh Affirmative Defense, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs claim is barred by 
the statute of limitations. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a Eighth Affirmative Defense, Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs claim is barred as set 
forth in Idaho Code §55-8 1 5 .  
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
It has been necessary for Defendant to retain counsel in order to defend its interest in this 
litigation and therefore Defendant is entitled to an award of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees 
pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12- 120 and 1 2-12 1 ,  Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and 
other provisions of Idaho law. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC prays that Plaintiffs 
Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that judgment be entered in Defendant's  favor 
against Plaintiff, an award of its reasonable costs and attorneys' fees in defending this matter, 
and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper under the circumstances. 
DATED this 6th day of August, 2014. 
ANSWER- 3 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Ed Guerricabeitia,of the firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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. ' . • • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6th day of August, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
ANSWER- 4 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 2 1  
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
�.S . MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-791 0  
Email 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
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E DON COPPLE 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
1 99 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile:  (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos. :  1 085 & 6148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
F 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CARLTON. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2014-1 597-C 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC, (hereinafter "Canyon 
Outdoor") by and through its attorneys of record, Davison, Copple, Copple & Copple, and 
hereby moves the Court pursuant to Rule 56(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for its 
Order dismissing Plaintiffs Complaint with prejudice and entering a judgment for Defendant 
finding it possesses a valid and enforceable easement on Plaintiffs property on the grounds and 
for the reason that: 
1 )  Defendant's  initial sign lease which was converted to a perpetual easement was valid 
and enforceable under the doctrines of part performance and full performance 
satisfying the Statute of Frauds; 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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• I L ,E ~.M . A.M~ 
-
.. • • 
2) Plaintiff was not a bona fide purchaser, in good faith, and for valuable consideration 
of the property, therefore it acquired the property subject to Defendant's  perpetual 
easement; 
3) In the alternative, the Sign Lease provided an automatic renewal of the lease for an 
additional five (5) years which term would not end until May 1 ,  201 8. 
This Motion is made and based on the records herein and Affidavits of Curtis Massood, 
Glen Knapp, Rachel Knapp and Ed Guerricabeitia filed concurrently herewith in support of this 
Motion. Defendant desires to present oral argument. 
,fh 
DATED this 1f_ day of April, 2015 .  
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
By_�--=--��-
Ed Guerricabeitia, of the firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the of Apnl, 201 5, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 2 1  
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-791 0  
Email 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
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_fL_day 
t/u.s. 
' . ' � I • 
E DON COPPLE 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
1 99 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos. :  1 085 & 6 148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
• 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK K CARLTON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD WDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2014-1 597-C 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC, by and through its counsel of 
record, Ed Guerricabeitia, of the firm Davison, Copple, Copple & Copple and hereby submits its 
memorandum in support of the Motion for Summary Judgment: 
I. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
Glenn and Rachel Knapp (hereinafter the "Knapps") were the previous owners of the real 
property located at 901 1 2th Avenue South, Nampa, Idaho 8365 1 ,  and more particularly 
described as: 
Lot 5 in Block 36 of WATERHOUSE ADDITION TO NAMPA, Canyon County, 
Idaho, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 1 of Plats at Page 1 5, 
records of said County. 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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See, Affs. of Glen and Rachel Knapp in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
The Knapps were approached by a representative of Lockridge Outdoor Advertising 
Agency who offered to lease a portion of their land to construct, operate and maintain an 
advertising billboard sign. See id. The parties negotiated some of the terms for the lease and 
agreed upon an annual payment of$1 ,500 or 1 5% of the structure's  revenue, whichever was 
greater. See id. On February 26, 2003, the Knapps executed the Sign Lease and Mr. Knapp 
executed the Sign Lease before a notary public the following day. See Af . of Glen Knapp, Exs. 
A & B and Aff. of Rachel Knapp, Ex. A. 
After executing the Sign Lease, Plaintiffs representative, Dr. Daniel Tiller, discussed and 
reviewed the terms of the lease with Mr. Knapp. See Aff. ofGuerrricabeitia in Support of 
Motionfor SummaryJudgment, Ex. A,p. 14, Ll. 14-25, p. 15, L. 25, p. 16, Ll. 1-23. 
Shortly after its execution, the subject Sign Lease was assigned to Defendant, Canyon 
Outdoor Advertising, LLC (hereinafter "Canyon Outdoor"). See, A .If. of Curtis Massood in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
In April of 2003, Curtis Massood of Canyon Outdoor met and introduced himself to the 
Knapps. See id. Mr. Massood, again, met with the Knapps in May of 2003 where they discussed 
the acquisition of an easement for a lump sum per the terms of the Sign Lease. See id. See also, 
Affs. of Glen and Rachel Knapp. 
The parties agreed to a lump sum payment of$12,000 and executed a Perpetual Easement 
Agreement. See Affs. of Curtis Massood, Ex. B, Glen Knapp, Ex. C and Rachel Knapp, Ex. B. 
Prior to acquiring the easement, the parties originally contemplated locating the billboard sign 
between the Knapps then existing building and Plaintiffs building. See id. Plaintiff objected to 
its original location and demanded the billboard sign be relocated to the other side ofthe 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 
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Knapps' then existing building. See id See also, Aff. ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 13, Ll. 1-17. 
Shortly after acquiring the easement, Canyon Outdoor commenced construction of the 
billboard sign. See Aff. of Massood The sign stands 40 feet in height and 30 feet in width thus 
clearly putting any subsequent buyer on constructive notice of a potential interest or claim on the 
subject property. See id The construction and erection of the billboard sign was completed in 
May of 2003 . See id. 
To construct a billboard sign of this size, it requires digging out a footing of minimum of 
four ( 4) feet in diameter and 20 feet in depth. See id The billboard sign consists of a pole and 
head which are constructed on the ground during the digging process. See id Then a crane is 
used to lift and install the pole and head into the footing. See id Afterwards, approximately ten 
(1 0) yards of concrete is poured into the footing to secure and stabilize the pole. See id 
Electricity is then brought to the pole to illuminate the lights facing the advertising sign. See id 
All in all, the hard cost to construct and erect the pole is generally between $40,000 to $50,000 
depending on the conditions of the property. See id This cost does not include the soft costs of 
obtaining government approvals, building permits, acquiring an easement or other incidental 
costs associated with setting up the billboard sign to commence operation which costs vary in 
range depending on the particular state and county the sign is to be located. See id 
Once constructed and erected, the billboard sign can withstand 40 psf ("pounds per 
square foot") which is equivalent to 120 to 1 30 mile per hour wind gales. See id. 
Canyon Outdoor paid $1 0,000 for the assignment and rights to the Sign Lease from 
Lockeridge, $12,000 to Mr. and Mrs. Knapp for the easement and $40,000 to construct and erect 
the billboard sign for a total cost of $62,000. See id 
Upon the payment of the lump sum and construction of the billboard sign, the terms of 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
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the Perpetual easement Agreement were fully performed. See A.ffs. of Glen and Rachel Knapp. 
In February of 2006, Dr. Tiller approached the Knapps and offered to buy our property 
for $225,000. See id. At the time, their property was not listed for sale. See id. Mr. Knapp told 
Dr. Tiller that he had received a lump sum payment of $12,000 and that the agreement provided 
free advertising if one face was vacant and asked if that was a deal breaker. See Aff. of Glen 
Knapp and A.ff. ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 22, Ll. 23-25, p. 23, II. 1-22, p. 29, Ll. 9-13. Dr. 
Tiller responded it was not a deal breaker. See Aff. of Glen Knapp. The Knapps accepted the 
offer and they closed on the sale in early March of 2006. See A.ffs. of Glen Knapp, Rachel Knapp 
and Guerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 25, L. 12. 
Prior to the closing, Plaintiff had received and read the terms of the Sign Lease and knew 
Mr. Knapp received a lump sum payment. See Aff. ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 22, Ll. 23-25, p. 
23, II. 1-22, p.29, Ll. 9-13. Despite knowing this information, Plaintiff never contacted Canyon 
Outdoor to confirm the status of its interest in the subject property. See id. , Ex. A, p. 28, Ll. 11-
25. Dr. Tiller admitted that the only investigation and due diligence performed in determining 
whether any other interests existed on the subject property was reviewing the Sign Lease, 
discussions with Mr. Knapp's  representations, and obtaining a title policy which did not reflected 
a recorded easement. See id., Ex. A, p. 28, Ll. 4-10. 
Dr. Tiller acknowledged that acquiring the property Plaintiff was subject to the terms of 
the lease. See id., Ex. A, p. 31, Ll. 8-11. 
II. LEGAL ARGUMENT 
A. Standard of Review 
In Shaver v. Huckleberry Estates, LLC, 140 Idaho 354, 360-61 ,  93 P.3d 685 (2004), the 
Idaho Supreme Court held the standard of review for a court trial as follows: 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
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When an action will be tried before the court without a jury, the trial court as the 
trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon the 
undisputed evidence properly before it and grant the summary judgment. 
(Citations omitted). The test for reviewing the inferences drawn by the trial court 
is whether the record reasonably supports the inferences. (Citations omitted). 
One of the principal purposes of summary judgment "is to isolate and dispose of factually 
unsupported claims . . .  " Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 3 1 7, 323-24 (1986). Accordingly, 
summary judgment is "not a procedural shortcut," but is instead the "principal tool by which 
factually insufficient claims or defenses [can] be isolated and prevented from going to trial with 
the attendant unwarranted consumption of public and private resources." !d. at 327; See also 
Chandler v. Hayden, 147 Idaho 765, 2 1 5  P.3d 485 (2009), fn. 2 court of has 
that the and of Celotex has been the 
courts of (emphasis added) (internal quotations omitted); See also Bandelin v. 
Pietsch, 98 Idaho 337, 340, 563 P.2d 395, 398 (1977) ("The purpose of summary judgment is to 
avoid useless (emphasis added). 
As to the rule itself, summary judgment is appropriate when the pleadings, affidavits, and 
discovery documents before the court indicate that no genuine issue of material fact exists and 
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. IRCP 56( c); Banner Life Ins. 
Co. v. Mark Wallace Dixson Irrevocable Trust, 14 7 Idaho 1 17, 206 P .3d 48 1 ,  206 P .3d 48 1 ,  487 
(2009). 
Properly distilled, the foregoing makes it clear that to be entitled to summary judgment, 
the moving party must show: 1 .) There is no genuine issue of material fact; and 2.) That it is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
By way of procedure, the party moving for summary judgment carries the initial burden 
of establishing that there is no genuine issue of material fact. Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 
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192, 1 95, 30 P.3d 970, 973 (2001). Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine 
issue of material fact, the burden then shifts to the non-moving party to show a genuine issue for 
trial. Hei v. Holzer, 1 39 Idaho 8 1 ,  85, 73 P.3d 94, 98 (2003). 
A disputed fact will not be deemed "material" for summary judgment purposes unless it 
relates to an issue disclosed by the pleadings. Argyle v. Slemaker, 107 Idaho 668, 669-70, 691 
P.2d 1283, 1284-85 (Ct. App. 1984); Bennett v. Bliss, 103 Idaho 358, 360, 647 P.2d 814, 8 1 6  
(Ct. App. 1982). Thus, any dispute of fact i s  not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material 
fact which would thereby preclude entry of summary judgment. !d. Rather, the particular fact in 
dispute must be of such significance so as to possibly render the outcome of the case different 
than if the fact did not exist. Peterson v. Romine, 1 3 1  Idaho 537, 540, 960 P.2d 1266, 1269 
(1 998); See also Rife v. Long, 127 Idaho 841 ,  849, 908 P.2d 143 ,  1 5 1  (1995) ("A material fact is 
one upon which the outcome of the case may be different"). 
In addition to the foregoing, it is well established that to survive summary judgment on 
the basis of a contested issue of fact, the factual dispute must be "genuine." Anderson v. Liberty 
Lobby, Inc. , 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1 986). A dispute about a material fact reaches the level of being 
a "genuine" dispute thereof if the evidence is such that a reasonable jury could return a verdict 
for the nonmoving party. !d. Thus, "the mere existence of some alleged factual dispute between 
the parties will not defeat an otherwise properly supported motion for summary judgment; the 
requirement is that there be no issue of material fact." !d. at 247-48 (emphasis in 
original). To that end, neither a mere scintilla of evidence, slight doubt, nor conclusory assertion 
is sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact. Mendenhall v. Aldous, 146 Idaho 434, 196 
P.3d 352, 354 (2008); See also Finholt v. Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 897, 155 P.3d 695, 698 (2007), 
Rather, the nonmoving party must "go beyond the pleadings and by [its] own affidavits, or by 
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depositions, answers to interrogatories and admissions on file, designate facts showing 
there is a genuine issue for trial. Celotex Corp., 477 U.S. at 323-24 (emphasis added); See also 
Featherston By and Through Featherston v. Allstate Ins. Co.,_l25 Idaho 840, 842, 875 P.2d 937, 
939 (1994); See also Post v. Idaho Farmway, Inc., 135  Idaho 475, 478, 20 P.3d 1 1 , 14 (2001) 
(Nonmoving party must come forward with evidence that consists of (emphasis 
added). 
B. Outdoor's Lease which was converted to a Easement were valid 
and enforceable under the doctrines of and full 
the Statute of Frauds. 
At the pre-trial conference held on March 1 0, 201 5  before the Court, Plaintiff's counsel 
represented that he intended to file a motion in limine to exclude the introduction of the Sign 
Lease and Perpetual Easement into evidence on the grounds that neither written document 
satisfied the Statute of Frauds because they did not contain a sufficient legal description. The 
statutes Plaintiff's counsel could be referencing are Idaho Code §§  9-503 or 9-505 . Idaho Code 
§ 9-503 states: 
9-503. Transfers of real property to be in writing. -No estate or interest in 
real property, other than for leases for a term not exceeding one (1) year, nor any 
trust or power over or concerning it, or in any manner relating thereto, can be 
created, granted, assigned, surrendered, or declared, otherwise than by operation 
of law, or a conveyance or other instrument in writing, subscribed by the party 
creating, granting, assigning, surrendering or declaring the same, or by his lawful 
agent thereunto authorized by writing. 
Idaho Code § 9-505 states, in relevant part: 
9-505. Certain agreements to be in writing. -In the following cases the 
agreement is invalid, unless the same or some note or memorandum thereof, be in 
writing and subscribed by the party charged, or by his agent. Evidence, therefore, 
of the agreement cannot be received without the writing or secondary evidence of 
its contents: 
4. An agreement for the leasing, for a longer period than one (1) year, or for the 
sale, of real property, or an interest therein, and such agreement, if made by an 
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agent of the party sought to be charged, is invalid, unless the authority of the 
agent be in writing, subscribed by the party sought to be charged. 
It is anticipated that Plaintiff will rely on Lexington Heights v. Crandlemire, 140 Idaho 
276, 92 P.3d 526 (2004) for the legal proposition that an agreement is invalid if it does not 
contain a sufficient legal description. However, Lexington Heights is distinguishable from this 
matter in that Lexington Heights involved a total conveyance of all fee simple interest in the real 
estate rather than a conveyance of an easement. 
Notwithstanding, the facts in this case are more akin to the legal proposition expressed in 
Machado v. Ryan, 153 Idaho 212, 2 1 8, 280 P.3d 715  (2012), where the Idaho Supreme Court 
held: 
At a minimum, a valid express easement must identify the land subject to the 
easement and express the intent of the parties. (Citation omitted). Thus, while 
specific words are not required to create an express easement, the writing must 
make clear the parties' "intention to establish a servitude." (Citations omitted). 
(Emphasis added). 
The Court went on to state that, "[O]nce a court determines that an easement exists, it 
'must also set forth the width and location ofthe easement."' See id, 1 53 Idaho at 221 .  
The Machado Court used the term "identify," not "describe" for the land which is subject 
to the easement. In both the Sign Lease and Perpetual Easement Agreement, the land which is 
subject to these interests is identified as 9 1 1 12th Avenue So., Nampa, Idaho 8365 1 .  See Aff. of 
Glen Knapp, Exs. A, B & C. See also, Aff. ofRachel Knapp, Exs. A & B and Aff. of Curtis 
Massood, Exs. A & B. Canyon Outdoor does not dispute that the documents do not contain a 
legal description. Notwithstanding, the easement interest conveyed does identify by street 
address the land for which the easement is situated on. 
However, even assuming for arguendo that the terms "identify" and "described" are 
synonymous and the Sign Lease and Perpetual Easement do not contain a sufficient legal 
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description to comply with either Idaho Code §§  9-503 and/or 9-505, the Sign Lease and 
Perpetual Easement are still valid and enforceable agreements which satisfy these statutes under 
the doctrines of part performance and/or full performance. 
In Simons v. Simons, 1 34 Idaho 824, 1 1  P.3d 20 (2000), the Idaho Supreme Court 
explained the doctrine of part performance and what acts would constitute the doctrine has been 
met to satisfy the Statute of Frauds. 
In Simons, two brothers and their wives, Newell and Carol ("Newell") and Joel and 
DeLila ("DeLila"), were joint owners of 1 500 to 1 800 acres of farmland. See id, 1 34 Idaho at 
826. Newell also owned a house and approximately 60 acres given to him by his mother who 
had also given DeLila a home and land. See id. All of the property was subject a Federal Land 
Bank Mortgage which went into default. See id. The parties discussed possible alternatives in 
lieu of foreclosure on the farmland and it was agreed that DeLila would file a Chapter 12 
bankruptcy to save the property. See id To avoid participation in the bankruptcy, Newell 
quitclaimed their interest in the farmland, their house and the approximately 60 acres to DeLila 
which agreed that once the Federal Land Bank debt was satisfied they would convey back the 
home and 60 acres back to Newell. See id The parties executed a memorandum reflecting their 
intentions concerning the property which simply described the property as "tract #5 Home and 
60 acres." See id 
Newell was notified that the debt was paid off by DeLila and demanded that the house 
and 60 acres be conveyed back to them which DeLila refused. See id. Newell filed a complaint 
for specific performance of the oral agreement as outlined in the written memorandum which 
DeLila denied and asserted a defense of the Statute of Frauds on the basis that the memorandum 
was not signed by all parties, that it did not contain a proper legal description and that the oral 
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conditions were left out of the agreement. See id, 1 34 Idaho at 827. 
Following the trial, the district court ruled in favor of Newell and ordered DeLila to 
convey the home and 60 acres to Newell. See id, 1 34 Idaho at 826. DeLila appealed. See id 
On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed DeLila's defense of the Statute of Frauds. 
The Court noted that DeLila admitted that there was some kind of agreement with Newell but it 
was barred by the Statute of Frauds on the grounds that the memorandum was not signed by all 
parties, that it did not contain a proper legal description and that the oral conditions were left out 
of the agreement. See id, 1 34 Idaho at 827. 
The Court rejected DeLila's defense and noted that Newell fully performed their part of 
the agreement. See id In rejecting the defense, the Court explained the doctrine of part 
performance as follows: 
Under the doctrine of part performance, when an agreement to convey real 
property fails to meet the requirements of the Statute of Frauds, the 
agreement may nevertheless be specifically enforced when the purchaser has 
partly performed the agreement. (Citation omitted). "What constitutes part 
performance must depend upon the particular facts of each case and the 
sufficiency of particular acts is a matter of law." (Citation omitted). "The 
most important acts which constitute a sufficient part performance are 
actual possession, permanent and valuable improvements and these two 
combined." (Citation omitted). The acts constituting part performance must 
be proven by clear and convincing evidence, and they must be definitely 
referable to the alleged oral contract. (Citation omitted). 
Id, 1 34 Idaho at 827. (Emphasis added). 
The Court held that Newell performed their part of the agreement and all that remained 
was DeLila to perform her part. 
Next, the Court addressed the use of parol evidence to avoid application of the Statute of 
Frauds. The Court ruled as follows: 
Parol evidence is necessary to properly construe the intent of the parties in this 
case and to properly identify the property to be conveyed to Newell and Carol. 
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For example, the reference to "tract#5" in the written memorandum is ambiguous. 
There is no "tract #5." Extrinsic evidence was necessary to explain the 
agreement, not to vary, contradict, or enlarge its terms. The agreement executed 
by the parties does not set forth the entirety of the understanding between the 
parties. The extrinsic evidence clearly established that the property to be 
reconveyed was the home and acreage given to Newell by his mother in 1 957. 
The extrinsic evidence also established that the written agreement was part of a 
larger agreement that included the conveyance by Newell and Carol of the 1500 
to 1 800 acres to Joel and DeLila-property which DeLila now owns exclusive of 
any interests in Newell and Carol. 
Id, 1 34 Idaho at 828. 
In Frantz v. Parke, 1 1 1  Idaho 1005, 729 P.2d 1 068 (App. 1986), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals explained the doctrines of full performance and part performance as it applied to the 
Statute ofFrauds in Idaho. 
When we use the term "full" performance, without qualification, we mean 
performance of all obligations by both sides to a contract. It is 
that the statute of frauds is to a contract 
both sides. WILLISTON § 528, AT 727-28. Idaho's statute, by 
its own terms, governs contracts "to be performed . . . .  " Moreover, the object of 
the statute is to prevent potential fraud by forbidding disputed assertions of 
enumerated kinds of contracts without any written basis. This purpose is 
fully satisfied when the parties themselves accept the contract and mutually 
perform it. For the same reason, the statute of frauds is inapplicable when a 
contract, although not fully performed by both sides is mutually acknowledged to 
exist. 2A. CORBIN ON CONTRACTS § 430 (Supp.); see, e.g. , Boesinger v. 
Freer, 85 Idaho 55 1 ,  38 1  P.2d 802 (1963). 
Id, 1 1 1  Idaho at 1 008-09. (Emphasis added). 
We turn to "part" performance. When we use this term, we mean 
performance by either or both parties of less than all their respective 
obligations under the contract. There is no literal foundation in I.C. § 9-505 
for the oft-made assertion that part performance takes a contract outside the 
statute. Plainly it does not. The contract is still within the statute. At least a 
portion of the contract remains "to be performed" on both sides. Compare 
I.e. § 9-504 (explicitly referring to part performance of land sale contracts 
under I.e.§ 9-503). Rather, it is more accurate to say that in some 
circumstances, part performance may establish an equitable ground to avoid 
the strictures of the statute of frauds. 
!d., 1 1 1  Idaho at 1 009. (Emphasis added). 
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The Court of Appeals went on to discuss the remedy afforded when part performance is 
completed by one side and held as follows: 
Although Idaho courts have not explicitly addressed this issue, our cases strongly 
point to the equity approach. The Idaho Supreme Court repeatedly has held that 
when one party has fully performed an oral contract within the statute of frauds, 
he is not entitled to collect damages for a breach. Rather, he is entitled to the 
equitable remedy of specific performance. (Citations omitted). 
These cases put Idaho among a minority of states, but we think the equity 
approach is sound. It offers greater consistency with the literal language of 
Idaho's statute of frauds. 
Id., I l l Idaho at 1009-1 0. 
The Sign Lease and the Perpetual Easement Agreement were executed between 
the Knapps and Canyon Outdoor approximately three (3) years before Plaintiff acquired 
the property. The Knapps were clearly aware of the billboard sign, accepted its presence 
on their property, received a lump sum payment and admitted that the parties fully 
performed the terms of easement agreement. See Affs. of Glen and Rachel Knapp. 
In addition, Canyon Outdoor's billboard sign continues to be permanently affixed 
and located on the subject property and it expended substantial sums in constructing the 
improvement. See A !f. of Massood. The value and construction of the billboard sign is 
greater than 25% of what Plaintiff paid for the entire property. 
Plaintiff filed its Complaint on February 12, 2014 and therein admitted, based on 
its interpretation of the Lease, it expired May 1 ,  2013 .  See Plaintiff's Complaint, � V. 
Plaintiff acquired the property in March of 2006 and for over seven (7) years 
acknowledged, accepted and acquiesced to its presence of the subject property despite 
now claiming that the Sign Lease was an unenforceable agreement. The statute of 
limitations on a written agreement is five (5) years. See Idaho Code § 5-216. Plaintiffs 
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cause of action that the sign lease was unenforceable was barred after March of 201 1 .  
Plaintiffs assertion that the Sign Lease is unenforceable is without merit based on its 
own actions and acquiescence of its presence for over none (9) years. 
In addition, the record shows and supports the finding that not only did Canyon 
Outdoor fully performed the terms of the Perpetual Easement Agreement rendering the 
Statute of Frauds irrelevant. See Affs. of Glen and Rachel Knapp. But also, the evidence 
in the record shows and supports the finding that Canyon Outdoor, at a minimum, 
performed its obligations under the contracts, constituting part performance and 
satisfying the Statute of Frauds as it may apply to those agreements. 
Based on the evidence in the record, the case authority cited herein and the 
foregoing arguments, Canyon Outdoor respectfully requests this Court enter its Order 
finding that the Sign Lease and Perpetual Easement Agreement were fully performed, or 
in the alternative, partly performed complying with and satisfying the Statute of Frauds 
rendering the agreements enforceable as a matter of law. 
B. Plaintiff Is Not A Good Faith And Bona Fide Purchaser Of The In 
With Idaho Code 55-812 And 55-606. 
Plaintiff alleges that it was a bona fide purchaser who gave valuable consideration 
without any knowledge of the Perpetual Easement Agreement which was undisputedly signed 
and performed between the Knapps and Canyon Outdoor. See Plaintiff's Complaint, �� VII and 
VIII However, Plaintiffs conclusory statement does not end its obligations and duties as a bona 
fide purchaser. 
Idaho Code § 55-606 titled "Conclusiveness of conveyance- Bona fide purchasers 
provides: 
Every grant or conveyance of an estate in real property is conclusive against the 
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grantor, also against every one subsequently claiming under him, except a 
purchaser or encumbrancer, who in good faith, and for a valuable consideration, 
acquires a title or lien by an instrument or valid judgment lien this is first duly 
recorded. (Emphasis added). 
In addition to the foregoing statute, Idaho Code§ 55-812 titled "Unrecorded conveyance 
void against subsequent purchasers" reads: 
Every conveyance of real property other than a lease for a term not exceeding one 
(1) year, is void as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee of the same 
property, or any part thereof, in good faith and for a valuable consideration, 
whose conveyance is first duly recorded. (Emphasis added). 
Notwithstanding the foregoing statutes, Idaho Code§ 55-815 applies in this case and 
states: 
Unrecorded instruments valid between parties-An unrecorded instrument is 
valid as between parties thereto and those who have notice thereof. (Emphasis 
added). 
Under Idaho's Recording Act, notice can be either actual knowledge or constructive 
knowledge. Constructive knowledge is that knowledge a reasonably prudent purchaser would 
have obtained from a reasonable investigation. 
Absent recordation or proof of actual knowledge, the issue becomes the meaning of the 
term "in good faith" as used in the statutes above to qualify a subsequent purchaser as a bona 
fide purchaser. 
stated: 
In Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 218, 526 P .2d 178 (197 4 ), the Idaho Supreme Court 
The purpose of the recording act in a race-notice jurisdiction, like Idaho, is to 
allow recorded interests to be effective against unrecorded interests when the 
recorded interest is taken for a valuable consideration and in good faith, i.e., 
without knowledge, either actual or constructive. (Citation omitted) ... One 
who purchases or encumbrances with notice of inconsistent claims does not 
take in good faith, and one who fails to investigate the open or obvious 
inconsistent claim cannot take in good faith. (Citation omitted). 
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Id, 96 Idaho at 220,526 P.2d at 180 . 
. . . To guide the factfinder ... , we must define the duty of investigation put upon 
the purchaser or encumbrancer. In Paurley v. Harris, 75 Idaho 112,268 P.2d 351 
(1954 ), a case dealing with the rights of a grantee whose grantor had settled a 
boundary dispute by an unrecorded agreement and acquiescence in the new line, 
the Court said: 
"One buying property in the possession of a third party is put on notice of 
any claim of title or right of possession by such third party, which a 
reasonable investigation would reveal." (Citation omitted). 
We believe that this is the appropriate rule in determining good faith under the 
recording act, i.e., that one cannot be a good faith purchaser or encumbrancer 
when a reasonable investigation of the property would have revealed the existence 
of the conflicting claim in question. 
Id, 96 Idaho at 220-21, 526 P.2d at 180-81. 
See also, Farrell v. Brown, 111 Idaho 1027, 1033, 729 P.2d 1090, 1096 (App. 1986) 
("[W]hatever is notice enough to excite the attention of a man of ordinary prudence and prompt 
him to further inquiry, amounts to notice of all such facts as a reasonable investigation would 
disclose."). See also, Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 314, 318, 291 P.2d 852, 855 (1955) ("Further, 
one who purchases property with sufficient knowledge to put him, or a reasonably prudent 
person, on inquiry is not a bona fide purchaser."). See also, Quinn v. Stone, 75 Idaho 243,250, 
270 P.2d 825, 829-30 (1954) ("An instrument granting an easement is to be construed in 
connection with the intention of the parties and circumstances in existence at the time the 
easement was given and carried out."). 
In the instant case, Plaintiff acknowledged that when it acquired the Knapps' property, it 
acquired the property subject to the terms of the lease. See A.ff ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A., p. 31, 
LI. 8-11. Plaintiff also admitted it was aware of the lease and had reviewed the lease in 2003. 
See id., p. 16, LI. 17-23. 
A material term of the Sign Lease provided that the Lessor (the Knapps) could sell a 
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permanent easement to the Lessee (Canyon Outdoor). Specifically, it stated: 
Lessor reserves the right to, at any time throughout the term of the lease, to sell 
Lessee a permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to service structure 
for a one time lump sum of $10,000 thus voiding the yearly contractual payment 
aforementioned. 
See A.ff. of Glen Knapp, Exs. A & B, A.ff. of Rachel Knapp, Ex. A and A.ff. Of Massood, Ex. A. 
Dr. Tiller admitted that he was aware that the Knapps received a lump sum payment. See 
A.ff. ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 22, LI. 23-25, p. 23, II. 1-22, p.29, LI. 9-13. Dr. Tiller also 
acknowledged that the lease provided annual lease payments and he had read the easement 
provision above. See id., Ex. A, p. 23, LI. 23, Ll. 1-22 and p. 29, Ll. 20-23. 
Nowhere else in the Sign Lease provides for a lump sum payment other than the 
provision reflected above. 
Dr. Tiller also testified that Mr. Knapp represented to him that if the billboard sign was 
vacant that he could obtain free advertising on the sign. See id., 25, LI. 17-23. However, there 
was no such term or provision under the Sign Lease that provided the free advertising. See A.ff. 
of Glen Knapp, Exs. A & B, A.ff. of Rachel Knapp, Ex. A and A.ff. Of Massood, Ex. A. In fact, this 
term or provision only existed in the Addendum of the Perpetual Easement Agreement., See A.ff. 
of Glen Knapp, Ex. C, A.ff. of Rachel Knapp, Ex.Band A.ff. 0/Massood, Ex. B. 
Dr. Tiller admitted that he considered himself as a sophisticated and informed buyer of 
real estate. See Aff ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 9, LI. 7-9. Despite his sophistication and 
experience in acquiring real estate and admission in reviewing the Sign Lease before acquiring 
the property, Plaintiff never made any attempt to contact Canyon Outdoor to confirm whether or 
not it may have had an easement interest in the subject property. 
Instead, Plaintiff stated that the only investigation it conducted was have a title policy 
issued, discussions with Mr. Knapp and review the Sign Lease. See id., Ex. A., p. 28, LI. 4-25 
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and p. 29, LI. 1-8. 
The billboard sign stands 40 feet in height and 30 feet in width and is constructed into the 
ground and is not easily removable or detachable from the property. See Aff. of Massood and 
Aff. of Guerricabeitia, Ex. A., p. 2 7, LI. 10-15. The billboard sign is an obvious structure that 
would put any prospective buyer on notice that a third party may have an interest in the property. 
According to the Langroise Court, Idaho law requires any prospective buyer with actual 
or constructive notice of a potential adverse claim to conduct a reasonable investigation to 
determine the status of the potential claim. In light of the fact that Plaintiff read the Sign Lease, 
knew that the Knapps received a lump sum payment and the only provision in the lease that 
mentioned a lump sum payment provided for the acquisition of a permanent easement, Plaintiff 
had a duty and obligation to conduct further inquiry about the interest in the sign. 
In this case, all Plaintiff had to do was call Canyon Outdoor to determine what its interest 
was before it purchased the property. This practice commonly occurs when property is sold 
possessing a Canyon Outdoor billboard sign. See Aff. of Massood Plaintiff knew who the 
billboard company was back in 2003. See Aff. of Guerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 13, LI. 5-17. Prior to 
acquiring the property, a reasonable and prudent buyer would have contacted Canyon Outdoor to 
confirm its interest in the subject property in light of the fact that the lease provided the 
opportunity for the landlord to convey a permanent easement to Canyon Outdoor with a lump 
sum payment. 
The Langroise Court held that the meaning of good faith in the Idaho Recording statutes 
required a reasonable investigation of open and obvious inconsistent claims and the failure to 
conduct the investigation was not good faith and did not render the buyer a bona fide purchaser 
of the property. 
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Here, Plaintiff was on constructive notice of the billboard sign and the potential of a 
permanent easement with a lump sum payment through the lease. Plaintiff knew that a lump 
sum payment was made to Knapps and did not call Canyon Outdoor to confirm its interest. 
Regardless that the Perpetual Easement Agreement was not recorded, Plaintiff still had 
the duty and obligation to conduct a reasonable investigation of Canyon Outdoor' s property 
interest on the land under Idaho law in order to be considered a bona fide purchaser. Plaintiff 
failed to perform a reasonable investigation that a reasonable and prudent buyer would have 
performed under the circumstances. Accordingly, Plaintiff cannot be considered a bona fide 
purchaser under Idaho Code§ 55-606 or Idaho Code§ 55-812. 
Based on the evidence in the record, the case authority cited herein and the foregoing 
arguments, Canyon Outdoor respectfully requests this Court enter its Order finding that Plaintiff 
was not a bona fide purchaser under the statutes and in favor of Canyon Outdoor possessing an 
easement on the property as a matter of law. 
C. In The Alternative, The Sign Lease Provided Canyon Outdoor An Automatic Five (5) 
Year Renewal Unless Canyon Outdoor Provided Written Notice of Termination At the End 
of the Term. 
In the alternative if the Court finds that Plaintiff was a good faith purchaser, the Sign 
Lease automatically renewed for an additional period of five (5) years which extended the lease 
until May 1, 2018. Canyon Outdoor never submitted a written notice of termination to Plaintiff 
30 days before the expiration of the first term therefore the Sign Lease automatically renewed for 
an additional five (5) years. Specifically, the automatic renewal provision states: 
After the original terms hereof, this lease shall continue in force for a period of 
five years on the same terms unless terminated at the original term or any 
additional year thereafter, on written notice or termination to Lessor by 
Lessee, served not less than thirty (30) days before the term or extended term of 
this agreement or within thirty (30) days after termination or cancellation of this 
agreement. (Emphasis added). After the original terms hereof, this lease shall 
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continue in force for a period of five years on the same terms unless terminated at 
the original term or any additional year thereafter, on written notice or 
termination to Lessor by Lessee, served not less than thirty (30) days before the 
term or extended term of this agreement or within thirty (30) days after 
termination or cancellation of this agreement. (Emphasis added). 
In Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185, 108 P.3d 332 (2004), the 
Idaho Supreme Court held when reviewing and interpreting a contract: 
When the language of a contract is clear and unambiguous, its interpretation 
and legal effect are questions of law. An unambiguous contract will be given 
its plain meaning. The purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine the 
intent of the contracting parties at the time the contract was entered. In 
determining the intent of the parties, this Court must view the contract as a whole. 
If a contract is found ambiguous, its interpretation is a question of fact. Whether 
a contract is ambiguous is a question of law. A contract is ambiguous if it is 
reasonably subject to conflicting interpretations. (Emphasis added). 
Id, 141 Idaho at 190. See also, Page v. Pasqua/i, 150 Idaho 150,244 P.3d 1236 (2010) 
In the instant case, the language in the renewal provision is unambiguous and should be 
given its plain meaning. According to the language, the Lessee (Canyon Outdoor) must submit 
the written notice of termination, not the Lessor (Plaintiff). The Lessee has the obligation and 
right to submit a written notice of termination by providing 30 day notice at any time in the 
second term. There is no evidence in the record that Canyon Outdoor provided a written notice 
of termination to Plaintiff. Therefore, Plaintiff's lawsuit is premature and moot at this time on 
this ground if the Court finds in favor of Plaintiff as a bona fide purchaser. 
In Freeman v. Idaho Department of Correction, 138 Idaho 872, 71 P.3d 471 (2003), the 
Idaho Court of Appeals addressed the mootness doctrine. The Court explained the doctrine as 
follows: 
The general rule of mootness doctrine is that, to be justiciable, an issue must 
present a real and substantial controversy that is capable of being concluded 
through a judicial decree of specific relief. (Citation omitted). Furthermore, the 
controversy must be live at the time of the court's hearing. (Citation omitted). If, 
however, the issues presented are no longer live and if the parties lack a legally 
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cognizable interest in the outcome, those issues are not justiciable, but are moot 
and thereby preclude review. (Citation omitted). A party lacks a legally 
cognizable interest in the outcome when a favorable judicial decision would not 
result in relief. (Citation omitted). 
Id, 138 Idaho at 875, 71 P.3d at 474. 
However, the Court recognized that a moot issue may remain justiciable if it fell within 
three recognized exceptions: 1) a mootness exception applies where the challenged conduct 
persists in causing collateral legal consequences for the challenger; 2) where the challenged 
conduct is likely to evade judicial review and thus capable ofrepetition; and 3) where an 
otherwise moot issue raises concerns of substantial public interest. See id., 138 Idaho at 875076, 
71 P.3d at 474-75. 
In the instant case, none of the exceptions are applicable in this matter. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Based on the evidence and affidavits in the record, the case authority cited herein, the 
legal arguments presented herein and the undisputed material and genuine issues of fact, Canyon 
Outdoor respectfully requests this Court grant summary judgment in its favor that it possesses a 
perpetual easement on the property or in the alternative possesses a lease interest until May 1, 
2018 and dismiss Plaintiff's Complaint with prejudice. 
DATED this /t>/( day of April, 2015. 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Ed G erricabeitia, of the firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
)"'1. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the k day of April, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 21 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
vu.S.MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-7910 
Email 
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F I L E D P.M. 
E DON COPPLE 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
1 99 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos. :  1085 & 6148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK K CARLTON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYOK OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF MISSOURI ) 
: ss. 
County of Jackson ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-20 14- 1 597-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS MASSOOD 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
CURTIS MASSOOD, after first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
I am a Member, President and owner of Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC 
("Canyon Outdoor"), and make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge. 
In 2003, Canyon Outdoor was assigned the Sign Leases executed by Glen and Rachel 
Knapp from Lockridge Outdoor Advertising Agency ("Lockridge"). As part of the assignment, 
Canyon Outdoor received Lockeridge's file which contained two Sign Lease agreements by Mr. 
and Mrs. Knapp. 
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Pursuant to the terms of the Sign Lease, the rent was based on an annual basis for a 
period of ten (10) years or 1 5% of the revenue generated by the sig� whichever was greater. 
The term of the lease was for ten (1 0) years commencing on May 1 ,  2003 . 
However, the Sign Lease also contained a provision that at any time during the lease 
term, Mr. and Mrs. Knapp could sell to the Lessee, Canyon Outdoor, a permanent easement "With 
ingress and egress rights for a one time lump sum payment of $10,000. This is the only 
provision containing the tenns lump sum and easement in the one ( 1 )  page lease d<X:ument. 
Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference is a true and accurate copy of the Sign 
Leases assigned to Canyon Outdoor, marked collectively as Exhibit A. 
Also, if Mr. and Mrs. Knapp were not interested in conveying an easement to Canyon 
Outdoor, the lease provided an automatic renewal period of five (S) years at the sole option and 
discretion of Canyon Outdoor. Per the terms of the lease, if Canyon Outdoor elected to terminate 
the lease within th.e original ten ( 1  0) year ten.o or any year thereafter, it could do so by providing 
thirty (30) days written notice to the owner of the property. 
I first met Mr. and Mrs. Knapp in April of 2003 to introduce myself to them as the new 
owner of the sign and to provide them my contact information. 
In May of 2003, I again contacted Mr. and Mrs. Knapp and inquired from them about 
purchasing a perpetual easement for a lump sum. After some negotiations, we agreed to a lump 
sum payment of $ 1 2,000. I provided Mr. and Mrs. Knapp with a draft of the Perpetual Easement 
Agreement with the terms that we discussed and they signed the agreement and initialed each 
page of the agreement. Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference is a true and 
accurate copy ofthe Perpetual Easement Agreement signed by all the parties, marked 
collectively as Exhibit B. 
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Prior to acquiring the easement, Canyon Outdoor originally contemplated locating the 
billboard sign between Mr. and Mrs. Knapp' s  then existing building and Plaintiffs building. Dr. 
Tiller objected to the billboard sign' s location and therefore I decided to move the sign to the 
opposite side of Mr. and Mrs. Knapp's building away from Plaintiffs buildings which location is 
reflected on Exhibit B. 
Shortly after acquiring the easement, Canyon Outdoor commenced construction of the 
sign. The sign stands 40 feet in height and 3 0  feet in width thus dearly putting any subsequent 
buyer on constructive notice of a potential interest or claim on the subject property. The 
construction and erection of the billboard sign was completed in May of 2003 . 
To construct a billboard sign of this size, it requires digging out a footing of minimum of 
four ( 4) feet in diameter and 20 feet in depth. The billboard sign consists of a pole and head 
which are constructed on the ground during the digging process. Then a crane is used to lift and 
install the pole and the footing is poured . After the footing sets up, the head is lifted by a crane 
and installed on to the pole ( approximately ten ( 1  0) yards of concrete is poured into the footing 
to secure and stabilize the pole) . Electricity is then brought to the pole to illuminate the lights 
facing the advertising sign. All in all, the hard cost to construct and erect the pole is generally 
between $40,000 to $50,000 depending on the conditions of the property. This cost does not 
include the soft costs of obtaining government approvals, building permits, acquiring an 
easement or other incidental cost� a:;sociated v.-ith setting up the billboard sign to commence 
operation which costs vary in range depending on the particular state and county the sign is to be 
located. 
Once constructed and erected, the billboard sign can withstand 40 psf r'pounds per 
square foot") which is equivalent to 1 20 to 130 mile per hour wind gales.  
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In this particular case, Canyon Outdoor paid $ 10,000 for the assignment and rights to the 
Sign Lease from Lockeridge, $1 2,000 to Mr. and Mrs. Knapp for the easement and S40,000 to 
construct and erect the billboard sign for a total cost of $62,000. 
In 2006, I was not aware that Mr. and Mrs. Knapp were contemplating selling their 
property and Plaintiff was contemplating buying it. At the time Mr. and Mrs. Knapp and 
Plaintiff agreed upon a purchase price to sell the property and before it closed, I never received a 
call or any correspondence from Plaintiff or its representatives or agents inquiring about Canyon 
Outdoor's  interest in the property. 
Canyon Outdoor' s  first contact with Plaintiff was from a letter dated August 7, 2007 from 
Plaintiff's counsel which was over a year after Plaintiff acquired the property . The letter first 
informed Canyon Outdoor of the new owners of Mr. and I\1rs. Knapp's property. Attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference is a true and accurate copy of the letter dated August 
7, 2007, marked as Exhibit C. 
I have been in the billboard sign industry for 25 years and own billboard signs in the 
states of Missouri, Kansas and Idaho. Canyon Outdoor entered the Idaho market in 2003. I 
previously owned signs in the state of Utah which I sold to another sign company. Currently, 
Canyon Outdoor o""ns a total of 65-70 billboard signs of which approximately 1 5  of those 
billboard signs possess an easement agreement. 
I have been involved in 1 5  to 20 incidents where the property ownership where my 
billboard signs were and are located have been transferred by private transaction or through court 
proceedings such as a bankruptcy, excluding this case. In most of those incidents� I was 
contacted either by the prospective buyer, his/her agent or a court representative inquiring about 
the status of Canyon Outdoor' s interest on the property, whether it was by lease or easement. 
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And in most of those incidents, the buyer generaJ iy requires Canyon Outdoor to execute an 
estoppel. This case is one of the only incidents where I was not contacted by th.e prospective 
buyer or his agent about Canyon Outdoor's interest on the property. 
I have bought property in Idaho and currently own a piece of ground in Canyon County at 
1 6520 Midland Blvd, Nampa Idaho off of the new Karcher Interchange . The property was a 
piece of a Jarger parce] which was severed in a condemnation action vvith the State ofidaho for 
the construction of the Karcher Interchange off Interstate 84. Originally, I leased the property 
from the then owners, the Aldon and Jacquelyn Harshman Family Trust ("Harshman Trust") 
prior to acquiring the property. On the property was an old water pump station which did not 
contain any electricity servicing it and appeared abandoned. Prior to purchasing the property, I 
obtained all title information possessed by the owners and title company about the status of the 
property which did not show any interest in the old water pump station. I inquired from the 
Trustee of the Harshman Trust about the o�11ership status and rights associated with the pump 
station which the Trustee was unsure of. 
I conducted further inquiry about the pump station status by contacting the Nampa­
Meridian Irrigation District to determine whether it possessed an interest in the pump station. I 
learned from the Irrigation District that not only was the pump station not abandoned but 
serviced approximately 600 acres owned by other property O\\'llers in the surrounding area, if 
necessarv. Tbis information was unknown to me through a title search. 
In other words, I would not have known the status of the old water pump station from the 
title records without performing further due diligence of its status. Had I removed the old water 
pump station, Canyon Outdoor could have been liable to several third parties who possessed an 
interest in the pump station. 
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I was also involved in another situation in Ada County on a piece of property off of 
Fairview Avenue where Canyon Outdoor obtained an easement where a trench ran through the 
property. The owner was unsure of the ownership of the trench. I, again, conducted further due 
diligence to determine its ownership, status and rights to the property. 
In my experience, if a structure is located on a particular property, such as a ditch or old 
utility pole, it is my general practice to inquiry everything possible about the structure by making 
several telephone calls to the property owner and/or the structure's owner to determine what, if 
any, interest they may possess on the particular property. 
In 2013,  I had a conversation with Dr. Tiller concerning the billboard sign where I 
informed him that Canyon Outdoor possessed an easement on the property. He disputed the 
easement. During this conversation, Dr. Tiller acknowledged that the lease contained an 
automatic 5 year renewal provision which he was advised by his attorney. 
In addition, Dr. Tiller acknowledged to me that he was aware that Mr. and Mrs. Knapp 
received a lump sum, which term is specifically addressed in the Sign Lease associated with the 
acquisition of an easement. He also expressed that he was entitled to receive free advertising on 
the billboard which he had not received which was not a term expressed in the Sign Lease but a 
term in the Perpetual Easement Agreement that he alleged he was unaware of. 
After our conversation, I faxed over the Perpetual Easement Agreement to him. 
On or about June 1 8, 201 3, I received a letter from Dr. Tiller and Dr. Rodney White 
stating that the Perpetual Easement Agreement was between Canyon Outdoor and Mr. and Mrs. 
Knapp and was not recorded and therefore invalid. The letter also acknowledged that the lease 
contained a renewal provision to the lease, but interpreted the renewal provision to require 30 
day written notice of continuing the Lease which it does not . It only requires 30 days ""'Titten 
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notice if Canyon Outdoor wishes to tenninate the lease. Attached hereto and incorporated herein 
by reference is a copy of the letter dated June 1 8, 201 3, marked as Exhibit D. 
DATED this L day of April, 201 5 .  
" h  SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me, a Notary Public, this �'t day of April, 20 1 5. 
DEBRA S. KRAVISH 
My Cammission Expiles 
Noverlller20, 2015 
Jackson County 
c���n t1127035$ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J.tf!:_ day of April, 20 1 5, a true and correct copy ofthe 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 21 
Nampa. Idaho 83653-002 1 
v/ U.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-79 1 0 
Email 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
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L /~ By~~=' CURT~ 
Notary Public for Missouri ·· 
Residing at: NftiP2 iR l/lJ, /I) Z':i/ ·tht/'1- Ut",5 .{tl..Af/Jtlf 
My commission expires: I I I ;;z.o /1 cs-- mo b 'tO~ 
•- • 
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY 
1-727-415-0225 
SIGN LEASE 
CITY STATE 
as'Lessor', 
and LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY, to as 'Lessee'. 
: THAT Lessor does herewith lease to Lessee fur a term of T e. I\ beginning upon erection and expiring 
on - the premises known and descn"bed as fOllows: As per legal description. 
Theconsiderationfurtheleaseisthesumof S 00 
revenue, whichever is greater, rental payable by Lessee on installation of structure. 
The agreed space on property is leased for the purpose of construction, operation and maintenance of an outdoor advertising display. Lessee is granted 
the right to ingress and egress over the said premises fur the tenns hereof for the purpose of constructing, maintaining, operating, or replacing said display. 
Permission is hereby granted to the Lessee and/or the electric company to establish service, if required, top this location. 
Should the view of said advertising space become obstructed, or should Lessee's el!ioyment for display advertising purposes be prevented or impaired in 
any way or by any means or becomes unprofitable, then Lessee shall have the right to cancel this agreement by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance 
written notice. 
If at any time the erection, placement, posting, painting, illumination or maintenance of its signs on the demised premises is prohibited by any law, ordinance 
or authority, or building permits are either not obtained or revoked, Lessee may terminate this lease by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance notice of 
such termination. 
Lessee does herewith indemnitY and agree to hold Lessor harmless against all claims or damages or property by reason of accidents resulting from the 
negligence or willful acts ofLessee's agents, employees or workmen in the construction, maintenance, repair or removal of its signs. 
After the original terms hereof; this lease shall continue in force fur a period of five years on the same terms unless terminated at the end of the original term 
or any additional year thereafter, on written notice or termination to Lessor by Lessee, served not less than thirty (30) days before the term or extended 
term of this agreement or within (30 ) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement 
All materials and displays places upon the property by Lessee shall remain Lessee's property, and Lessee may remove the same at any time during the term 
or extended term of this agreement or within thirty (30) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement. 
This lease is assignable by Lessor or Lessee and shall be binding on all heirs, successors and assigns of both Lessor and Lessee. 
Lessee agrees to pay promptly the rentals provided herein. Lessor warrants that he as owner, agent or tenant has the full right and authority to enter into 
this agreement. 
Lessor empowers Lessee with full authority to act as agent fur Lessor in all matters necessary to the erection of said advertising display. 
Lessor reserves the right to, at any time throughout the term of the lease, to sell Lessee a permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to service 
structure for a one time lump sum of$10,000 thus voiding the yearly contractual payment aforementioned. 
LESSOR 
Signature 
Address 
Accepted by 
Telephone 
This� day of 2003 
Witness 
Notary Public 
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OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY 
1 -727-41 5-0225 
SIGN LEASE 
c1rv � couN.:rv sTATE 
TmsAGREEMENT madeandenteredinlobyandbetween +- / 
and LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY, hereinafter referred to as 'Lessee'. 
as 'Lessor', 
WITNESSED : 1bra term of beginning upon erection and expiring 
on I the premises known and descnoed as 1bllows: As per legal 
Tbeconsiderationfurtheleaseisthesumof f II( 15%ofthestructure's 
revenue, whichever is greater, rental payable by on of structure. 
The agreed space on property is leased fur the purpose of construction, operation and maintenance of an outdoor advertising display. Lessee is granted 
the right to ingress and egress over the said premises for the terms hereof for the purpose of constructing, maintaining, operating, orrcplacing said display. 
Permission is hereby granted to the Lessee and/or the electric company to establish service, if required, top this location. 
Should the view of said advertising space become obstructed, or should Lessee's enjoyment fbr display advertising purposes be prevented or impaired in 
any way or by any means or becomes unprofitable, then Lessee shall have the right to cancel this agreement by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance 
written notice. 
If at any time the erection, placement, posting, painting, illumination or maintenance of its signs on the demised premises is prohibited by any law, ordinance 
or authority, or building permits are either not obtained or revoked, Lessee may terminate this lease by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance notice of 
such termination. 
Lessee does herewith indem:nifY and agree to hold Lessor bannless against all claims or damages or property by reason of accidents resulting from the 
negligence or willful acts ofLessee's agents, employees or workmen in the construction, maintenance, repair or removal of its signs. 
After the original terms hereof; this lease shall continue in force for a period of five years on the same terms unless terminated at the end of the original term 
or any additional year thereafter, on written notice or termination to Lessor by Lessee. served not less than thirty (30) days before the term or extended 
term of this agreement or within (30 ) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement. 
All materials and displays places upon the property by Lessee shall remain Lessee's property, and Lessee may remove the same at any time during the term 
or extended term of this agreement or within thirty (30) days after termination or canccllation of this agreement 
This lease is assignable by Lessor or Lessee and shall be binding on all heirs, successors and assigns of both Lessor and Lessee. 
Lessee agrees to pay promptly the rentals provided herein. Lessor warrants that he as owner, agent or tenant bas the fuJI right and authority to enter into 
this agreement. 
Lessor empowers Lessee with full authority to act as agent for Lessor in all matters necessary to the erection of said advertising display. 
Lessor reserves the right to, at any time throughout the term of the lease, to sell Lessee a permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to service 
structure fur a one time lump sum of$10,000 thns voiding the yearly contractual payment aforementioned. 
LESSOR 
Signature 
Address 
Telephone ... 1 5  b S  
Notary Public -- -
LmEE . . Representattve: 
Agreed this�day of r.e..b r 2003 
LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY 
Accepted by 
Witness 
3929 Overland Road #736 Boise, Idaho 83705-2968 
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(l!•X93,lJ•Xc11) 
TIJ.AJ L:5°rdoesherewithleasctoLessee /.in (/Q) years 
eJa.y ~c, IL di;scrpmon. 
~O~ne,.!r!<...fj1-r:~:ws.°"~ol\cf~~J:E----Lhv1!JL..:.3,t-=>(§:S_ l,.500 }Do1Jarsperyear,or 
Lessee installation 
Thl• .,22_ doy of ,;;?(,,~ 2003 
tL~ 
State of 
County of C Ct 
e 
On this :2 day of . ' 20 ll 3  ' G 'R f< i1 personally appeared before me, 
__ who is personally known to 
� whose identity I verified on the basis of 
__ -whose identity I verified on the oath/affirmation 
a credible witness, 
to be the signer of the foregoing acknowledged that he/she signed it. 
.... 
.. .. 
: : - e cssr : 5 = "' • = 
.. Of 
-
.._ 
Notary Public 
Attribution Clause: This Certificate is prepared for, and exclusively belongs to, the accompanying document entitled 
Le which consists page(s) and is dated I oJ 
If this · ertificate is appropriated to any document other than the one described herein, it shall be deemed null and void. 
Copyright 2001 by the Notary Law lnstiture. Unauthorized reproduction of any kind of this form is strictly prohibited. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
~·11&1·,J 
ten, 1 
of ________________ ~ 
My Commission Expires: __ i.,:../_,.,,/ , __ , .,,_I..;.{..:-,)!:::':;;..' __ 
ti / 
of_ _ { __ 
Addendum to lease; 
e e 
OUT.DOOR ADVERTISINGAGENCY 
1 .  It is agreed that at no time will there be liquor, tobacco, Risque type ofbusinesses involving 
bars, or any competitive advertising on the sign. 
2. Lessee agrees to remove sign within 30 days of termination of lease agreement if not renewed. 
And property will be left as it was before installation. I.E: Hole filled in and smoothed over to 
satisfaction oflessor. 
3. A separate electric meter to be attached to sign. Billing to be responsibility oflessee, not 
involving lessor in any way. 
4. Lessee agrees to cover cost of any and all repair and restoration to property of or on lessor, 
and neighbor at 901 should damage occur during installation or removal of sign, or sign being the 
cause of property damage from wind, storm, earthquake, flood, or other natural causes . 
3929 Overland Road #736 Boise, ID 83 705-2968 
727-415-0225 
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THIS PERPETU�� EASEMENT AGREEMENl' this . 
.�. by and ·· (Grantor), whose 
address is r:h L � , ' · , Idaho, and CANYON 
OUTDOOR MEDIA,LLC (hereinafter called "Grantee"), wh se address is 6354 North Park Meadow Way, Suite 
207, Boise, Idaho 83713. The foregoing are sometimes referred to herein singularly as the "'Party" and together as 
the '"Parties". 
WHBRBAS, Grantor owns the property descn"bed in Exhibit "A" (the Grantor's Property); and 
WHEREAS, Grantor agrees to grant an easement to Grantee to erect, maintain and operate outdoor advertising 
structures, devices, signs, billboards, logos, emblems and other advertising and informational improvetneiiiS (the 
.. Outdoor Advertising Structures") as more fully described herein. 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the sum of . · Dollars 
• - ) and other good and valuable consideration paid by the grantee to Grantor. the receipt and 
sufficiency of which is hereby aclcnowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
1 .  The Grantor hereby grants to Grantee a perpetual, non-exclusive easement. 
privilege, right and authority on, under and above the areas marked "Sign Easement" on Exhibit "B" attached hereto 
(the "Easement Property") for the purpose of erecting. using, operating, maintaining and replacing Outdoor 
advertising Structures on the Easement Property, together with; 
a The easement, privilege, right and authority of ingress and egress on foot or by vehicles of any description 
over the Grantor's property ( the  "Access Easement") for the purpose of access to the Easement Property; 
b. The easement, privilege, right and authori1y to extend electric service across the Easement Property and the 
Access Easement; 
c. The easement, privilege, right and authority to construct. move, reconstruct and expand the Outdoor 
Advertising Structures on the Easement Property, including the right to encroach upon Grantor's Property adjacent 
to tlte Easement if such encroachment is necessitated by a condemnation or conveyance under threat of 
condemnation of any of the Easement Property, provided such encroachment will not extend more than Thirty (30) 
feet beyond the boundary of the Easement Property as shown in Exhibit "B" ; 
d The easement, privilege, right and autborit;y to consnuct, mamta:in, repair and use on, over, under and above 
the Easement Property, structures, poles, wires., pipes, devices, connections, lights, fixtures, equipment and 
improvements incidental to or in connection with its Outdoor Advertising Structures; 
e. The easement, privilege. right and authority to overhang the Grantor's Property along the easement boundaty 
p . 2 
to a maxim.mn distance of Twenty (20) feet 
I EGJBIT 
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2. . Grantor agrees that it will, from time to time, and at all times hereafter: 
a. Provide separately metered electric se:.rvice across Grantor's Property to Grantee's Advertising Stmcture at 
Grantee's expense, adequate for Grantee's use provided that Grantee wr11 obtain electric service in its name and wilJ 
pay the utility company for its consumption of electricity, and further provided that Grantor will not be required to 
maintain any electric lines which are owned by the utility company; 
b. Provide to Gnmree's reasonable satisfaction on and over the Access Easement,. a road or driveway that is at 
least Fifteen ( 1 5) ft:et wide with a turning radius adequate for Grantee•s use, and improved with gravel or other hard 
surface sufficient to support Grantee's service vebicJes; 
c. Provide Grantee with a means to access its Outdoor Advertising Soucture on a Twenty Four (24) hour basis, 
including weekends and holidays; 
d. Not to pJace or keep or pennit any person other than Grantee to place or keep any Outdoor Advertising 
Structure on the Easement Property or on the Grantor's Property; 
e. Pay before they become delinquent all real estate taxes, assessments and other governmental charges or levies 
with respect to the Grantor's Property and the improvements thereon, and provide evidence of such payment to the 
Grantee within Ten (1 0) days following Grantee's request. Grantee shall pay before they become delinquent, all real 
estate taxes that are separately assessed to its Outdoor Advertising Structure; 
f. Cooperate with Grantee, assist Grantee and take such reasonable steps as Grantee shall request in order that 
Grantee may fully enjoy the rights contemplated by this agreement, including but not limited to supporting any 
requests by Grantee for zoning. variances, permits or other approvals reasonably requested by Grantee for the uses 
contemplated and permitted by this Perpetual Easement Agreement; 
g. Permit Grantee the privilege, right and authority to use ftom time to time portions of the Grantor's Property 
adjacent to the Easement Property for construction and maintenance on a tempo.rary basis. 
3. . Grantor agrees that it will not cause or pennit any sign. building, pole,strUcture, 
tree,growtb, landscaping or other vegetation or improvement to be located on Grantor's Property which obstructs, 
diminishes or interferes with tbe visibility of the Grantee's OUtdoor Advertising Structure as they may exist fi'om 
time to time on the Easement Property from any designated road or highway in Grantee's sole judgment, and, if 
Grantor fails to remove any such vegetation or improvements within Thirty (30) days following notice from Grantee. 
Grantee shall have the right to enter upon the Grantor's Property to remove any such vegetation or improvement at 
Grantor's expense. 
4. . Each Party (''Indemnitor") covenants and agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the other 
Party ("Indemnitee") from and against any and all damages, actions. losses, claims. liabilities or expenses (including 
attorneys' fees) arising out of or conneded with a breach oftbis Agreement by Indemnitor. It is understood that barb 
Parties also agree to carry adequate public liability insU1"811Ce. and provide proof of said insurance upon written 
request within Ten ( 1 0) days lime from the receipt of such request. 
S. The Parties hereto agree that the provisions of this agreement may be modified or amended, in 
whole or in part, only by an instrument in writing, executed and acknowledged by the Parties hereto or their 
successors and assigns and duly recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Ada County. State of Idaho. 
p . 3 
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Grantor·s Obligations 
\usibilm, Protection 
Jndemnity 
Amendment. 
6. 
w d � a � c n  u u � a o o r  n ea 1 a  -, 
a. Grantee's remedies for breach of this Agreement by Grantor shall include but not be limited to any and all 
equitable remedies which may be appropriate, including iJljunctive relief, and Grantee shall be entitled to receive . 
from Grantor its attorneys' fees and other costs incuaed as a result of such breach. In addition to the foregoing. jf 
Grantor shall fail to fulfill its obligations or perfonn its duties pursuant to this Agreement, Grantee may cure such 
breach or default, and any amount expended by Grantee, including its attorneys' fees resulting from such breach or 
defilult, shall be paid to Grantee by Grantor upon demand and shall bear interest at the rate ofFourteen Percent 
(14%) per annwn ootil paid. 
b. Grantor's remedies for breach of this Agreement by Grantee shall include but not be limited to any and all 
equitable remedies whkh may be appropriate, including injunctive reliet: and Grantor shan be entitled to receive 
from Grantee its attorneys• fees and other costs inctmed as a result of such breach, In addition to the foregoing. if 
Grantee shall fail to fulfill its obligations or perform its duties pursuant to this Agreement, Grantor may cure such 
breach or default, and any amount expended by Grantor, including its attorneys• fees resulting ftom such breach or 
default, shall be paid to Grantor by Grantee upon demand and shall bear interest at the rate ofFowteen Percent 
(14%) per annum tmtJ1 paid. 
7. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Idaho. 
8. . The terms, covenants and conditions of this agreement shall be perpetual and construed as 
covenants running with the land and each and every person accepting a deed to Grantor's Property, or any part 
thereof, shall be bound by this Perpetual Easement Agreement for the benefit of Grantee and its successors and 
assigns. 
9. . Grantee and its successors and assigns shall have the right to construct, reconstruct, remove, 
replace, modifY, operate, maintain, inspect and repair its Outdoor Advertising Structures on the Easement Property. 
a. Grantor will promptly repair at Grantor's cost, any damage to the Access Route caused by Grantor or its 
employees, agents, customers or invitees. 
b. Grantee will promptly repair at Grantee's cost, any damage to the Access Route caused by Grantee or its 
employees. agents, customers or invitees. 
1 1 . This Easement is contingent upon Grantee obtaining all necessary pennits and governmental approvals. Upon 
obtaining these permits and governmental approvals. Grantee shall have Thirty (30) days to tender, to the Grantor, 
the agreed upon amount set forth in this contract. This Easement is assignable. 
12. Grantee shall deliver to Grantor, upon receiving a permit. a check for one hundred dollars ($1 00.00) as earnest 
p . 4 
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13. It  is expressed and undemood that all infi>nnation contained berein is  Slrictly coofidentlal 
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Govemin1 Law. 
Qiodin& Narure 
Modification 
10. Repair ofAccess Route. 
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• 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed and delivered this Agreement on the day and year first written 
above. 
CANYON 
CURTIS MASSOOD, President 
Date- .2003 
p . S 
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• 
20QJ, before me personally appeared 
to me personally known to be 
the persons described in and who exec ed the foregoing instrument and acl<nowledged that they 
�� � � $ � h � � �  . 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
on the day and year last above written. 
My commission expires: 
I 'L - S" ,.  2-0D..3 
STATE OF 1DAHO 
COUNTY OF Gyo'\ } ) 
ss. 
,. 2002, before me personally appeared 
to me personally known to be the 
persons exe and acknowledged that they 
executed the same as their ftee act and deed. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
on the day and year last above written. 
My commission expires: 
{ 2  .. S - 2.003 
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EDWIN G. SCHILLER 
Jeff Barker 
Canyon Outdoor Media 
P . O .  Box 1 6 561 
Boise , ID 83715 
Dear Sir : 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER 
CHARTERED 
ATIORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. Box 21 - 1202 - 1st Street South 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
August 7 ,  2007 
TELEPHONE 208 • 466-7809 
FAX 208 • 466-7910 
EMAIL egs1 Omlndaprlng.com 
I am writing you on behalf of my client , Tiller White , LLC . 
My client is currently the owner of the property located at 911 
12� Avenue South , Nampa , Idaho . 
On February 2 7 , 2 0 0 3 , you or your predecessor entered into a 
lease with my client ' s predecessors , Glenn Knapp and Rachel 
Knapp , for the erection of a billboard on their property . My 
client now owns that property . The building the Knapps had has 
been torn down and the area around your sign is now a parking 
lot . That because of the birds that roost on your sign , my 
client has been unable to use the area around the sign for 
parking . This has caused considerable damage and inconvenience 
to my client . 
Demand is made that you either take steps so the birds will 
not roost on your sign or you remove the sign from my client' s 
property . 
EGS/ac 
co : Client 
Very truly yours , 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER , CHARTERED 
EDWIN G .  
EXHIBIT 
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ADVANCED EYECARE . · . . . .  
Dr. Dan iel L. Tiller • 
June 1 8, 201 3  
Canyon Outdoor Media LLC 
PO Box 1 666 1 
Boise, ID 837 1 5  
Dr. ,Rodney L .  White • 
. . . Rf:: Bil��oard structure, locat�d at_?l l 1 2fu. Ave S.?. Nampa, ID _ _ 
& . Associates 
Due to your non--response to repeated phone calls I am left with little choice than to write · 
an unpleasant letter. 
· First of all, your "Perpetual Easement Agreement" written betWeen your firm and Mr, 
and Mrs. Knapp w;:ts not recorded an dis therefore not valid. As it was not recorded, it 
w�s not included in the title search or closing papers wheri the property, 9 1 1 12th Ave S, · 
�ampa,_w�s purch�.ed by Dr. Whit� a!ld myself in 200o. Had there been such an 
agreement listed it is questionable whether_we would have proceeded with the purchase. 
SecondJy,' the a�fual agreement which was recorded· was for: a period of ten years 
concluding on May 1 ,  20 1 3. The agreement did have a 5-year extension option, however 
that extension would only be al lowed with a 30 day written notice, from you, prior to the 
end ofthe original term of the agreement. Since we did not receive such notice by April 
1 ,  201 3 , · the contract'has now terminated. In ad,dition; there was a clause alloWing for an 
. extension should written notice be received from your firm within 30 days of the · 
termination of the contract, or by June 1 ,  2013.  That period of time has al�o expired. 
Since your billboard is.now out of contract we expect it to be removed and the grounds to 
- - be riiai;le whole immedi�tely: should you-not te�to� the struct.:rre in-.atimely mal1�"'ler; .
. 
_ 
We will consider the structure abandoned and take steps to either remove it Of S()mehow 
use· it ourselves. 
· 
With regards, 
Dr. Daniel L Tiller Dr. Rodney L White 
. . . -
. cc: Edwin G Schiller, Attorney At Law EXHIBIT 
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E DON COPPLE 
F L E ----4A.M. 
APR 1 0 2015 
D P.M. 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CARLTON, DEPUTY 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
199 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos. :  1085 & 6148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD illDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2014-1597-C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN R. KNAPP 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
GLEN R. KNAPP, after first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states:  
My wife, Rachel A. Knapp, and I were the previous owners of the property located at 901 
12th Avenue South, Nampa, Idaho 8365 1 and more particularly described as: 
Lot 5 in Block 36 of WATERHOUSE ADDITION TO NAMPA, Canyon County, 
Idaho, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 1 of Plats at Page 15, 
records of said County. 
In February of 2003, my wife and I were approached by a representative of Lockridge 
Outdoor Advertising Agency who offered to lease a portion of our property to construct, operate 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN R. KNAPP IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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\ . I 
) 
and maintain an advertising billboard sign. We negotiated some of terms for the lease, 
specifically the amount of the annual lease payments we would receive if we allowed the 
billboard sign to be erected on our property. We agreed to an annual payment of $1 ,500 or 1 5% 
of the structure's revenue whichever was greater. I read the lease before signing and on 
February 26, 2003, my wife and I executed the Sign Lease. Attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by reference is a true and accurate copy of the Sign Lease my wife and I executed, marked 
as Exhibit A. 
There was no notary at the time we signed Exhibit A, so I signed the same Sign Lease 
again, without my wife, the next day, before a notary public. Attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by reference is a true and accurate copy of the Sign Lease I executed the next day before a 
notary public, marked as Exhibit B. My wife was fully aware and approved me signing the 
document reflected in Exhibit B. 
I have been married to my wife for 64 years and I recognize and am familiar with her 
signature. 
To the best of my recollection, I recall having a discussion with Dr. Daniel Tiller about 
signing the sign lease and providing him a copy for his review shortly after signing the lease. 
In April and/or May of 2003, I was contacted by Curtis Massood who informed me that 
his company was assigned the sign lease to our property and he wanted to convert the lease into 
an easement. We agreed on the lump sum price of $12,000 and on May 10, 2003, my wife and I 
executed a Perpetual Easement Agreement. Attached hereto and incorporated herein by 
reference is a true and accurate copy of the Perpetual Easement Agreement my wife and I signed, 
marked as Exhibit B. I am familiar, recognize and know my wife's signature is on Exhibit C. 
We received a check for $ 12,000 and Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC started construction 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN R. KNAPP IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
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on the billboard sign. Prior to the erection of the sign, Dr. Tiller demanded that the billboard 
sign be moved to the other side of our then existing building opposite to his building where the 
sign is currently located. The billboard had been erected for approximately 3 years before we 
sold our property to Plaintiff. After receipt of the lump sum payment and the erection of the 
billboard sign, I believed the parties fully performed the obligations expressed in Exhibit C. 
In February of 2006, Dr. Tiller approached me and offered to buy our property for 
$225,000. At the time, our property was not listed for sale. I told him I had a received a lump 
sum payment of $ 12,000 and that the agreement provided free advertising if one face was vacant 
and asked if that was a deal breaker. He responded it was not a deal breaker. My wife and I 
accepted the offer and we closed on the sale in early March of 2006. 
As part of my regular practice on personal, financial and business affairs, I keep 
important documents, such as contracts, bank statements, deeds, and other important records in 
folder files. My wife and I kept a folder file of documents concerning the billboard sign. 
To the best of my knowledge, I would have received a copy of all the documents that my 
wife and I signed that were related to the billboard sign. 
To the best of my knowledge, I would have given the file pertaining to the billboard sign 
to Dr. Tiller or the closing agent prior to or at the time of closing as we would have had no 
further need for the file. 
, 20 1 5. 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN R. KNAPP IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY WDGMENT - 3 
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DATED this ~ay of~ 
B~ GLENR.KNAPP 
SUBSCRIBED AND
.
�:VORN before me, a Notary Public, this 3 day of#. 2015 .  
� 
Public for Idaho 
§Residing at: 
. . 00./ My commission expires: i ' l .:1 - ,-1 � '<.\,\. 
( .' \ \ \� '\"'\ 
• ')-� t 'l. � � r�l-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
,..ll,t 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the JQ_ day of April, 201 5, a true and correct copy ofthe 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 21  
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
!/u.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-79 10 
Email 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN R. KNAPP IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
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OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY 
1-727-41 5-0225 
SIGN LEASE 
CITY STATE 
as'Lessor', 
and LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY, to as 'Lessee'. 
: THAT Lessor does herewith lease to Lessee fur a term of T e 1\ beginning upon erection and expiring 
on - the premises known and descn"bed as fullows: As per legal description. 
Theconsiderationfurthe leaseisthesumof 1= s oo 15%ofthestructure's 
revenue, whichever is greater, rental payable by Lessee on installation of structure. 
The agreed space on property is leased for the purpose of construction, operation and maintenance of an outdoor advertising display. Lessee is granted 
the right to ingress and egress over the said premises fur the tenns hereof fur the purpose of constructing, maintaining, operating, or replacing said display. 
Permission is hereby granted to the Lessee and/or the electric company to establish service, if required, top this location. 
Should the view of said advertising space become obstructed, or should Lessee's enjoyment fur display advertising purposes be prevented or impaired in 
any way or by any means or becomes unprofitable, then Lessee shall have the right to cancel this agreement by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance 
written notice. 
I fat any time the erection, placement, posting, painting, illumination or maintenance ofils signs on the demised premises is prohibited by any law, ordinance 
or authority, or building permits are either not obtained or revoked, Lessee may terminate this lease by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance notice of 
such termination. 
Lessee does herewith indenmiJY and agree to hold Lessor harmless against all claims or damages or property by reason of accidents resulting ftom the 
negligence or willful acts of Lessee's agents, employees or workmen in the construction, maintenance, repair or removal of its signs. 
After the original terms hereof; this lease shall continue in furce fur a period of five years on the same terms unless terminated at the end of the original term 
or any additional year thereafter, on written notice or termination to Lessor by Lessee, served not less than thirty (30) days befbre the term or extended 
term of this agreement or within (30 ) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement 
All materials and displays places upon the property by Lessee shall remain Lessee's property, and Lessee may remove the same at any timeduringtheterm 
or extended term of this agreement or within thirty (30) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement. 
This lease is assignabJe by Lessor or Lessee and shall be binding on all heirs, successors and assigns of both Lessor and Lessee. 
Lessee agrees to pay promptly the rentals provided herein. Lessor warrants tbat he as owner, agent or tenant has the full right and authority to enter into 
this agreement. 
Lessor empowers Lessee with full authority to act as agent for Lessor in all matters necessary to the erection of said advertising display. 
Lessor reserves the right to, at any time throughout the term of the lease, to sell Lessee a permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to service 
structure fur a one time lump sum of$10,000 thus voiding the yearly contractual payment afbrementioned. 
LESSOR 
Signature 
Address 
Accepted by 
Telephone 
This� day of 2003 
Witness 
Notary 
3929 Overland Road #736 Boise, Idaho 83705-2968 EXHIBIT 
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OUT.DOOR ADVBRnSnYGAGBNCY 
1 -727-41 5-0225 
SIGN LEASE 
CITY � COUNn' STATE 
THISAGREEMENTmadeandentemiintobyandbetween i-
and LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY, hereinafter referred to as 
WITNESSED : herewith lease to Lessee fura tmn of beginning upon erection and expiring 
on I premises known and descnOed as fuUOW:: As per legal 
Tbeconsiderationfurtheleaseisthesumof til( 15%ofthestructure's 
revenue, whichever is grearer, rental payable by on of structure. 
The agreed space on property is leased fur the purpose of COIIS1:ruction, operation and maintenance of an outdoor advertising display. Lessee is granted 
the right to ingress and egress over1he said premises for the terms hereof fur the purpose of constructing, maintaining, operating, or replacing said display. 
Permission is hereby granted to the Lessee and/or the electric company to establish service, if required, top this location. 
Should the view of said advertising space become obstructed, or should Lessee's enjoyment fur display advertising purposes be prevented or impaired in 
any way or by any means or becomes unprofitable, then Lessee shall have the right to cancel this agreement by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance 
written notice. 
I fat any time theaection, placement, posting, painting, illumination or maintenance of its signs on 1he demised premises is prohibited by any law, ordinance 
or authority, or building permits are either not obtained or revoked, Lessee may tmninate this lease by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance notice of 
such termination. 
Lessee does herewith indemnifY and agree to hold Lessor bannless against all claims or damages or property by reason of accidents resulting from the 
negligence or willful acts ofLessee's agents, employees or workmen in the constiuc on, maintenance, repair or removal of its signs. 
After the original terms hereof; this lease shall continue in 1brce fur a period of five years on the same terms unless terminated at the end of the original term 
or any additional year thereafter, on written notice or termination to Lessor by Lessee, served not less than thirty (30) days befure the term or extended 
tenn of this agreement or within (30 ) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement. 
All materials and displays places upon the property by Lessee shall remain Lessee's property, and Lessee may remove the same at anytime during the term 
or extended term of this agreement or within thirty (30) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement 
This lease is assignable by Lessor or Lessee and shall be binding on all heils, successors and assigns of both Lessor and Lessee. 
Lessee agrees to pay promptly the rentals provided herein. Lessor warrants that he as owner, agent or tenant bas the full right and authority to enter into 
this agreement. 
Lessor empowers Lessee with full authority to act as agent fur Lessor in all matters necessary to the erection of said advertising display. 
Lessor reserves the right to, at any time throughout the term of the lease, to sell Lessee a permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to service 
structure fur a one time lump sum of$1 0,000 thus voiding the yearly contractual payment afurementioned. 
LESSOR 
Signature 
Address 
Telephone 
Re�e: 
Agreed this�dayof F'.e..b r 
LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY 
Accepted by 
Witness 
EXHIBIT 
3929 Overland Road #736 Boise, Idaho 83705-2968 
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G le.en() A.,._c h 4-/ 
'Lessee'. 
i«.11 Clo) rears 
lia°if as'Lessor', 
d~Ton. 
One,. HOV$~ f: M{f§.s_ l1.600 )DollaISperyear,or 
Lessee installation 
LESSEE 
- '  -· -
State of 
County of 
On this day of 20 l\ 3  , personally appeared before me, 
__ who is personally known to +._ whose identity I verified on the basis of 
__ .whose identity I verified on the oath/affirmation 
a credible witness, 
to be the signer of the foregoing he/she acknowledged that he/she signed it. 
... 
.... 
• -
� : ...  =m : I 
\ � 
,_ 
Notary Public 
Attribution Clause: This Certificate is prepared for, and exclusively belongs to, the accompanying document entitled 
S i _ L f ·.e_ which consists page(s) and is dated 2- / 0 J 
If this ertificate is appropriated to any document other than the one described herein, it shall be deemed null and void. 
Copyright 2001 by the Notary Law lnstinue. Unauthorized reproduction of any kind of this form is strictly prohibited. 
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OUTVOOR ADVERT�INGAGENCY 
Addendum to lease; 
1 .  It is agreed that at no time will there be liquor, tobacco, Risque type ofbusinesses involving 
bars, or any competitive advertising on the sign. 
2. Lessee agrees to remove sign within 30 days of termination of lease agreement if not renewed. 
And property will be left as it was before installation. I.E: Hole filled in and smoothed over to 
satisfaction oflessor. 
3. A separate electric meter to be attached to sign. Billing to be responsibility oflessee, not 
involving lessor in any way. 
4. Lessee agrees to cover cost of any and all repair and restoration to property of or on lessor, 
and neighbor at 901 should damage occur during installation or removal of sign, or sign being the 
cause of property damage from wind, storm, earthquake, flood, or other natural causes . 
3929 Overland Road #736 Boise, ID 83705-2968 
727-415-0225 
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THIS PERPETUAL EASEMENT AGREEMENT this . 
of .�. by  and .· · (Grantor), whose 
address d IL � ' ' , Idaho, and CANYON 
OUTDOOR MEDIA,LLC (hereinafter called "G.nmtee"), wh se address is 6354 North Park Meadow Way, Suite 
207, Boise, Idaho 83713. The foxegoing are sometimes referred to herein singuJarly as tbe "'Party" and together as 
the ••Parties". 
WHEREAS, Grantor owns the property descn'bed in Exhibit"A" (the Grantor's Property); and 
WHEREAS, Grantor agrees to grant an easement to Grantee ro erect, maintain and operate outdoor advertising 
s1ructures, devices, signs, bi11boards, logos, emblems and other advertising and infonnational improvements {the 
000\ltdoor Advertising Structures") as more fully described herein. 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe sum of - Dollars 
• - ) and other good and valuable consideration paid by the grantee to Grantor. the receipt and 
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
l .  , The Grantor hereby grants to Grantee a perpetual, non-exclusive easement, 
privilege, right and authority on, under and above the areas marked "Sign Easement" on Exhibit "B" attached hereto 
(the "'Easement Property") for the purpose of erecting. using, operating, maintaining and replacing Outdoor 
advertising Structures on the Easement Property, together with: 
a. The easement, privilege, right and authority of ingress and egress on foot or by vehicles of any description 
over the Grantor's property ( the "Access Easement") for the plll'pose of access to the Easement Property; 
b. The easement, privilege, right and authority to extend electric service across the Easement Property and the 
Access Easement; 
c. The easement, privilege, right and authority to construct. move, reconstruct and expand the Outdoor 
Advertising Structures on tbe Easement Property, including the right to encroach upon Grantor's Property adjacent 
to the Easement if such encroachment is necessitated by a condemnation or conveyance under threat of 
condemnation of any of the Easement Property, provided such encroachment will not extend more than Thirty (30) 
feet beyond the boundary of the Easement Property as shown in Exhibit "B" ; 
d. The easement, privilege, right and authority to constrUct, maintain, repair and use on, over, under and above 
the Easement Property, structures, poles, wires, pipes, devi� conneclions. ligbts, fixtures, equipment and 
improvements incidental to or in connection with its Outdoor Advertising Structures; 
e. The easement, privilege, right and authority to overhang the Grantor's Property along the easement boundacy 
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2. . Grantor agrees that it will. from time to time, and at all times hereafter: 
a. Provide separately metered eleetric service across Grantor's Property to Grantee's Advertising Structure at 
Grantee's expense, adequate for Grantee's use provided that Grantee wm obtain electric service in its name and wilJ 
pay the utility company for its consumption of electricity, and further provided that Grantor will not be required to 
maintain any eleetric lines which are owned by the utility company; 
b. Provide to Grantee's reasonable satisfaction on and over the Access Easement. a road or driveway that is at 
least Fifteen ( 1 5) ket wide with a turning radius adequate for Grantee's use, and improved with gravel or other hard 
surface sufficient to support Grantee's service vehicles; 
c. Provide Grantee with a meaus to access its Outdoor Advertising Strucwre on a Twenty Four (24) hour basis, 
including weekends and holidays; 
d. Not to place or keep or permit any person other than Grantee to place or keep any Outdoor Advertising 
Stru.clUre on the Easement Property or on the Grantor's Property; 
e. Pay before they become delinquent all real estate taxes, assessments and other governmental charges or levies 
witb respect to the Grantor's Property and the improvements thereon, and provide evidence of such payment to the 
Grantee within Ten (10) days following Grantee's request. Grantee shall pay before they become delinquent, all real 
estate taxes that are separately assessed to its Outdoor Advertising Structure; 
f. Cooperate with Grantee, assist G:rantee and take such reasonable steps as Grantee shall request in order that 
Grantee may fully enjoy the rights contemplated by this agreement, including but not limited to supporting any 
requests by Grantee for zoning, variances,. permits or other approvals reasonably requested by Grantee for the uses 
contemplated and permitted by this Perpetual Easement Agreement; 
g. Permit Grantee the privilege, right and authority to use from time to time portions of the Grantor's Property 
adjacent to the Easement Property for consttuction and maintenance on a temponuy basis. 
3. . Grantor agrees that it will not cause or pennit any sign. building, pole,structure, 
tree,growth, landscaping or other vegetation or improvement to be located on Grantor's Property which obstructs. 
diminishes or interferes with the visibility oflhe Grantee's Outdoor Advertising Structure as they may exist fi"om 
time to time on the Easement Property from any designated road or highway in Grantee's sole judgment, and, if 
Grantor fails to remove any such vegetation or improvements within Thirty (30) days following notice from Grantee, 
Grantee shall have the right to enter upon the Grantor's Property to remove any such vegetation or improvement at 
Grantor's expense. 
4. • Each Party (''Indemnitor'') covenants and agrees to indemnity, hold harmless and defend the other 
Party ("Indemnitee") from and againSt any and all damages, actions, losses, claims, liabilities or expenses (including 
attorneys' fees) arising out of or cormeded with a breach of this Agreement by Indemnitor. It is understood that both 
Parties also agree to carry adequate public liability insurance. and provide proof of said insurance upon written 
request within Ten ( 10) days time from the receipt of such request. 
5. The Parties hereto agree that the provisions of this agreement may be modified or amended, in 
whole or in part, only by ao instrument in writing, execured and acknowledged by the Parties hereto or their 
successors and assigns and duly recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Ada County. State ofldabo. 
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6. 
a. Grantee's remedies for breach of this Agreement by Grantor shall include but not be limited to any and all 
equitable remedies which may be appropriate, including injunctive relief, and Grantee shall be entitled to receive 
ftom Grantor its attorneys' fees and other costs incurred as a result of such breach. ln addition to the foregoing. if 
Grantor shall fail to fulfill its obligations or perfonn its duties pursuant to this Agreement, Grantee may cure such 
breach or default, and any amouot expended by Grantee: including im attorneys' fees resulting from such breach or 
defilult. shaH be paid to Grantee by Grantor upon demand and shaD bear interest at the rate ofFourteen Percent 
(14%) per annwn until paid. 
b. Grantor's remedies for breach of this Agreement by Grantee shall include but not be limited to any and all 
equitable remedies whkb may be appropriate, including ilijtm.ctive reliet: and Grantor shall be entitled to receive 
from Grantee its attorneys• fees and other costs incurred as a result of such breach, In addition to the foregoing, if 
Grantee shall fail to :fulfill its obligations or perform its duties pursuant to this Agreement, Grantor may cure such 
breach or default, and any amount expended by Grantor, including its attorneys• fees resulting ftom such breach or 
default. shall be paid to Grantor by Grantee upon demand and shall bear interest at the rate of Fourteen Percent 
(14%} per annum tmtil paid. 
7. This Agreement shall be governed by and consuued in accordance witb the laws of the State of 
Idaho. 
8. . The terms, covenants and conditions of this agreement shall be perpetual and construed as 
covenants running with the land and each and every peison accepting a deed to Grantor's Property, or any part 
thereof, shall be bound by this Perpetual Easement Agreement for the benefit of Grantee and its successors and 
assigns. 
9. . Grantee and its successors and assigns sbal1 have the right to construct, reconstruct, remove, 
replace, modify, operate, maintain, inspect and repair its Outdoor Advertising Structures on the Easement Property. 
a. Grantor will promptly repair at Grantor's cost, any damage to the Access Route caused by Grantor or its 
employees, agents, customers or invitees. 
b. Grantee will promptly repair at Grantee's cost, any damage to the Access Route caused by Grantee or .its 
employees, agents, customers or invitees. 
1 1 .  This Easement is contingent upon Grantee obtaining all necessary pennits and governmental approvals. Upon 
obtaining these permits and governmental approval� Grantee sball have Thirty (30) days to tender. to the Grantor, 
the agreed upon amowtt set forth in this contract. This Easement is assignable. 
12. Grantee shall deliver to Grantor, upon receiving a permit, a check for one hundred do11ars ($I 00.00) as earnest 
money. Check number cA 
13. It is expressed and understood that all infutmatioo contained herein is sttictly eoofidentiaL 
(/' �' 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed and delivered this Agreement on the day and year first l-Yritten 
above. 
CANYON OUTDOOR 
CURTIS MASSOOD, President 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ��� 
.... 
) 
) 
ss. 
20QJ, before me personally appeared 
to me personally known to be 
persons in and who exec the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they 
executed the same as their free act and deed. · 
IN TESTlMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my band and affixed 
on the day and year last above written. 
My commission expires: 
1 2.. � s- ... 2-oo..3 
STATE OF JDAHO 
COUNTY OF La yo'\ } ) 
ss. 
2002, before me personally appeared 
to me personally known to be the 
persons who exe foregoing instrwnent and acknowledged that they 
executed the same as their free act and deed 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
on the day and year last above written. 
My commission expires: 
{ 2  .. s - 2.oo3 
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E DON COPPLE 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
1 99 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos.: 1085 & 6148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
F I L E D ---A.M. P.M. 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK K CARLTON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2014-1 597-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF RACHEL A. KNAPP 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
RACHEL A. KNAPP, after first being du1y sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
My husband, Glen R. Knapp, and I were the previous owners of the property located at 
901 12th Avenue South, Nampa, Idaho 83651 and more particularly described as: 
Lot 5 in Block 36 of WATERHOUSE ADDITION TO NAMPA, Canyon County, 
Idaho, according to the official plat thereof, filed in Book 1 of Plats at Page 15, 
records of said County. 
In February of 2003, my husband and I were approached by a representative of Lockridge 
Outdoor Advertising Agency who offered to lease a small portion of our property to construct, 
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,: 
Ulo 
________ ) 
operate and maintain an advertising billboard sign. My husband negotiated some of terms for the 
lease, specifically the amount of the annual lease payments we would receive if we were to allow 
the billboard sign to be erected on our property. We agreed to an annual payment of $1 ,500 or 
1 5% of the structure's  revenue, whichever was greater. I read the lease before signing and on 
February 26, 2003, we executed the Sign Lease. Attached hereto and incorporated herein by 
reference is a true and accurate copy of the Sign Lease my husband and I executed, marked as 
Exhibit A. 
I was aware and approved my husband signing another lease the next day before a notary 
public. 
I have been married to my husband for 64 years and I recognize and am familiar with his 
signature. 
In April and/or May of 2003, my husband was contacted by Curtis Massood who 
informed us that his company was assigned the sign lease to our property and he wanted to 
convert the lease into an easement. We agreed on the lump sum price of $12,000 and on May 
1 0, 2003, we executed a Perpetual Easement Agreement. Attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by reference is a true and accurate copy of the Perpetual Easement Agreement we signed, 
marked as Exhibit B. My signature and initials are reflected on Exhibit B. 
We received a check for $ 12,000 and Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC started construction 
on the billboard sign. The billboard was situated in its current location for approximately 3 years 
before we sold our property to Plaintiff. After receipt of the lump sum payment and the erection 
of the billboard sign, I believed the parties fully performed the obligations expressed in Exhibit 
B. 
In February of 2006, Dr. Tiller approached my husband and offered to buy our property 
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for $225,000 which we accepted. We closed on the sale in early March of 2006. 
Historically, and as part of our regular practice on personal, financial and business affairs, 
we keep important documents, such as contracts, bank statements, deeds, and other important 
records in files. I know we kept a file of documents concerning the billboard sign. 
To the best of my knowledge, we would have requested and received a copy of all the 
documents that we signed that were related to the billboard sign. 
To the best of my knowledge, we would have given the file to Dr. Tiller prior to or at the 
closing as we would have had no further need for it. 
DATED this 3 day of , 2015 .  
---� 4" 
A. KNAPP 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me, a Notary Public, this� day oft$nJ.2015 .  
· . · .· · · ·�---
Residiri2 at: 
Notary.,Public for Idaho 
' " · My ,con!mission expires: 
'; ,._, . ,  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the --'i!:_ day of April, 2015 ,  a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 21 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
� U.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-7910  --
Email 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
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OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY 
1-727-41 5-0225 
SIGN LEASE 
CITY STATE 
as'Lessor', 
and LOCKRIDGE OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AGENCY, to as 'Lessee'. 
: THAT Lessor does herewith lease to Lessee fur a term of T e. 1\ beginning upon erection and expiring 
on . the premises known and descn"bed as fOllows: As per 1ega1 description. 
Theconsiderationfurtheleaseisthesumof £00 
revenue, whichever is greater, rental payable by Lessee on installation of structure. 
The agreed space on property is leased fur the purpose of construction, operation and maintenance of an outdoor advertising disPlay. Lessee is granted 
the right to ingress and egress over the said premises fur the terms hereof fur the purpose of constructing, maintaining, operating, or replacing said disPlay. 
Permission is hereby granted to the Lessee and/or the electric company to establish service, if required, top this location. 
Should the view of said advertising space become obstructed, or should Lessee's enjoyment fur display advertising purposes be prevented or impaired in 
any way or by any means or becomes unprofitable, then Lessee shall have the right to cancel this agreement by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance 
written notice. 
If at any time the erection, placement, posting, painting, illumination or maintenance of its signs on the demised premises is prohibited by any law, ordinance 
or authority, or building permits are either not obtained or revoked, Lessee may terminate this lease by giving Lessor Thirty (30) days advance notice of 
such termination. 
Lessee does herewith indenmi1Y and agree to hold Lessor harmless against aU claims or damages or property by reason of accidents resulting from the 
negligence or willful acts of Lessee's agents, employees or workmen in the construction, maiutenance, repair or removal of its signs. 
After the original terms hereof: this lease shall continue in furce fur a period of five years on the same terms unless terminated at the end of the original term 
or any additional year thereafter, on written notice or termination to Lessor by Lessee, served not less than thirty (30) days befOre the term or extended 
term of this agreement or within (30 ) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement 
All materials and displays places upon the property by Lessee shaD remain Lessee's property, and Lessee may remove the same at any time during the term 
or extended term of this agreement or within thirty (30) days after termination or cancellation of this agreement. 
This lease is assignable by Lessor or Lessee and shall be binding on aU heirs, successors and assigns of both Lessor and Lessee. 
Lessee agrees to pay promptly the rentals provided herein. Lessor wanants that he as owner, agent or tenant has the full right and authority to enter iuto 
this agreement. 
Lessor empowers Lessee with full authority to act as agent for Lessor in aU matters necessary to the erection of said advertising display. 
Lessor reserves the right to, at any time throughout the term of the lease, to seD Lessee a permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to service 
structure fur a one time lump sum of$10,000 thus voiding the yearly contractual payment afOrementioned. 
LESSOR 
Signature 
Address 
Accepted by 
Telephone 
This� day of 2003 
Witness 
Notary 
3929 Overland Road #736 Boise, Idaho 83705-2968 EXHIBIT 
A 
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WHEREAS, Grantor owns the property descn"bed in Exhibit "A" (the Grantor's Property); and 
WHEREAS, Grantor agrees to grant an easement to Grantee to erect, maintain and operate outdoor advertising 
structures, devices, signs, bi11boards, logos, emblems and other advertising and informational improvements (the 
"'utdoor Advertising Structures") as more fully described herein. 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the sum of - · Dollars 
• - ) and other good and valuable consideration paid by the grantee to Grantor. tbe receipt and 
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
l .  , The Grantor hereby grants to Grantee a perpetual. non-exclusive easement, 
privilege, right and authority on, under and above the areas marked "Sign Easement" on Exhibit "B" attached hereto 
(the �ment Property") for the purpose of erecting. using, operating, maintaining and replacing Outdoor 
advertising Structures on the Easement Property, together with: 
a. The easement, privilege, right and authority of ingress and egress on foot or by vehicles of any description 
over the Grantor's property ( the "Access Easement'') for the pmpose of access to the Easement Property; 
b. The easement, privilege, right and autllority to extend electric service across the Easement Property and the 
Access Easement; 
c. The easement, privilege, right and authority to construct. move, reconstruct and expand the Outdoor 
Advertising Structures on the Easement Property, including the right to encroach upon Grantor's Property adjacent 
to the Easement if suCh encroachment is necessitated by a condemnation or conveyance under threat of 
condenmation of any of the Easement Property, provided such encroachment will not extend more than Thirty (30) 
feet beyond the boundary of the Easement Property as shown in Exhibit "B" ; 
d. The easement, privilege, right and authority to construct. maintain, repair and use on, over, under and above 
the Easement Property, structures, poles, wires, pipes, devices, connections, lights, fixtures, equipment and 
improvements incidental to or in connection with its Outdoor Advertising Structures; 
e. The easement, privilege, right and authority to overhang the Grantor's Property along the easement boundacy 
p . 2 
to a maximwn distance of Twenty (20) feet 
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2. . Grantor agrees that it will. from time to time, and at all times hereafter: 
a. Provide separately metered electric service across Grantor's Property to Grantee's Advertising Sb1Jcture at 
Grantee's expense, adequate for Grantee's use provided that Grantee wm obtain electric service in its name and will 
pay the utility company for its consumption of electricity, and further provided that Grantor will not be required to 
maintain any eleetric lines which are O\\'Ded by the utility company; 
b. Provide to Grantee's reasonable satisfaction on and over the Access Easement. a road or driveway that is at 
least Fifteen ( 1 5) ket wide with a turning radius adequate for Grantee's use, and improved with gravel or other bard 
surface sufficient to support Grantee's service vehicles; 
c. Provide Grantee with a means to access its Outdoor Advertising Structure on a Twenty Four (24) hour basis, 
including weekends and holidays; 
d. Not to place or keep or pennit any person other than Grantee to place or keep any Outdoor Advertising 
Structure on the Easement Property or on the Gnmtor's Property; 
e. Pay before they become delinquent all real estate taxes, assessments and other governmental charges or levies 
with respect to the Grantor's Property and the improvements thereon, and provide evidence of such payment to the 
Grantee within Ten (1 0) days following Grantee's request. Grantee shall pay before they beoome delinquent, all real 
estate taxes that are separately assessed to its Outdoor Advertising Structure; 
f. Cooperate with Grantee, assist Grantee and take such reasonable steps as Grantee shall request in order that 
Grantee may fully enjoy the rights contemplated by this agreement, including but not limited to supporting any 
requests by Grantee for zoning. variances, permits or other approvals reasonably requested by Grantee for the uses 
contemplated and permitted by this Perpetual Easement Agreement; 
g. Permit Grantee the privilege, right and authority to use :from time to time portions of the Grantor's Property 
adjacent to the Easement Property for COilStrUction and maintenance on a tempomy basis. 
3. . Grantor agrees that it will not cause or pennit any sign. building. pole,structure, 
tree,growth, landscaping or other vegetation or improvement to be located on Grantor's Property which obstructs. 
diminishes or interferes with the visibility of the Grantee's Outdoor Advertising Structure as they may exist fTom 
time to time on the Easement Property from any designated road or highway in Grantee's sole judgment, and, if 
Grantor fails to remove any such vegetation or improvements within Thirty (30) days following notice from Grantee, 
Grantee shall have the right to enter upon the Grantor's Property to remove any such vegetation or improvement at 
Grantor's expense. 
4. Each Party (''Indemnitor'') covenants and agrees to indemnity, hold harmless and defend the other 
Party ("Indemnitee") from and against any and all damages. actions. losses, claims. liabilities or expenses (including 
attorneys' fees) arising out of or connected with a breach of this Agreement by Indemnitor. It is understood that both 
Parties also agree to carry adequate public liability insuranee, and provide proof of said insurance upon written 
request within Ten (I 0) days time from the receipt of such request. 
5. The Parties hereto agree that the provisions of this agreement may be modified or amended, in 
whole or in part, only by an instrument in writing, ex:ecured and acknowledged by the Parties hereto or their 
successors and assigns and duly recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Ada County, State of Idaho. 
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6. 
a. Grantee's remedies for breach of this Agreement by Grantor shall include but not be limited to any and all 
equitable remedies which may be appropriate, including injunctive relief, and Grantee shall be entitled to receive 
from Grantor its attorneys' fees and other costs incuaed as a result of such breach. l"n addition to the foregoing. if 
Grantor shall fail to fulfill its obligations or perfonn its duties pursuant to this Agreement, Grantee may cure such 
breach or default, and any amount expended by Grantee: including its attorneys' fees resulting from such breach or 
defilult, shall be paid to Grantee by Grantor upon demand and shaD bear interest at tbe rate ofFourteen Percent 
(14%) per annwn wttil paid. 
b. Grantor's .remedies for breach of this Agreement by Grantee sbaU include but not be limited to any and all 
equitable remedies which may be appropriate, including injunctive relief, and Grantor shall be entitled to receive 
from Grantee its attorneys' fees and other costs inclJITed as a result of such breach, In addition to the foregoing, if 
Grantee shall fail to fulfill its obligations or perform its duties pursuant to this Agreement, Grantor may cure such 
breach or default, and any amount expended by Grantor, including its attorneys• fees resulting ftom such breach or 
default, shall be paid to Grantor by Grantee upon demand and shalJ bear interest at the rate of Fourteen Percent 
(14%) per annum tmtil paid. 
7. . This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Stare of 
Idaho. 
8. . The terms, covenants and conditions of this agreement shall be perpetual and construed as 
covenants running with the land and each and every peison accepting a deed to Grantor's Property, or any part 
thereof, shall be bound by this Perpetual Easement Agreement for the benefit of Grantee and its suceessors and 
assigns. 
9. . Grantee and its successors and assigns shall have the right to construct, reconstruct, remove, 
replace, modifY, operate, maintain, inspect and repair its Outdoor Advertising Structures on the Easement Property. 
a. Grantor will promptly repair at Grantor's cost, any damage to the Access Route caused by Grantor or its 
employees, agents, customers or invitees. 
b. Grantee will promptly repair at Grantee's cost, any damage to the Access Route caused by Grantee or its 
employees, agents, customers or invitees. 
1 1 . This Easement is contingent upon Grantee obtaining all necessary pennits and governmental approvals. Upon 
obtaining these permits and governmental approvals, Grantee shall have Thirty (30) days to tender, to the Grantor, 
the agreed upon amount set forth in this contract. This Easement is assignable. 
12. Grantee shall deliver to Grantor, upon receiving a permit, a check for one hundred dollars ($1 00.00) as earnest 
p . 4 
money. Check number cA 
13. It is ""JH"SS"d and unclet>rDod that all infutmalion contained herein is Slriclly confidential 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed and delivered this Agreement on the day and year first \.Yritten 
above. 
CANYON 
CURTIS MASSOOD, President 
Date-
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20QJ, befure me personally appeared 
to me personalJy known to be 
persons in and who exec the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they 
executed the same as their free act and deed. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed m 
on the day and year last above written. 
My commission expires: 
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STATE OF JDAHO 
COUNTY OF Layol\ ) ) 
ss. 
2002, before me personally appeared 
to me personally known to be the 
persons cribed in who exe the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they 
executed the same as their free act and deed. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my band and affixed 
on the day and year last above written. 
My commission expires: 
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E DON COPPLE 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
199 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos. : 1085 & 6148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
F 
APR 1 0 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CARLTON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2014-1 597-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF ED 
GUERRICABEITIA IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
ED GUERRICABEITIA, after first being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
I am one of the attorneys for Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC ("Canyon 
Outdoor"), and make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge. 
On February 1 9, 2015 ,  I took the deposition ofDaniel L. Tiller, O.D., who was 
designated as an officer and member to testify on behalf of Plaintiff, Tiller White, LLC pursuant 
to Rule 30(b)(6) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure at the law offices of Schiller & Schiller. 
Dr. Tiller orally testified and answered under oath the questions I propounded. Attached 
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__________ ) 
\ 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference is a true and accurate copy of the transcript of Dr. 
Daniel L. Tiller's oral testimony on February 19, 201 5  without exhibits, marked as Exhibit A. 
DATED this /oJt.. day of April, 201 5. 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me, a Notary Public, this of April, 2015 .  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /v� day of April, 201 5, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 21 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
VU.S. MAIL 
____ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-7910  
Email 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
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THE DEPOSITION OF DANIEL L .  TILLER was taken 
2 on behalf of the Defendant at the offices of Schiller & 
3 Schi ller , 1 2 0 2  1st Street South, Nampa , Idaho , 
4 commencing at 10 : 0 0 a . m .  on February 19,  2 0 1 5 ,  before 
5 Monica M. Archuleta, Certified Shorthand Reporter and 
6 Notary Public within and for the State of Idaho, in the 
7 above - enti t l ed matter . 
8 
9 APPEARANCES : 
10 For the Plainti f f :  
11 SCHILLER & SCHILLER 
12 BY : MR . EDWIN G .  SCHILLER 
13 1 2 0 2  1 s t  Street South 
14 P . O .  Box 2 1  
1 5  Nampa, Idaho 8 3 6 5 3  
16 
17 For the Defendant : 
18 DAVISON COPPLE COPPLE & COPPLE 
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
BY : MR . ED GUERRICABEITIA 
Chase Cap i tol Plaz a ,  Suite 6 0 0  
1 9 9  North Cap i tol Boulevard 
P . O .  Box 1 5 8 3  
Boi s e ,  Idaho 8 3 7 0 1  
2 5  ALSO PRESENT : Curtis Massood 
1 I N D E X  
2 TESTIMONY OF DANIEL L .  TILLER : 
3 Examination by Mr. Guerricabeitia 
4 
5 
6 E X H I B I T S 
7 1 .  S ign Lease 
8 2 .  Purchase and Sale Agreement 
9 3 .  Perpetual Easement Agreement 
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1 DANIEL L. TILLER, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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15 
16 
17 
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EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. GUERRICABEITIA: 
Q. Will you please state your full name for the 
record? 
A. Daniel L. Tiller. 
Q. And, Dr. Tiller, have you ever had your 
deposition taken before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many times? 
A. Once. 
Q. So is it fair to state that you are familiar 
with the process of a deposition? 
A. It was 30 years ago. 
Q. What was it about? 
A. A divorce. 
Q. Have you had an opportunity to talk to your 
attorney with regards to the process of the deposition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And just a couple other preliminary matters. 
If you let me finish the question then you can respond. 
And I'll try to give you the same courtesy. Sometimes I 
Page 5 
get a little ahead of myself. And sometimes you might 
anticipate the question I'm asking before I finish it. 
So if we both can simply wait until each person has 
completed their response and question it will be clearer 
for the record. 
A. Okay. 
Q. What is your occupation? 
A. I'm an optometrist. 
Q. And how long have you been an optometrist? 
A. This is my 33rd year. 
Q. Where did you go to undergrad? 
A. Boise State. 
Q. And after undergrad did you go to any medical 
school? 
A. Pacific University in Oregon. 
Q. And what year did you graduate from Pacific 
University? 
A. 1 983.  
Q. And what certifications or registrations do 
you hold in the State ofldaho? 
A. I hold my state license. 
Q. Now, where was your office located prior to 
acquiring the property on 91 1 1 2th Avenue South, Nampa? 
A. 901 1 2th Avenue South. 
Q. And how long had your office been there? 
M & M Court Reporting Service 
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1 A. Since 1 986. 
2 Q. And did you own the property? Or did you 
3 lease the property? 
4 A. I own it. 
5 Q. And is it owned by the same entity that is in 
6 this lawsuit? Tiller White, LLC? 
7 A. Yes. 
Page 6 
8 Q. And when you acquired that property did you 
9 have a real estate agent or an attorney involved in 
10 acquiring that property? 
11 A. Originally in '86? 
12 Q. Yes. 
13 A. I believe there was a real estate agent. 
14 Q. Do you recall the name of that real estate 
15 agent, by any chance? 
16 A. No, I don't recall. 
17 Q. I realize it is nearly 30 years ago. 
18 MR. SCIDLLER: Counsel, just for 
1 9  clarification. It is the same building. They have just 
2 0  added on. 
2 1  MR. GUERRICABEITIA: Yes, I am familiar with 
Daniel L. Tiller 4 JO(b )(6)1 
February 19, 2015, 
1 Nampa. 
2 Q. When did you purchase that property? 
3 A. It came as a package. It was an optometry 
Page S 
4 practice I was buying out and it included the property. 
5 Q. So you were buying the business and the 
6 property as well? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Did you have an attorney representing you at 
9 the time of that transaction? 
10 A. It would have been Jim Schiller. Ed's dad. 
11 Q. And when was that? Approximately. 
12 A. May of 1983. 
1 3  Q. And the transaction involving a business 
14 office you had a real estate agent involved? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. You indicated you purchased a townhouse last 
17 year. Was there a real estate agent involved in that 
18 one? 
1 9  A. Yes. 
2 0  Q. And how about the property in Lake Havasu? 
2 1  A. No. I went directly to the owner. Excuse me. 
2 2 There was an intermediary on that. 22 that. 
2 3  MR. SCIDLLER: I thought maybe you thought 2 3  Q. On Lake Havasu? 
2 4  they had a different building. 2 4  A. Yes. 
2 5  Q .  (BY MR. GUERRICABEITIA) I realize you had the 2 5  Q. When you say intermediary --
Page ? 
1 property adjacent to the K.napps property. I just wanted 
2 to establish that. Did you have an office elsewhere 
3 other than the 901 12th Avenue South? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. How many properties have you purchased, 
6 whether personally or through a business entity, that 
7 you have an interest in over your lifetime? 
8 A. As far as homes? 
9 Q. Homes or -- maybe we should cut the question 
10 in half. How many personally? Real property. Whether 
11 married or solo. 
12 A. I have had three homes and two business 
13 offices. And in 2014 I purchased a townhouse in Nampa 
14 and some property in Lake Havasu, Arizona. 
15 Q. Let's go through the homes. When you inquired 
16 those three homes did you have a real estate agent 
17 involved in those transactions? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. With regards to the two business offices did 
2 o you have real estate agents involved in those 
21 transactions? 
22 A. The first one, no. 
2 3  Q. Let's talk about the first one. What was the 
2 4  first transaction? 
2 5  A. The first one was at 8 1 1 12th Avenue South in 
1 A. I never talked to the owner personally. He 
2 was the intermediary that negotiated the deal. 
3 Q. What was his name? 
4 A. I can look it up for you. 
5 Q. If you don't know offhand that is okay. 
6 A. I don't. 
Page 9 
7 Q. Would you consider yourself a sophisticated or 
8 informed buyer of real estate? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Obviously you bought several real estate 
11 properties. 
12 A. I have also bought a farm in Oregon. Adrian, 
13 Oregon. 
14 Q. When did you buy that farm? 
15 A. I believe it was 2001 . I have three partners. 
16 Q. What type of farm is it? Agricultural? 
17 A. Agriculture and -- it is on the river in 
18 Adrian. It is just hunting and fishing property on the 
1 9  river. 
2 0  Q. And you say you have partners involved in that 
2 1  ownership? 
2 2  A.  Yes. 
2 3  Q. And when you purchased that farm did you have 
2 4  any type of real estate agent involved in that 
2 5  transaction? 
M & M Court Reporting Service 
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1 A. Yes, we did. Randy Boehlke. 1 Q. Some part-time and some full-time? 
2 Q. Is he a realtor out of Oregon or here in 2 A. Um-hmm. Two part-time. The rest are 
3 Idaho? 3 full-time. 
4 A. Here in Idaho. 4 Q. When did you first notice that the billboard 
5 Q. Good friend of yours? 5 at issue here was being constructed on the Knapps 
6 A. Yes. He handled the townhouse, as well. 6 property? 
Page 1 2  
7 Q. When was the first time you approached Glenn 7 A. You mean as far as the physical construction? 
8 and Rachel Knapp about purchasing their property? 8 Q. Correct. 
9 A. Probably in the late '90s. 9 A. The crane showed up and was going to use my 
10 Q. And did you have a realtor involved when you 1 0  parking lot to erect the billboard. 
11 approached the Knapps? 11 Q. Do you recall what year that was? 
12 A. No. 12 A. I'm thinking it was about 2003 . 
13 Q. Can you explain -- what took place when you 13 Q. And do you know how long it took for the 
14 approached the Knapps about purchasing their property 14 billboard to be erected, approximately? 
15 back then? 15 A. Mostly one day for the main post. 
16 A. Usually it was just casual conversation. And 16 Q. And you indicated the crane was using your 
17 I would bring up the fact -- you know, he was older and 17 parking lot to construct it. Did the billboard company 
1 8  if he maybe was wanting to sell the property. And I 18 have any authority to use your parking lot? Did you 
1 9  would talk to him about it. 1 9  have any conversations with them in regards to that? 
2 0  Q. Did you make an offer in terms of a purchase 2 0  A. Not with the billboard company. I told the 
2 1  price or anything? 2 1  crane operator he could not use my property. He said, 
2 2  A. No. 2 2  "Well, I'm stuck." Basically he said, " I  need to  get 
2 3  Q .  Was there any negotiations between you and 2 3  this job done. I'm just trying to do my job. Is  it 
2 4  either Mr. Knapp or Mrs. Knapp in regards to potentially 2 4  okay ifl use your parking lot for a while?" Something 
2 5 acquiring the property? 2 5 to that effect. 
1 A. Dollar figure? 
2 Q. Well, any type of negotiation at the time. 
3 A. I just told him that I would like to talk to 
4 him about purchasing. 
Page 1 1  
5 Q .  And did he make any response in terms of what 
6 he would take to sell the property? 
7 A. No dollar amount. 
8 Q. And at that time the billboard that is at 
9 issue here was not situated on the property; is that 
10 right? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. When you approached the Knapps at that time 
Page 1 3  
1 Q.  At that time was the billboard going to be on 
2 the side which was nearest to your existing building at 
3 the time? 
4 A. Originally. 
5 Q. And what conversations did you have with the 
6 Knapps at that time with regards to the placement of 
7 that billboard closest to your then-existing building? 
8 A. I don't think we discussed it with the Knapps. 
9 Q. Who did you discuss anything with? 
10 A. I believe it was the billboard company. 
11 Q. Do you recall specifically who you spoke with? 
12 A. No. 
13 what was the reason you wanted the property? 13 Q. And at that time, after your discussions with 
14 A. Expansion. 14 the billboard company, ultimately they agreed to move 
15 Q. I understand that you have a partner, as well. 15 the sign away from your building onto the other side of 
1 6  Dr. White. Is  there any other optometrists in your 1 6  the Knapps structure? 
17 office, as well? 17 A. Correct. 
1 8  A. Yes, there is. 18 Q. Did you ever have any discussions with the 
1 9  Q. How many? 1 9  Knapps at that time with regards to what their 
2 o A. One more. 2 o transaction was with the billboard company in terms of 
2 1  Q. So there is  a total of  three? 2 1  what their deal was, basically? Whether they were 
2 2  A. Yes. 2 2  leasing it? Had any type of -- or conveying any type of 
2 3  Q. And how many employees or staff members do you 2 3  interest? Anything like that? 
2 4  have? 24 A. The first time they brought up the agreement, 
2 5  A. Thirteen additional. 2 5  the lease agreement, was when we pretty much established 
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1 to buy the property. We were negotiating a time to buy 
2 the property. And he brought out at the very end of the 
3 negotiation, "Oh, by the way, is this going to be a 
4 problem?" 
5 Q. When you are referring to that, and based on 
6 the documents you have provided, you are talking about 
7 the 2006 timeframe? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And I have some documents to refresh your 
10 memory if you need any. But in 2003 --
11 A. Well, let me look at this. Because I wrote it 
12 down. 2003 is when the lease was signed. In 2006 we 
13 purchased the property. The sign went up in 2003. 
14 Q. And what I'm asking is between 2003, and just 
15 prior to you contacting the Knapps about purchasing the 
16 property in 2006, did you ever have any conversations 
17 with the Knapps concerning what their deal was with the 
18 sign company about that billboard that was situated 
1 9  there? 
2 0  A. About the ten year lease; yes. 
2 1  Q.  Again, that was at the time you were 
2 2  discussing acquiring -- the second attempt at acquiring 
2 3  the property in 2006? 
2 4  A. No. From 2003 to 2006 we talked about it 
2 5  several times. 
Page 1 5  
1 Q. That is what I'm trying to gather. So to the 
2 best of your recollection tell me what those 
3 conversations -- approximately when those conversations 
4 took place and what was said between you and either 
5 Rachel or Glenn Knapp? 
6 A. Most of the conversations were with Glenn. 
7 Rachel usually was not involved. During that period of 
8 time Dr. White and I had been considering -- we had 
9 several options. Either add onto our current building 
10 taking the Knapps property. Or open up a second office. 
11 At that point we were outgrowing our building so we had 
12 to do something. And we looked at a number of sites 
13 around the valley to get a second office. It was then 
14 decided, and advised by our accountant, and several 
15 realtors, that the best thing to do is just expand on 
16 the property we were at. Which would involve taking the 
17 Knapps property. Having seen the ten year lease there 
18 was only seven more years to go. We felt we could put 
1 9  up with that for seven more years and then it's gone. 
2 0  Q .  What I'm referring to as the second attempt of 
2 1  the K.napps property you contemplated either buying 
2 2  another piece of property or another office versus the 
2 3  Knapps property back in 2006? 
2 4  A. Yes. Between 2003 and 2006 we were going to 
2 5  have to do one or the other. In 2003 the Knapps showed 
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us this lease agreement and he asked if that was a deal 
breaker. 
Q. In 2003 he showed you a lease agreement? Or 
2006? 
A. 2003 . 
Q. So did you make an attempt to acquire his 
property in 2003? 
A. We had been talking about it even prior to 
2003 . Nothing serious. Because we were still 
considering other options. 
Q. And I'm just trying to understand. Because 
you did indicate that in the late 1990s you talked to 
them about it. Just preliminary discussions, 
apparently. And then you still continued to have these 
discussions with K.napps? 
A. Informal discussions. 
Q. And so in 2003 you actually saw the lease that 
the Knapps executed with the sign company at the time? 
A. That is when he showed me this lease. And at 
the end of the conversation he asked me if this was 
going to be a problem. And I said yes, this is a big 
problem. And we pretty much decided not to pursue the 
purchase of it at that point. 
Q. At the time in 2003 did you review the lease? 
A. He showed me a copy. I did not study the 
Page 1 7  
whole thing; no. 
Q. Did he provide you a copy of it so that you 
could review it over time? 
A. I don't recall him ever giving me a copy, no. 
I just read the cover page. The dates. 
Q. So I guess let's move forward to 2006. 
Between 2003 when you reviewed or saw the lease, and 
2006 when you approached them again, obviously at some 
point you and Dr. White decided, well, we can live with 
this and again approached them? 
A. For short-term. Seven more years we would put 
up with it. 
Q. And in 2003 do you recall what month you might 
had this conversation with Mr. Knapp? 
A. No. Well, I know it was in the spring. 
Because it was a rainy crappy day. I remember that. 
That didn't help. 
Q. Would it have been before May of2003? 
A. It could have been. I can tell you. Because 
he showed me right after he signed it. 
Q. Let me show you this (indicating). 
Q. May 2013 .  Yeah, that is probably about right. 
(Exhibit 1 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. GUERRICABEITIA) I'm going to hand you 
what has been marked as Exhibit No. 1 .  Do recognize 
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1 that document? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Does that appear to be a correct copy of the 
Page 1 8  
1 A. I don't recall. 
2 Q. Let's mark this as Exhibit 2. 
3 (Exhibit 2 marked.) 
Page 20 
4 document you saw back in 2003? 4 Q. (BY MR. GUERRlCABEITIA) I'm going to hand you 
5 A. Well, it looks similar to that. When we 5 what has been marked as Exhibit 2 .  Do you recognize 
6 studied it in 2006, when we bought the property, this is 
7 the one (indicating). 
8 Q. But the one in 2003 looks similar to Exhibit 
9 1 ?  
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. So in 2006 when you approached the Knapps 
6 that document? 
7 A. Yes, I do. 
8 Q. And what is it? 
9 A. The Purchase and Sale Agreement. 
10 Q. Between? 
11 A. Between the Knapps and myself. 
12 Q. It looks like it was created on February 27, 12 explain what took place in terms of how you went out 
13 there and talked to Mr. Knapp or Mrs. Knapp and 
14 discussed about purchasing the property? 
13 2006. And accepted by Glenn Knapp and Rachel Knapp --
14 well, Glenn Knapp on February 27, 2006; is that correct? 
15 A. Well, when we got serious, once we decided 15 A. Yes. 
1 6  just to expand where we are at, we hired an appraiser. 16 Q. Did Rachel Knapp execute this sales agreement 
17 Q. Who was the appraiser? 
18 A. I can get you that. I think it was Jess 
19 Payne, I believe. 
17 at any point? 
18 A. I don't see her signature. 
1 9  Q. I'll submit to you this is the document that 
2 0  Q .  And when did you hire Jess Payne? 
2 1  A. The invoice was dated February of 2006. 
2 o you guys produced to us in response to our discovery 
2 1  requests. 
2 2  Q.  And the invoice is after he performed the 
2 3  appraisal? 
2 4  A. Yes. 
2 5  Q. So you might have hired him January of2006 or 
Page 1 9  
1 possibly 2005? 
2 A. Yes, approximately. It took him a couple of 
3 weeks. 
4 Q. Go ahead. I'm sorry. 
5 A. Once we had that number Mr. Knapp was 
2 2  A. Right. 
2 3  Q. Whose handwriting is  on this Exhibit 2? 
2 4 A. I don't know. 
2 5  Q .  You don't recognize the handwriting? 
1 A. No, I don't. 
2 Q. So you didn't prepare it? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did you have a real estate agent in this 
5 transaction? 
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6 agreeable to the amount and we went ahead with the 
7 process. 
6 A. Ifl did it was probably Randy Boehlke who was 
8 Q. In the negotiations did you provide Mr. Knapp 
9 a copy of the appraisal? 
1 0  A. Yes. 
11 Q. I'm going to have you take a look at this. Do 
12 you recognize that document? 
13 A. Yes. 
7 probably involved. 
8 Q. When this agreement was executed did Mr. Knapp 
9 provide you a copy of the lease, which is reflected on 
10 Exhibit No. 1 ?  
11 A. The ten year lease? 
12 Q. Yes. 
13 A. I don't recall if he did or it was at the 
14 Q. Let me ask you. When you provided the 14 closing. 
1 5  appraisal to Mr. Knapp I presume the amount was for 15 Q. So you don't recall before making an offer 
16 
17 
$225,000? 16 whether you had a copy of this lease? 
A. Correct. 17 A. I believe we did have a copy of this. That is 
1 8  Q. And when you provided that did you enter into 18 when we realized we would go ahead and finish out the 
1 9  an agreement? Meaning, was the negotiations between 1 9  ten year lease. 
2 0  you and Mr. Knapp just a one-day negotiation? Or were 2 0  Q. Is it fair to say that you had a copy of this 
2 1  there several days where parties contemplated the 2 1  lease before there was ever an acceptance of the offer 
2 2  information? 2 2  on February 27, 2006? 
2 3  A .  You mean from the time we got the appraisal 2 3  A. Yes. 
2 4  value? 2 4  Q. And you had reviewed this document prior to 
2 5  Q .  Correct. 2 5  the acceptance of the Purchase and Sale Agreement? 
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1 A. I believe so. 
• 
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2 Q. Other than yourself did you have anyone else 
3 such as a lawyer or anyone else review this document and 
4 explain the terms to you? 
5 A. I don't recall. 
6 Q. Since acquiring the property from the Knapps 
7 have you had any conversations with either Glenn or 
8 Rachel Knapp since that time? 
9 A. I saw him at a social event a number of years 
10 ago and that is about it. 
11 Q. Now, were there any discussions with either 
12 Mr. Knapp or Mrs. Knapp with regards to the sign 
13 itself at the time you entered into this agreement on 
14 February 27, 2006? 
15 A. Only to say that he was concerned that 
1 6  originally it would have been a deal breaker. This ten 
17 year lease. And that there is only seven years to go. 
18 And at that point we could start collecting rent that 
1 9  would help pay the taxes. 
2 0  Q. Is this conversation with Mr. Knapp or 
2 1  Mrs. Knapp? 
2 2  A. Mr. Knapp. 
2 3  Q.  And Mr. Knapp's conversation about collecting 
2 4  rent, what information did he provide you with regards 
2 5  to the rent on the lease? 
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1 A. Well, we knew how much this was. A lump sum. 
2 So for those ten years we didn't receive anything. 
3 Q. And how did you know that was a lump sum? 
4 A. Because that is what it says. 
5 Q. Let me have you take a look at the paragraph 
6 right under the "Witnessed." Can you read that 
7 paragraph? 
8 A. "The consideration for the lease is the sum of 
9 is $ 1 ,500 per year." I thought he had agreed to a one 
10 time lump sum. 
11 Q. And he did. I will represent he did do a one 
12 time lump sum. However, if l can have you take a look 
13 at the very last paragraph on the lease. Can you read 
14 that for me? 
15 A. "Lessor reserves right to, at any time 
1 6  throughout the term of the lease, to sell Lessee a 
17 permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to 
18 service structure for one time lump sum of$ 10,000 thus 
1 9  voiding the yearly contractual payment aforementioned." 
20 Q. And did you review that paragraph at the time 
2 1  you acquired the property? 
2 2  A. I would imagine we read the whole paper. 
23 Q. And I presume that it was Mr. Knapp that told 
24 you he received a lump sum on the lease? 
2 5 A. All he said was at the end of seven more years 
Daniel L. Tiller 1'30(b)(6)! 
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1 we could start receiving rent if we wanted to continue. 
2 Q. What did Mr. Knapp tell you after the ten year 
3 lease was expired? 
4 A. That if we elected to continue with this lease 
5 we could receive rent to help pay for the taxes. 
6 Q. What other conversations did you have with the 
7 Knapps in this time frame in 2006 when you were 
8 acquiring the property? 
9 A. That was all. 
10 Q. What documentation did the Knapps provide to 
11 you as it relates to the billboard at this time in 2006? 
12 A. I think this is all we had. 
13 Q. Did they provide you a folder with other 
14 information that was pertinent to the billboard? 
15 A. No. 
1 6  Q. What information did you request from them 
17 specifically related to the billboard that was situated 
18 on the property? 
19 A. Well, we had this. Exhibit 1 .  And then at 
2 o closing that is all the paperwork we had. 
21 Q. Did you do a title search on the property 
2 2  before you made this offer? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did you have an attorney review any of the 
2 5  terms of the lease before the closing of the property? 
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1 A. Can you recall that, Ed? You would have been 
2 the attorney. 
3 MR. SCHILLER: I can't answer. 
4 Q. (BY MR. GUERRICABEITIA) If you don't recall, 
5 you don't recall. 
6 A. I don't recall. 
7 Q. And I note that according to the documents you 
8 provided it was a pretty short closing. I believe it 
9 was only about a week after the acceptance of the offer 
10 and then the closing of the property. Do you recall 
11 that? Does that sound familiar? 
12 A. Yeah. We closed on March 6, 2006. 
13 Q. And during that time what investigation, if 
14 any, were you conducting with regards to the property? 
15 A. Essentially we just went through our title 
1 6  company. They did the search. 
17 Q. During any of the conversations with Mr. Knapp 
18 concerning the lease did he make any comments to you 
19 with regards to potentially obtaining free advertising 
2 0  or anything of that nature, that you recall? 
2 1  A.  I think he said something about if the 
22 billboard was open for a period of time he is allowed to 
23 have advertising. 
2 4  Q.  Do you know if that was provided in the lease? 
2 5  A. No. 
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1 Q. But you did review the lease prior to the 
2 closing? 
3 A. Yes. 
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4 Q. Now, he also provided a copy of the addendum 
5 to the lease when you received this. And that is on 
6 Exhibit 1 .  
7 A. I don't recall seeing this at the time of 
8 closing. 
9 Q. I just want to clarify. You had a copy of the 
10 lease prior to 2006. And then at closing the title 
1 1  company had another copy of the lease? 
12 A. I can show you what the title company had. It 
13 looks like it is the same one. 
14 Q. I guess what you are referring to, just so the 
1 5  record is  clear, you are referring to Plaintiffs 
1 6  Answers to First Set oflnterrogatories and Requests for 
17 Production of Documents? 
1 8  A. Correct. Yes. 
1 9  MR. SCHILLER: All of the pages are the same? 
2 o THE WITNESS: Yes. 
2 1  Q. (BY MR. GUERRICABEITIA) So the Sign Lease 
2 2  reflected as Exhibit 1 i s  a copy of the same Sign Lease 
2 3  that the title company had provided to you at closing? 
2 4  A. Yes. 
2 5  Q. And it is also the same Sign Lease that you 
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1 had a copy of prior to you making an offer on the 
2 property? 
3 A. I believe I had that prior to the offer; yes. 
4 Q. Now, in this lawsuit you contend you were a 
5 bona fide purchaser with no knowledge of the Perpetual 
6 Easement that Canyon County had; is that correct? 
7 A. Canyon County? 
8 Q. Excuse me. Canyon Outdoor Media. 
9 A. No knowledge. 
1 0  Q.  And you would agree that the billboard is 
1 1  constructed into the ground? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. So it is not easily removable or detachable 
14 where you can just take it off from the property? 
1 5  A. I would think it is  difficult. 
1 6  Q.  Would you also agree it i s  pretty obvious to 
1 7  put any prospective buyer of that property on notice 
18 that there might be an interest or claim on the subject 
1 9  property? 
2 0  A. Say that again? 
2 1  Q. Would you agree that the sign -- I mean, it's 
2 2  40  feet in height, 30 feet in width, that it is pretty 
2 3 obvious it could potentially put -- would put notice on 
2 4  prospective buyers who wanted to buy that property that 
2 5 there may be an interest or claim on that property? 
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1 A. No. We assumed there was a lease on that 
2 property. And that is what was showing us. We had a 
3 lease on that piece of ground. 
4 Q. So other than having the title policy issued 
5 by LandAmerican Transnation, and discussions with 
6 Mr. Knapp, as well as a copy of the Sign Lease, what 
7 other investigations did you perform regarding whether 
8 the billboard and/or the owner of its entity had any 
9 interest in the subject property? 
10 A. None. 
11 Q. Now, prior to closing on the property did you 
12 contact Canyon Outdoor Media either by phone or letter 
13 to inquire as to what the status of the sign was? 
14 A. No. It was Lockridge at that time, I believe. 
15 Q. Did you contact Lockridge? 
1 6  A.  No. 
17 Q. Why not? 
18 A. What would I talk to them about? I had this 
1 9  (indicating). 
2 0  Q .  I'm just asking. 
2 1  A.  No. There was nothing to discuss. 
2 2  Q. You didn't think it was important to let them 
2 3 know there is a new owner of the property or anything of 
2 4  that nature? 
2 5  A.  No. 
1 Q. Do you think it is reasonable for a 
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2 prospective buyer, knowing that there is a billboard on 
3 their property that they are attempting to buy, not 
4 contacting the billboard company to determine whether or 
5 not there is any type of interest or status on the 
6 property? 
7 A. Again, here is a signed document. It was 
8 notarized. I'm comfortable with that. 
9 Q. Now, you testified that Mr. Knapp told you 
10 that he received a lump sum for that lease; is that 
1 1  correct? 
12 A. He said something about the money. And I 
13 think he said he got a lump sum. 
14 Q. In your responses -- and I'll just go through 
15 your responses -- you stated, which you verified, on 
1 6  page two, "The conversation included a statement by 
17 Mr. Knapp that he had signed a ten year lump sum lease 
18 for the billboard to be situated on the property." 
1 9  A. Yeah. That's right. 
2 0  Q .  And if i can have you take a look at Exhibit 1 
2 1  again. You would agree that the lease itself is an 
2 2  annual payment lease and not a lump sum lease? 
2 3 A. This is an annual payment. 
2 4  Q.  And even on the addendum, which is  on the 
2 5  third page of Exhibit 1 ,  there i s  no reference of any 
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1 type of lump sum being issued on this lease. Would you 
2 agree? 
3 A. I see that it says, "Lessee agrees to remove 
4 sign within 30 days of termination of lease agreement if 
5 not renewed." It does not indicate perpetual. And the 
6 property be left as it was before installation. 
7 Q. And that was executed, according to that 
8 addendum, on February 27, 2003? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. But nowhere in the addendum is there an 
11 indication that there would be a lump sum payment for 
12 the entire ten year lease? 
13 A. No. I want to talk to my attorney for a 
14 minute. 
15 Q. Do you want to take a break? 
1 6  A. Yes. 
17 Q. Okay. 
18 (Recess.) 
19 Q. (BY MR. GUERRICABEITIA) When you executed 
2 o this agreement that is reflected in Exhibit 2 would you 
2 1  agree that you were subject to the Sign Lease that was 
2 2  associated with the Knapps property? 
2 3  A .  Correct. No. 1 or 2? 
24 Q. I'll go back. When you executed the Purchase 
2 5 and Sale Agreement, which is reflected in Exhibit 2, 
1 that you were subject to the Sign Lease that is 
2 reflected in Exhibit 1 ?  
3 A. I don't believe it refers to anything like 
4 that. 
5 Q. And I agree. In terms of any contingencies 
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6 your contract that is reflected in Exhibit 2 makes no 
7 reference to the Sign Lease. However, you testified 
8 that you were aware of the Sign Lease. And you would 
9 agree by buying the Knapps property you were subject to 
10 that Sign Lease? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Did you hire LandAmerican Transnation after 
13 this agreement was executed? Or before? Do you recall? 
14 A. Which agreement? 
15 Q. The Purchase and Sale Agreement reflected in 
16 Exhibit 2? 
17 A. Glenn Knapp is the one that chose that title 
18 company. 
1 9  Q. Do you know why, by any chance? 
2 0  A .  No. 
2 1  Q. Let me have you take a look at Exhibit 1 .  You 
22 read the last paragraph of that exhibit which notes that 
23 the Lessor reserves the right to sell a permanent 
24 easement to the Lessee, the Lessee being the sign 
2 5  company, for a lump sum payment. When you reviewed that 
Daniel L. Tiller� 30(b)(6) 
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1 did it cause you any concern when you knew that 
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2 Mr. Knapp received a lump sum payment on a Sign Lease 
3 agreement that was, as expressed, an annual payment 
4 lease? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Why not? 
7 A. The way I read this, if it is going to go five 
8 years -- it could go five years after the end of the 
9 term of ten years. The ten year term at that point 
10 could be extended another five years. 
11 Q. But I'm talking about the very last paragraph 
12 right above the signatures. Knowing that Mr. Knapp 
13 received a lump sum payment, and this Sign Lease has no 
14 reference whatsoever to any lump sum, except for the 
15 last paragraph, which reflects a permanent easement, did 
16 that not give you any type of concern that the Knapps 
17 possibly or could have entered into an agreement with 
18 the sign company by conveying an easement interest in 
19 the property? 
2 0  A .  No, I did not. 
2 1  Q. And I'm asking you why not? 
2 2  A. This is  what we had at closing. And there was 
2 3  no other paper indicating that they had pursued that 
2 4  other course. 
2 5  Q. So other than the fact there was no recorded 
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1 permanent easement through the title company you had no 
2 other concerns about that paragraph? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. And it didn't concern you to possibly confirm 
5 it with the sign company that they made this lump sum 
6 payment on this lease, that does not reflect it other 
7 than to this paragraph which reflects a permanent 
8 easement, did that not cause you any concern to contact 
9 them to confirm whether or not that was --
10 A. No, it did not. 
11 (Exhibit 3 marked.) 
12 Q. (BY MR. GUERRJCABEITIA) I'm handing you what 
13 has been marked as Exhibit 3. Do you recognize that 
14 document? 
15 A. I recognize -- well, this is a copy of what I 
16 believe was faxed to me in June of 20 1 3 .  It appears to 
17 be the same one. 
18 Q. Do you dispute that signatures on this 
1 9  agreement were made by -- were not made by Glenn and 
2 0  Rachel Knapp? 
2 1  A .  I'm not a signature expert. 
2 2 Q. And all I'm asking is if you dispute that? I 
2 3 recognize that knowing other people's signatures is not 
2 4  an expertise o f  yours, but --
2 5  A. They look similar. 
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1 Q. Now, you indicated, and correct me if I'm 
2 wrong, that Mr. Knapp had told you that there was the 
3 possibility of free advertising on this lease. Do you 
4 recall that testimony earlier today? 
5 A. He said something to the effect that if the 
6 billboard was left open on one side for so long a time 
7 Canyon would contact me, or Lockridge, whoever it was, 
8 about putting some marketing up there at a better price. 
9 Q. That -- what I'll refer to as advertising --
1 0  that was not a term that was in the lease; was it? 
11 A. No. I assume that was informal. 
12 Q. If l could have you take a look at Exhibit 3. 
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1 notice to the landlord? Meaning, it's an automatic 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
renewal provision? 
A. No, I wouldn't agree to that. 
Q. You don't interpret that provision to say -­
A. The way I interpret this is if they did not 
contact me within 30 days they let that lease agreement 
expire. 
Q. But the written notice would be for 
termination. So if they didn't contact you within 30 
days on written notice o f  terminating then wouldn't it 
11 just be an automatic renewal that they continue for 
another five years? 
8 
9 
10 
12 
13 Did Mr. Knapp tell you how much he received for the lump 13 A. That is not the way I read it. 
14 sum payment? 
15 A. I thought he said something like $ 10,000. 
1 6  Q. About the same amount that was reflected on 
17 the sign lease on Exhibit 1 ?  
1 8  A. Yes. Well, this says $ 1 ,500 a year. So it 
19 would have been $ 1 5,000. But I thought he said 
2 0  something to the effect of around $ 10,000. 
21 Q. In your complaint it is stated that the lease 
2 2  had expired on May 1 ,  2013 .  
2 3 A. Correct. 
2 4  Q .  And that the lease was not renewed; i s  that 
2 5  correct? 
1 A. That's correct. 
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2 Q. If l could have you take a look at and read to 
3 yourself the paragraph that starts with "After the 
4 original terms hereof." And when you have read that let 
5 me know. 
6 A. You want me to read it out loud? 
7 Q. Sure. 
8 A. "After the original terms hereof, this lease 
9 shall continue in force for a period of five years on 
1 0  the same terms unless terminated at the end o f  the 
11 original term or any additional year thereafter, on 
12 written notice or termination to Lessor by Lessee, 
13 served not less than 30 days before the term or extended 
14 term of this agreement or within 30 days after 
15 termination or cancellation of this agreement." 
16 Q. Would you agree that is a renewal provision in 
17 the lease? 
1 8  A .  Yes, it is. 
19 Q. What is your interpretation of the paragraph? 
2 0  A .  We were not contacted within 30 days at the 
2 1  end of this term, which would have been approximately 
2 2 June 1 ,  20 13 .  At that point I contacted Canyon and told 
2 3 them that the term is over and we want that removed. 
24 Q. Now, in terms of this automatic renewal would 
2 5 you not agree that it is the Lessee who would provide 
14 Q. Did you ever have an attorney review that with 
15 you? 
1 6  A. Yes, I did. 
17 Q. So it is your opinion that this automatic 
1 9  
1 8  renewal provision would not have extended -­
automatically extended the lease agreement to May 1 ,  
2 o 201 8, unless there was some type of confirmation or 
2 1  written notice to you that they were renewing the lease? 
2 2  
2 3  
24 
25 
A. Yes. That is  the way I understand it. 
Q. What conversations, if any, did you have with 
Curtis Massood at Canyon Outdoor, do you recall? 
A. At this point? At the end of the lease? Is 
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1 that what you are talking about? 
2 Q. At any point that you -- I guess from the time 
3 you acquired the Knapps property to the present. How 
4 many conversations did you have with Mr. Massood? And 
5 approximately when did you have those? 
6 A. The conversation I recall was about six weeks 
7 after this May 1 st deadline. And I called his office 
8 numerous times and finally talked to Mr. Massood. When 
9 I called them six weeks after this term was over a young 
10 lady answered the phone and I told her that I would like 
11 to talk to him about the sign and that I would like to 
12 have it removed. 
13 Q. How did you get his name and number? 
14 A. I looked it up. Actually, I think we had it 
15 from some other source. I don't know where we got that 
1 6  number. I believe it was on the sign. It was on the 
17 billboard. If you want to rent this space call this 
18 number. 
1 9  Q. I apologize. So you had a conversation with 
2 o Mr. Massood. What was the substance of that 
2 1  conversation, do you recall? 
22 A. That the terms of the lease are up. The 
2 3  30 day extension was over. And that we want that sign 
24 removed. 
25 Q. Do you recall what Mr. Massood's response was 
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1 to your interpretation of the automatic renewal 
2 provision? 
3 A. He didn't say anything about the automatic 
4 renewal. He just said he had a Perpetual Easement 
5 Agreement. That I recall. 
6 Q. And was that the only conversation that you 
7 recall having with Mr. Massood? You personally? 
8 A. That's about what I recall. And then he faxed 
9 me a copy of this. Which is Exhibit 3 .  
1 0  Q .  He faxed you a copy of Exhibit 3 ?  
1 1  A .  Yes. And that i s  the first I ever saw of this 
12 paper. 
13 MR. GUERRICABEITIA: Let's take a five-minute 
14 break. 
15 (Recess.) 
16 MR. GUERRICABEITIA: No more questions. We 
17 are done. 
18 (Deposition concluded at 1 1  :20 a.m.) 
1 9  (Signature requested.) 
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
24 
2 5  
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1 REPORTER ' S  CERTIFICATE 
2 I ,  MONICA M. ARCHULETA, CSR No . 4 7 1 ,  Certified 
3 Shorthand Reporter, certify : 
4· That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
5 before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
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9 under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing i s  a true and correct record 
11 of all testimony given , to the best of my ability; 
12 I further certify that I am not a relative or 
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EDWIN G .  SCHILLER 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER , CHARTERED 
P . O .  Box 2 1  
Nampa , Idaho 8 3 6 5 3 - 0 0 2 1  
Telephone : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 8 0 9  
Facs�ile : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 9 1 0  
I SB No . 1 6 1 6  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
• 
APR 2 9 2015 
CANYON COUNTY OL�RK 
A GALLEGOS, DEPU fY 
IN THE D I STRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DI STRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE , LLC , 
Plaintiff , 
vs . 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA , LLC , 
Defendant . 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No . CV1 4 - 1 5 9 7 -C 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT ' S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW , the above named Plaintiff , by and through it 
attorney of record , EDWIN G .  SCHILLER , and responds to Defendants 
Motion for Summary Judgment as follows : 
The Defendant' s Motion for Summary Jud gment should be denied 
for the following reasons : 
1 . Nei ther the Lease Agreement or the alleged Easement 
contain a legal description and neither document was 
recorded and therefore , both documents are unenforceable . 
Response , etc . - 1 
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2 .  The Doctrine of Part Performance does not apply in the 
current case . Part performance i s  normally between 
parties to an agreement . The doctrine involves the 
enforcement of an oral agreement when there i s  part 
performance by at least one of the parties to the 
agreement and i t  is not equitable for the other party to 
the agreement to avoid complying . In this case there 
were no oral agreements . The Lease Agreement and 
Perpetual Easement were both in writing . Secondly , part 
performance is usually only available between parties to 
an agreement . There is no showing that the Plaintiff was 
a party to either of these alleged agreements . 
THEREFORE , Plaintiff has requested a Judgment that the 
Defendant be ordered to remove the sign from the Plaintiff ' s  real 
property . 
DATED this of April ,  2 0 1 5 . 
Response , etc . - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF FACS IMILE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of April , 2 0 1 5 , I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing ins trument was 
transmitted by facsimile to : 
ED GUERRI CABEITIA 
Davi son , Copple , Copple & Copple 
P . O .  Box 1583 
Boise , Idaho 8 3 7 0 1  
Facsimile No : ( 2 0 8 )  
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386-9428 --i ~ 
EDWIN G. siii.ER 
• \.. 
• 
EDWIN G .  SCHILLER 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER , CHARTERED 
P . O .  Box 2 1  
Nampa , Idaho 8 3 6 5 3 - 0 0 2 1  
Telephone : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 8 0 9  
Facsimile : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 9 1 0  
ISB No . 1 6 1 6  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
F I �b . 
APR 2 9 2015 
CANYON COUNTY ClERK 
A GALLEGOS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DI STRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DI STRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE , LLC , 
Plaintiff , 
vs . 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA , LLC , 
Defendant . 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No . CV1 4 - 1 5 9 7 -C 
MEMORANDUM 
COMES NOW , the above Plaintiff , Tiller White , LLC , and submits 
the following Memorandum : 
FACTS 
The Plaintiff is record title owner of Lot 5 ,  Block 3 6  of 
Waterhouse Addition to Nampa , Canyon County , Idaho . Daniel L .  
Tiller , P . A . , originally purchased the property from Glen R .  Knapp 
and Rachel Knapp as Trustees of the Knapp Family Trust dated 
October 1 4 , 2 0 03 . The property was subsequently transferred by 
Daniel L .  Tiller , P . A . , to Tiller White , LLC , the Plaintiff in thi s  
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action . At the time of the purchase , Daniel L .  Tiller received a 
copy of a signed Lease with Lockridge Outdoor Adverti sing . Thi s  
Lease did not contain a legal description and was not recorded . 
The Defendant is now claiming that it has an Easement for a sign on 
the subj ect property . That Easement does not contain a legal 
description and was not recorded . At the time of purchase of the 
property , Daniel L .  Tiller , P . A . , and Daniel L .  Tiller , had no 
knowledge of such Easement . The property was purchased by Daniel 
L .  Tiller , P . A .  , in March of 2 0 0 6 . That a true and correct copy of 
the Warranty Deed is attached as Exhibit "A" to the Affidavit of 
Dr . Daniel Tiller . That the Plaintiff did not learn about the 
alleged Perpetual Easement Agreement until May 2 2 , 2 0 1 3 . That is 
when i t  was faxed by the Defendant to Daniel L .  Tiller . That a 
copy of the alleged Perpetual Easement Agreement is attached as 
Exhibit "B" to the Affidavit of Dr . Daniel Tiller . 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
Both the signed Lease and alleged Perpetual Easement Agreement 
are invalid because neither contains a sufficient legal 
description . The street addres s  i s  not a sufficient legal 
description . v .  1 4 0  Idaho 2 7 6 , 92 
P3d 52 6 .  The Defendant argues in i ts Memorandum that thi s case 
applies only sales and would not apply to a grant of an Easement .  
This case first mentions Idaho Code § 9 - 5 0 3 , which is transfers of 
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real property to be in writing . The s tatute provides that no 
es tate or interest in real property , other than for Leases for a 
term not exceeding one ( 1 )  year , mus t  be in writing . The case goes 
on to provide that the writing mus t  contain a sufficient legal 
description . Clearly , the Lease Agreement i s  a Lease for a term 
exceeding one ( 1 )  year and therefore is subj ect to this statute . 
The alleged Perpetual Easement Agreement i s  a conveyance of an 
interes t  in real property . The Easement mus t  be in writing . Al so , 
the Easement must contain a sufficient legal description . I t  does 
not contain an adequate legal description . We believe the 
Defendant ' s  argument that this case only applied to sales of real 
property is wrong . We believe that i t  applied to any transfers of 
real property required to be in writing under Idaho Code § 9 - 5 0 3 . 
This would include a Lease for more than a year and an Easement .  
Also , in accord with the above authority ,  see case v .  
Frasure , 1 4 6  Idaho 62 5 ,  2 0 0  P3d , 1 1 7 4 . That case holds as follows : 
1 .  "Agreements for the sale of real property that fail to 
comply with the s tatute of frauds are unenforceable both 
in an action at law for damages and in a suit in equity 
for specific performance . "  
2 .  "The physical addres s  is not a sufficient description of 
the property for purposes of the s tatute of frauds . "  
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Ray 
• 
In the Erasure case , the contract described the real property 
by reference to the street address , city ,  county , state and zip 
code . This was not sufficient . 
Again , the Idaho Statute of Frauds is contained in Idaho Code 
§ 9-503 . I t  applies to leases of more than one ( 1 )  year , which the 
lease in ques tion is . I t  also applies to an interest in real 
property which the alleged Easement is . Therefor ;  nei ther is 
enforceable in law or equity if they only contain a s treet address . 
The Defendant next contends that the Easement Agreement is 
enforceable by the Doctrine of Part Performance . We do not believe 
that i s  the case . Generally , the Doctrine of Part Performance is 
used to enforce the terms of an oral agreement when that agreement 
violates the S tatute of Frauds , Idaho Code § 9-503 . Al so , an 
action where part performance is involved i s  generally an action 
for a specific performance of that agreement between the parties to 
that oral agreement .  The Perpetual Easement Agreement is not an 
oral agreement .  I t  i s  a written agreement which is invalid because 
it does not contain a sufficient legal description . Therefore , the 
Doctrine of Part Performance would not apply . Al so , the Plaintiff 
was never a party to an agreement with the Defendant . The 
Plaintiff has never received any monies or payments from the 
Defendant . Al so , for these reasons , the Doctrine of Part 
Performance should not apply . 
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. . ' . . 
CONCLUS ION 
The Plaintiff is requesting an Order of thi s  Court that 
neither the Lease nor the alleged Perpetual Easement Agreement are 
valid and enforceable agreements because neither contains a 
sufficient legal description . Further , the Plaintiff is reques ting 
an Order that the Defendant be required to remove the sign from the 
Plaintiff ' s  real property . 
EDWIN G .  
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the � day of April ,  2 0 15 , I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing ins trument was 
transmitted by facsimile to : 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
Davi son , Copple , Copple & Copple 
P . O .  Box 1 5 8 3  
Boise , Idaho 8 3 7 0 1  
Facsimile No : ( 2 0 8 )  3 8 6 - 9 4 2 8  
EDWIN G .  SCHILLER 
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Respectfu~y ~~'. 
By:~ )~ 
SCHIL 
, . 
EDWIN G .  SCHILLER 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER , CHARTERED 
P . O .  Box 2 1  
Nampa , Idaho 8 3 653-002 1 
Telephone : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 8 0 9  
Facsimile : ( 2 0 8 )  4 6 6 - 7 9 1 0  
ISB No . 1 6 1 6  
Attorney for Plaintiff 
• F ' 
APR 2 9 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
A GALLEGOS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DI STRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL D I STRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO , IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE , LLC , 
Plaintiff , 
vs . 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA , LLC , 
Defendant . 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Canyon ) 
s s  
Case No . CV1 4 - 1 5 9 7 -C 
AFFIDAVIT OF DR . DANIEL L .  
TILLER 
Dr . Daniel L .  Tiller , being first duly sworn on his oath , does 
depose and say : 
That I am a member of Tiller White , LLC . 
That I have personal knowledge of the facts contained in this 
Affidavi t .  
The Plaintiff i s  record title owner of Lot 5 ,  Block 3 6  of 
Waterhouse Addition to Nampa , Canyon County , Idaho , according to 
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the Official Plat filed in Book 1 of Plats at Page 1 5 , Records of 
said County . The property was originally purchased by Daniel L .  
Tiller , P . A . , and was subsequently assigned to Tiller White , LLC . 
The property was purchased from Glen R .  Knapp and Rachel Knapp , 
husband and wife . At the time of the purchase , the Plaintiff 
received a copy of a signed Lease with Lockridge Outdoor 
Advertis ing Agency . 
My understanding , at the time , Daniel L .  Tiller , P . A . , which 
I was a shareholder , purchased the subj ect property , the sign was 
there pursuant to the signed Lease . 
The Defendant is now claiming that it has an Easement for the 
sign on the subj ect real property . At the time the property was 
purchased I had no knowledge of any such Easement . That attached 
hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Warranty 
Deed conveying the property from the Knapps to Daniel L .  Tiller , 
P . A .  There i s  no mention in that Deed of any Easement . In fact , 
the Deed states that i t  is subj ect to "Easements and Rights of Way 
of Record" only . This alleged Easement has never been recorded . 
At the time of the purchase , Title Insurance was i s sued but no 
mention was made of any Easement .  
That the first time I knew of this alleged Perpetual Easement 
Agreement was May 2 2 , 2 0 1 3 , when it was faxed to me by the 
Defendant . A true and correct copy of Perpetual Easement Agreement 
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I received with the Defendant' s fax information at the bottom is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "B " and made a part hereof . 
At the time of the purchase I never received a file from the 
Knapps as above stated . The only thing I received was the Lease 
Agreement . 
Nei ther Daniel L .  Tiller , P . A . , Tiller White , LLC , or myself 
have ever received any monies or payments from the Defendant , 
Canyon Outdoor Media , LLC . 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this cOE) day of 
April ,  2 0 1 5 . 
Notary Iaaho 
Residing at 
My Commission 
CERTIFICATE OF FACS IMILE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the �q day of April , 2 0 15 , I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was 
transmitted by facsimile to : 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
Davi son , Copple , Copple & Copple 
P . O .  Box 1 5 8 3  
Boise , Idaho 8 3 7 0 1  
Facsimile No : ( 2 0 8 )  3 8 6 - 9 4 2 8  
EDWIN G .  SCHILLER 
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Escrow No. r�_) c:r:» 
fOR VAlUE R.ECE�VIElDl 
GLENN RAY KJ.\IAPP AND RACHEL Al\fiCE KJ.\fAPP , o r  'che i r  s u c c e s s or s , a s  T ru s te e s  of THE I\.NAP P  
FAMILY TRUST dat e d  O c t ob e r  1 4 , 2 0 0 3  
GRANTOR(s), does( do) hereby GRANT, B.A.RGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: DANIEL L .  T I LLER , P . A .  
GRANTEES(s), whose cunent address is : 9 0 1  1 2 th Avenue s ou 'ch , Namp a , I d . 8 3 6 5 1  
the following described real property in C anyon County, State of ldaho, 
more particularly described as follows, to wit: 
lo� 5 fin Biock 36 of WAYERHOIUJSIE ADmT�Oh� TO f�AMPA, Camyof(ll Cmm�y, k!aho, accordi f(ll gJ �o 
tlh:e «::»fffida� p�a� thereof, ·med i fi1 Book ii «:))·? �:il�a�s; :at PagJ® iJ 5, records; of saidJ 
tz._--:;o u nt:}t ... 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said heirs and assigns forever. And the said 
Grantor(s) does( do) hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that Grantor(s) is/are the ovmer(s) in fee simple of said 
premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is expressly made 
subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee(s); and subj ect to reservations, restrictions, dedications, easements, 
rights of way anci agreements, (if any) of record, and general taxes and assessments, (including irrigation and utility 
a ssessments, if any) for the current year, which are not yet due and payable, and that Grantor(s) will warrant and defend the 
s ame from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Date: J:.:!arch 2 ,  2 0 0 6 
· · · ····-., " 
. .  ____ ;: ;-;c��-l� ( t::Z�,.[�";_p 
R.ache'l. F.:.nice Knapp , 
' 
___/.} 
/ 
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::;te of !dallo, County of Canyon, ss.  . . r , 
1 this of March in the year of 2006, before me, the undersigned , a Notary P u bl ic in  and for 
id State, personaHy appea red Glenn Ray Knapp and Rachel Anice Knapp known or identified to me to be the 
;-son(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instru ment, as Trustee of The Knapp Family Trust 
ted October i 4, 2003, and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the s ame as Trustee . 
. -._ . 
.. \ ' ,r_ :.-. -,)·_,' l \ I I 
. ''�_): ! o J \ ,. 
s idin g  at: Nampa, l d .  
o6m missio n  expires: 02-i  9-W 
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~d=<r-:;;Af\lTY ~EED - NOTAHY ACl<NOWL-.MENT(S): 
L . .J_., ,, () \ .....,_ ,( day 
! ,} .... �·· · 
..::)( '1\\ t:-rv-a 
THIS P ERPETiU�p EASEME�T AGRlEEJ\.ffiJ\IT (the :AgreemeJnf')_made '!this 
of 3 and z C? .  - (Gramtor), who-se 
OUTDOOR MEDJA,LLC (hereinafter cal!ed "Grantee'), wt1 se address is: 6354 North Pa.r.lk Meadow Vlay, Surw 
207, Boise, .Idaho 837 1 3. The foregoing mre sometimes referred! to .herein srngulady as: l!:be '-'-Party'' and iro.gemer as 
the "Panties''. 
W H E R EAS, Grantcw owns the propert)" described in Exh i b it "'A" (the Grantor' s Property); .aud 
WHEREAS, Granror agrees ro grnnr a1ll ea.o:.ement ro Grantee f:<:l e.recr. maintain ;:md 0j3eroxe om:doo:r advertising 
stru.cmres, devices, signs, bHiboards, logos, emblems and other advertis.illg and ini'O:rr.Daii<elnar rrnproveiileui:s (the 
"'Outdoor Advertising Structures'') as more fully described 
NOW tHJEREFORE, ill consideration of the s.um of DoHars 
/ - ..-- ) iifld otlwt g<Dodi and valuable consi.ctet<lltion paid by the gramtee w G:ram,w, th.n<eceipt ;.m dl 
sufficiency Dfwhich is hereby acknowledged, the p<Jrties agree as. fo� !ows: 
l .  The Grantor hereby .gnmts to Grantee a perpetti.a.t, non-exctus.ive e-8Sernent2 
privilege, right and !l!llthority ofl, under rund above the areas mm�tked <"Sign Easement" otl E:xbi�it 'CW' &tt2iched he�:ero 
(ehe "''Easement Propeey"') for the purpose of erecting, using, operntillg, maintainfng at!.d r:t;p·tacing Ow:d.oor 
advertising Sirucrures on l:lhe Easemenil: PJroperty, together with : 
a The easement, privilege, right and. authority of ingress and egress on foot <ar by vehides ofru1y de-.sc:tiption 
over une Grantor' s properry ( tlLe "Access Easement") fo.r !:h� purpose oface?ss to fi1e Easement Property; 
b. The easement, privilege, ri_ght and! aufuority to e:il.'tend electric service acroS2 t.h.e E!iSemertt Pmperty wd' t(·t� 
Access Easement; 
c The easem.em, p:ti:vilege, right amd auf:hority to construct, move, recons.tmct at""td expand the Outdoor 
Advert:Hsing Structures om the Easement Pmperty, ililduding the rigbE to encro&c.h upl(}n Granto.-'s JP.roperty adjocenc 
to the Easement if such encroachment is necessitated by a ca-!OO.e:mnation or conveyance Uf.'lder threz:t of 
wnderu:mation: of any of tl1e Easement Property, provided such encrooclnnent v.il l not extend more than Tixlrty (30} 
feet lbeyoad the b-oundary of the JEaS�;;:ment Property as shmvn in Exhibit '"B" ; 
d.. The easement, privllege, right and al!ltl:w·rity to oonsrruct, maintzl.in, rep1llir and l.!!:>e Oll!, over, u..-1<d.er and oooYe 
the Easerne11t Property, structurres. poles, w.i.Fes" pipes, devices, cotmections, lights, fixwses, e<J;Ui/Pm.ent ancl 
improvements imddentali to oli in colf.!Dect.Uon wiili hs Outdoor Adive.rusiEPg S.trw:::rJ!'<rl'\s; 
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herei.;"1. 
Crn1ve;yarnce and Grant ofEasemem, 
2. � .  Grantor 31�c.s; iliar it will, from time to Hme, and at aH times hcreaftcr: . .. 
a. 1Prov1de separa!i:ely mete•.ed ekcrric seT'\Ii-ce across Grantor's :Property �o Grantee's Advertismg Strucru.:re a:t 
Grnntee's expern:s:e, adequate for Grnnree's use provided thar G.raJnree will obtam ek:ctriiq; sewic.e in its naniile .andi wil] 
pay !the utility comparny fo.r irs consumption of electricity, and fu.n:Jher provided tlhat Gramor wi.H no"£ be reqw;-ed lD 
mainrnm any electric liines which are O't'l'I!ed by the utility company; 
b. Provide to Grantee's reasonatlble satisfaction on a.11d over the Access iEasemeu11:, a roald -or d.t-ive·w<<Y tl:'lai is 3i: 
l east  JFiflteeru ( 1 5} feet wide with a turn ing radius aidlequate fou Gcantee's use, and improved Vi>iili gravel 01 o·llie diE:rd 
smface sufficient w support G.\i'a!ltee' s· sel"Vice vehicles; 
c. Provide G!.'<mtee with a. mea.llS to access rrs Outdoor Advertising Strucrure on a Twenty four (24) twur G2sis, 
f�ndud ing weekends atlld holidays; 
d. Not to p]ace or keep or permit any person o!lher tl1an G.r<JJ:ree to pfaa::e or keep <UIY Ou.t&:Jor Adi?·�xrJsing 
Sts!!C!.'ure on the Easement Property or on the Grantor' s Propeny; 
e. Pay IJ.e.fore they become delinquent aU i<eal estme taxes, assessmems and other gmrerrtrrterttaE ch.zrges or levies 
'lkitb respect to the Grantor's Property andl 1:he inl'.provemeots tl1e:reoo, and! prov.frdc evidence of suGh psyment 11:0 dhe 
Grantee withm Ten ( 1 0) dlays. full owing Grantee 7 s. Gll'antee slliall loay before they bec-..ome c:felfcflt:Fl,ent, aU real 
estate taxes that are separate]y assessed to its Outdoor Advettising Strucrure; 
f Cooperate with Gmntee, assist Grantee and! take such Feasoll1ab.!e .steps as Gr&"ltee: shaH rt::yk!es.t in order llha:r 
Grantee may fully enjoy tlhe rights contempLated by tll.is agreement, inducting bm o.ot limi.ted to supporting m:o· 
:requests by Gran:tee for zoning, varianc10 permits or ot11er approvals reasonabJy requested by Grantee fDr the J.L.ces 
conrcrr;p�<4ted ro.rl pe.ii1ii!f::ted by this i?eF!(l'eWal Easement Agreement; 
g.. /Permit <Gnmree rL1e priv�lege, right and amthoril)' i!:o use from time Ito time portions oftbe f'rrant.or's Property 
adjacent to the Easemenr Property for con.s.truction ;;�.nd maintenance o-n a tempornry basis. 
3, _ Grantor agrees that iQ wilJ not cause or permit amy sign, bu.]!d:ing, pofe,su.-u,;fJJ.n;;, 
tree,growm, Bandlscaping or other vegetation or Fmpmvement to be Rocated on Grantoc's P;;·c;pecty whic:ll:i Oihs'<:ructs., 
diminishes or interferes wim the visibility of the Grantee's. Outdoor Advertising St11JC("llre as ii.iley may exiS!': from 
time to rime () 11  the lEasemen£ Pro�lit}: from any designated road or h:ig�a'P<'.ay i11 Grantee's :2G!e juclgm.enc, aod, if 
Graoror fails to remove any such vegetatio[! or impmvemeni!:s within Tfnkf:y (30) days fol!.o1.;;;-ing notice from Grantee, 
Gnmtee shall bave �hie rigbtt m enter upvn the Gnmtor•s Prope1iy 20: r-emove any such veget:tt.ion or in:pnJvem.ene ;rr 
Granwr' s expense. 
4. Each Party (''fuderruritor") covena.il!.ts <L'ld i1£p�s to inde::!Y'"tl:l:tfy, lwf.d l:rarmless auo1 defend the oil��:r 
Party f'lndemnitee"') fiwm md against :my all1d aU damages, actioru, losses, daims, HabiliriBS or expeiDs.es (in.cfudin:g 
aftomeys' fees) ru-is�ng ouli' of or coonocted with a breach of this Ag:r�ement by ]mie-rnnitor. It is und.er3ta'a-d £hal: boti1 
Parties also agree to C8lJ!J)' adequate pam lie ]imbilicy i.nsunmoe, and! provide proof of sa.iid msvr;mce Lq:i011 vnif."f,e;Q 
aequest witlhin Ten f/J O) days time fr'om the rece!pt of such reqt.Jest. 
5 'The Patli<es hereeo a.gre:e tlhat t1<:e provisions <Dfthis agreement may be rn-odiified oJr ameuded, m 
vJ!J.oJe m iw pm�, oniy by WI! instrume:ni iu 1!<Ititing, executed and ack:net\vredged by v.he Parties he.reto o�· th�ir 
successors and assigns an1d olll!ly recorded m the Office olf fue "\R.ei:o�rd�x ofDeed.s of Ada County, State of Xdlli1o. 
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req_uest 
VisibnHly Protoc¢iQUL 
6. 
a. Grantee's remedies for blreach of this Agreement by Grnili�CJl.r shall :inc]ude but not be Iimited to 3ln.Y andi ali! 
equitable remedies which may be appmprfute, iinduding injunctive rtelie� and Grantee shall !be entitled! to receive 
il:10m Grantor its attorneys' fees and other costs incurred! as a resuBt of S[J[clli breach. In adoli1:.ion to the fo:regoing, if 
Gnwrotr shall fu1l to fulfill its obligations -or perform its duties pursuan€ to this Agreement, Grantee may cure such. 
breach or defauh:, and. any amount expended by Grantee, including its attorneys' fees resulting from such hrea1cb ar­
defuult, shall be paid to Glrantee by Grantor upoiO demandi and shill bear mteres.� at the rnte offourtee.n Pet·cent 
{1 4%) per annum nntil paid. 
b. Grantor's remedies for breach of this Agreement by G11arntee shaH i.fllclhlde !but aot be tUinlted to any z,nd s;.H 
equitable remedies which may be appmprfute, indudnng injunctiverelie� and Grantot shaH be enti.teed to rece}·,re 
from Grantee ]ts attomeys' fees and other oosts incurred as a resu]t of sucfu 1Jrea:ch, [n addition: to the tore.going, if 
Grantee shaH fuiil to fulfill its obligations or perform its duties pmsuant t!Ji this Agreement, Grant.or may Cillie such 
breach Gr default, and any amount expended by Granto,.r, including its attorneys' fees resultrng fm1n such hr"...a.ch ·or 
defauH, shall be paid to Grantor by Grantee !!.lpoo. demand aod shaU lx:ar interest at the rate ofFm.1H-eeu P�rcenr 
(1 4%) per a'llmm U11til paid. 
7. _ This Agreement shaH be governed by and co1:1strn<:d rn acwr6Mce witb the raws of the State of 
Idalho. 
8. . The terrus, covenants and conditions of this agn-eement shaH be perpetual and construed as 
.cove:mmts :rilllli.ihlg VJti\:h ilhre hmd an.r.Jl eacb CillO e'iery person 2!ccepl:in.g 21 deed to Grantor' s Property, or ·any part 
[hereof, shall be lbm..!.IIHi by this Perpetua� Easement Agree:menR for rh.e benefit of Grnmree anJd nts S2.11C<Cessors and 
assigns. 
9. Mruli.fica�iro . Grmmee and �ts success(ws a.ndl assigo""JJS s1J a]} have the Fight to comtruc.i, reco-nsl.ruct, r<enwve, 
rep�ace, linodifY, opernte, mainltain, iimp.ect and repair- i!:S Outdoo1l Advertising S-t'n.wft;n:es on tire B-:tsem�em P:rop-erty. 
a. Grantor wi.U promptly repair al: Granror•s cost,. aqy cfum.age to the Acce·s.s Route ca!X>ed 0y G;-antor or· it:: 
employees, agents, customers or invitees, 
b. G.nmtee vvilll promptly repair �t Grau1.tee's. cos�. any J.Eruage to f:l1c:: Ac:•:::ess R<H.l.t�;: ec;,used by G:ccUU'?z e:t- .lts 
e:mp loyees, agents, ,;: ustomers or invitees. 
1 1 . Th�s Easement is contingent l!lpOrl! G>an�ee aU necessary pemt.t'i:s m.1d gove-m�ntal. appro-vaJs. Up:JE 
ohtaiil!ing these permits and govemmenta[ appmval!s, Grnntee shall lnve Thirty (JO) days t1.1- t0ndle<r, to the Gra!ii.Wf\ 
the 2>_greed upon amount set furth in tlhis con!rn.ct This Basemen£ is assignable_ 
12.. Grantee slhla�1l del! vel!" 10 Grnmor, upon receiving a permit,. a {;heck for one hundred/ dollars ($1 00.00), �:ts �:L&"U.eSt 
mont:y. Clhel::k lill.lmber � i!'l.. C-tl 
13. !Q  is e:o::pressed and urnders.r.:ood! that BJH fnfoml2:1tia!Di contained herein is stric�ly confidentiaL 
{; \ 
,·.· ·Jy .{� .... 
,J'--.. .... .. ..._ 
eov: n L  " J  7 7  J\8 1 111 114
Remedies. 
Gov(;:rn ing Law 
to. Repail[ofAveess Ro»J~. 
l/ 'Li 
' 
IN WlTKES-S V\,l]J-fEREOF, �he Parties have executed and de1ivered tb[s Agrcernet<£ Ocr the day �.nd ye;;;x first written 
abO\'<;;. 
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CURTJ'S MASSOOD • .President 
STATE OF IDAHO 
couNTY oF Ca';)'69 
""'-
) 
) 
ss. 
On this day of a -" 20Q2, before me peE'SOl12cliy appeared 
Ss o .a __ - --··------ , �o me 2Jersona1Jy l<.nmvn to he 
tl'!e persons described irn and who exec ted. U:he roregoi1<1g i!J.strum,<;m aTid a.cknmvl-edged tha.t they 
exewted tll.e same as. the!r free act and deed. 
IN TESHMONY \\'!HEREOF, I have hereunto set mv a.ffu;;e;d seal -
OKI the d3ly and year !ast above written. 
• 
./ 
My comm;'5ion expir.s: 
1 2. _ s- <;2_o 0_3 Lo� 
.STATE O.f 1DA.BLO 
) 
) 
ss. 
2002, before me pe:rs.c.<ma!!y <lpp'�t..:iJ.recL 
tA � . to me personally kv.wvm to be -rb:e 
per:soos who exe� � the foregoing instrument artd. acknowkc�ged that they 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2014-1 597-C 
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MEMORANDUM 
COMES NOW Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC, by and through its counsel of 
record, Ed Guerricabeitia, of the firm Davison, Copple, Copple & Copple and hereby submits its 
memorandu..'TI. in response to Plaintiffs memorandum: 
I. REPLY ARGUMENT 
Plaintiffs arguments in response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment are 
vague and contorted, and the following response will segregate Plaintiffs arguments into a 
simpler manner for clarity and understanding. 
A. The Lease is Enforceable. 
Plaintiffs first argument asserts that the Sign Lease is invalid because it does not contain 
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a sufficient legal description in compliance with Idaho Code § 9-503. This argument is without 
merit and ignores Plaintiffs own admission asserted in its Complaint that the "Lease expired on 
the 1 st day of May, 201 3 ." See Complaint, ,-r V, p. 2. 
Idaho law recognizes that statements in a party's pleadings, such as a Complaint, are 
generally seen as binding judicial admissions. See Strouse v. K-Tek, Inc. , 129, Idaho 616, 6 19, 
930 P.2d 1361 ,  1 364 (App. l997). 
Plaintiff now contends that the Lease was never enforceable despite the fact that Dr. 
Tiller admits that he was aware of the lease when it was first executed in 2003, approximately 
three (3) years before Plaintiff purchased the property from Glen and Rachel Knapp on March 2, 
2006; he admits under oath that the Sign Lease was subject to Plaintiffs purchase of the property 
and he knew that the Sign Lease had another seven (7) years remaining from the initial term at 
the time of the purchase. See Aff. of Dr. Daniel L. Tiller, Ex. A and Aff. ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A. ,  
p. 15, Ll. 18-19, p. 17, Ll. 11-12 and p. 31, Ll. 8-11. At the time of the purchase, Plaintiff admits 
to receiving a copy of the Sign Lease which Plaintiff never challenged nor disputed its validity. 
Since acquiring the property, nearly eight (8) years had passed before Plaintiff filed its 
Complaint seeking the billboard sign to be removed. 
In Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc. , 1 37 Idaho 352, 359, 48 P.3d 1241  (2002), the Idaho 
Supreme Court articulated the elements to establish the doctrine of laches as follows: 
(1)  Defendant's invasion of plaintiffs rights; (2) delay in asserting plaintiffs 
rights; the plaintiff having had notice and an opportunity to institute suit; (3) 
lack of knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would assert his rights; and 
(4) injury or prejudice to the defendant in the event relief is accorded to 
plaintiff or the suit is not held to be barred. 
The facts in the record establish that Plaintiffs arguments should be barred under the 
doctrine of laches. 
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Furthermore, Plaintiffs claim that the Sign Lease is unenforceable is barred by the statute 
of limitations. See Idaho Code § 5-216. 
Finally, it appears based on Plaintiffs argument that it does not dispute that the Sign 
Lease was partly and fully performed. Plaintiff states in its memorandum that "[G]enerally, the 
Doctrine of Part Performance is used to enforce the terms of an oral agreement when that 
agreement violates the Statute of Frauds, Idaho 9-503." See Memorandum, p. 4. 
However, Plaintiff fails to cite a single case of authority supporting this conclusory statement. 
Plaintiff contends that Idaho Code § 9-503 mandates that any transfer of an estate or 
interest in real property must be in writing. This is an inaccurate statement ofthe law. Idaho 
Code § 9-503 states: 
9-503. Transfers of real property to be in writing. - No estate or interest in 
real property, other than for leases for a term not exceeding one (1) year, nor any 
trust or power over or concerning it, or in any manner relating thereto, can be 
created, granted, assigned, surrendered, or declared, otherwise than 
of or a or other instrument in subscribed by the party 
creating, granting, assigning, surrendering or declaring the same, or by his lawful 
agent thereunto authorized by writing. (Emphasis added). 
In addition, Plaintiff does not challenge nor cite to any case law that refutes the holding 
in Simons v. Simons, 1 34 Idaho 824, 1 1  P.3d 20 (2000). In the Simon case, there was a written 
agreement between the parties, but the agreement failed to contain a proper legal description of 
the property. In Simon, the Idaho Supreme Court rejected the same argument using the Statute of 
Frauds as a defense that the Plaintiff is now asserting and asking this Court to accept and apply. 
The evidence in the record unequivocally shows that Canyon Outdoor fully performed, or 
at least at a minimum, partly performed its obligations under the Sign Lease. The Simon Court 
explained that under the doctrine of part performance, when an agreement to convey property 
failed to meet the requirements of the Statute of Frauds, the agreement could still be enforced if 
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Code§ 
by operation 
law, conveyance writing, 
the purchaser partly performed the agreement. 1 34 Idaho at 827. The Court went on to say that 
important acts which would show sufficient part performance to the agreement were actual 
possession, permanent and valuable improvements and these two factors combined. See id 
Plaintiff has presented no evidence of any genuine and material fact in dispute to the 
Affidavit of Curtis Massood that Canyon Outdoor did not have actual possession or made 
valuable improvements on the property. 
Based on the arguments and case law provided above, Canyon Outdoor respectfully 
requests this Court find that Canyon Outdoor partly and/or fully performed its obligations under 
the Sign Lease rendering it valid and enforceable as a matter of law. 
B. The Easement is Enforceable 
Plaintiff makes the same argument on the Easement Agreement as it asserts against the 
validity of the Sign Lease in that the Easement Agreement did not contain a sufficient legal 
description in compliance with Idaho Code § 9-503 . 
In addition, Plaintiff argues that 1)  the doctrine of part performance applies generally to 
oral agreements which the subject Easement Agreement was not an oral agreement; 2) Plaintiff 
was not a party to the Perpetual Easement Agreement with Canyon Outdoor and 3) Plaintiff 
never received any monies or payments from Canyon Outdoor, and therefore, part performance 
should not apply. These arguments are not supported by law and irrelevant to the underlying 
issue of whether Plaintiff was a bona fide purchaser pursuant to Idaho Code § 55-606 and Idaho 
Code § 55-8 12. 
The evidence in the record is uncontradicted that Canyon Outdoor fully performed its 
obligations with Plaintiffs predecessor-in-interest rendering the Statute of Frauds inapplicable to 
the fully performed contract. See Frantz v. Parke, 1 1 1  Idaho 1005, 729 P.2d 1068 (App. 1 986). 
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Perpetual Agreement 
See also, Aff. of Glen and Rachel Knapp. 
Plaintiffs argument is an attempt to bootstrap or "step into the shoes" of its predecessors-
in-interest to now assert the Statute of Frauds as a defense to the Perpetual Easement Agreement 
with Canyon Outdoor. However, Plaintiff fails to recognize that its predecessors-in-interest have 
admitted that the Perpetual Easement Agreement was fully performed taking it outside the 
requirements of the Statute of Frauds which admission Canyon Outdoor can assert against 
Plaintiffs argument. 
Idaho law has long held that the initial selection of a place for an easement fixes its 
physical location. See Manning v. Campbell, 152 Idaho 232, 268 P.3d 1 1 84 (2012), see also, 
Coulsen v. Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Co. , 47 Idaho 619, 277 P. 542 (1929). 
It is undisputed that Plaintiff demanded Canyon Outdoor and the Knapps to relocate the 
billboard sign to the other side of the Knapp's  building away from Plaintiffs then existing 
building. The billboard sign was constructed and has been affixed in the ground in its current 
location for over ten (1 0) years. The Knapps were paid a lump sum payment after they executed 
the Sign Lease and acknowledge that they signed the Perpetual Easement Agreement. 
In addition to those undisputed facts, Dr. Tiller testified he was fully aware that the 
Knapps received a lump sum payment, that he received and read the Sign Lease before 
purchasing the property and that the Sign Lease was subject to Plaintiffs purchase of the 
property. 
One of the material terms in the one (1) page Sign Lease provided that the Lessor (the 
Knapps) could sell a permanent easement to the Lessee (Canyon Outdoor). Specifically, it 
stated: 
Lessor reserves the right to, at any time throughout the term of the lease, to sell 
Lessee a permanent easement with ingress and egress rights to service structure 
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Ex. A. 
for a one time lump sum of $10,000 thus voiding the yearly contractual payment 
aforementioned. 
See Aff. of Glen Knapp, Exs. A & B, A !f. of Rachel Knapp, Ex. A and A !f. Of Massood, 
Nowhere else in the Sign Lease made reference to a lump sum payment other than for the 
conveyance of a permanent easement. Thus, the issue is whether Plaintiff was a bona fide 
purchaser pursuant to Idaho Code § 55-606 and Idaho Code § 55-8 12. The evidence in the 
record does not support this finding. 
Idaho law is clear that notice can be either actual or constructive knowledge. Plaintiff 
asserts that it never knew an easement existed on the property because it was not recorded. 
However, Plaintiffs obligation and duties do not stop at whether the agreement was recorded for 
purposes of being a bona fide purchaser under the foregoing statutes. 
stated: 
In Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 2 1 8, 526 P.2d 178 (1974), the Idaho Supreme Court 
The purpose of the recording act in a race-notice jurisdiction, like Idaho, is to 
allow recorded interests to be effective against unrecorded interests when the 
recorded interest is taken for a valuable consideration and in good faith, i.e., 
without knowledge, either actual or constructive. (Citation omitted) . . .  One 
who purchases or encumbrances with notice of inconsistent claims does not 
take in good faith, and one who fails to investigate the open or obvious 
inconsistent claim cannot take in good faith. (Citation omitted). 
!d., 96 Idaho at 220, 526 P.2d at 1 80 . 
. . . To guide the factfinder . . .  , we must define the duty of investigation put upon 
the purchaser or encumbrancer. In Paurley v. Harris, 75 Idaho 1 12, 268 P.2d 3 5 1  
(1 954), a case dealing with the rights of a grantee whose grantor had settled a 
boundary dispute by an unrecorded agreement and acquiescence in the new line, 
the Court said: 
"One buying property in the possession of a third party is put on notice of 
any claim of title or right of possession by such third party, which a 
reasonable investigation would reveal." (Citation omitted). 
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We believe that this is the appropriate rule in determining good faith under the 
recording act, i.e., that one cannot be a good faith purchaser or encumbrancer 
when a reasonable investigation of the property would have revealed the existence 
of the conflicting claim in question. 
Id , 96 Idaho at 220-21 ,  526 P.2d at 1 80-81 .  
See also, Farrell v. Brown, I l l  Idaho 1 027, 1033,  729 P.2d 1090, 1096 (App. 1986) 
("[W]hatever is notice enough to excite the attention of a man of ordinary prudence and prompt 
him to further inquiry, amounts to notice of all such facts as a reasonable investigation would 
disclose."). See also, Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 3 14, 3 1 8, 291 P.2d 852, 855 (1 955) ("Further, 
one who purchases property with sufficient knowledge to put him, or a reasonably prudent 
person, on inquiry is not a bona fide purchaser."). See also, Quinn v. Stone, 75 Idaho 243, 250, 
270 P.2d 825, 829-30 (1 954) ("An instrument granting an easement is to be construed in 
connection with the intention of the parties and circumstances in existence at the time the 
easement was given and carried out."). 
In the instant case, the record overwhelmingly supports that Plaintiff failed to conduct a 
reasonable investigation that an ordinary and prudent purchaser would have conducted and 
inquired further based on the facts that existed and were known by the Plaintiff. 
Dr. Tiller admitted that he was aware that the Knapps received a lump sum payment. See 
Aff. ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 22, Ll. 23-25, p. 23, ll. 1-22, p.29, Ll. 9-13. Dr. Tiller also 
acknowledged that the lease provided annual lease payments and he had read the easement 
provision referenced above. See id , Ex. A ,  p. 23, Ll. 23, Ll. 1-22 and p. 29, Ll. 20-23. 
Dr. Tiller also testified that Mr. Knapp represented to him that if the billboard sign was 
vacant that he could obtain free advertising on the sign. See id. , 25, Ll. 17-23. However, there 
was no such term or provision under the Sign Lease that provided the free advertising. See Aff. 
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of Glen Knapp, Exs. A & B, A !f. of Rachel Knapp, Ex. A and A !f. Of Massood, Ex. A. In fact, this 
term or provision only existed in the Addendum of the Perpetual Easement Agreement., See A !f. 
of Glen Knapp, Ex. C, A !f. of Rachel Knapp, Ex. B and Aff. Of Massood, Ex. B. 
Dr. Tiller admitted that he considered himself as a sophisticated and informed buyer of 
real estate. See Aff ofGuerricabeitia, Ex. A, p. 9, Ll. 7-9. Despite his sophistication and 
experience in acquiring real estate and admission in reviewing the Sign Lease before acquiring 
the property, Plaintiff never made any attempt to contact Canyon Outdoor to confirm whether or 
not it had an easement interest in the subject property. 
Instead, Dr. Tiller stated that the only investigation he conducted was to have a title 
policy issued, some discussions with Mr. Knapp and review the Sign Lease. See id, Ex. A. ,  p. 
28, Ll. 4-25 and p. 29, Ll. 1-8. 
The Langroise Court holds that Idaho law requires any prospective buyer with actual or 
constructive notice of a potential adverse claim to conduct a reasonable investigation to 
determine the status of the potential claim. In light of the fact that Plaintiff read the Sign Lease, 
knew that the Knapps received a lump sum payment and the only provision in the lease that 
mentioned a lump sum payment provided for the acquisition of a permanent easement, Plaintiff 
had a duty and obligation to conduct further inquiry about the interest in the sign. 
In this case, all Plaintiff had to do was call Canyon Outdoor to determine what its interest 
was before it purchased the property. 
Here, Plaintiff was on constructive notice of the billboard sign and the potential of a 
permanent easement with a lump sum payment through the lease. Plaintiff knew that a lump 
sum payment was made to Knapps and did not call Canyon Outdoor to confirm its interest. 
Regardless that the Perpetual Easement Agreement was not recorded, Plaintiff still had 
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the duty and obligation to conduct a reasonable investigation of Canyon Outdoor's property 
interest on the land under Idaho law in order to be considered a bona fide purchaser. Plaintiff 
failed to perform a reasonable investigation that a reasonable and prudent buyer would have 
performed under the circumstances. Accordingly, Plaintiff cannot be considered a bona fide 
purchaser under Idaho Code § 55-606 or Idaho Code § 55-8 12. 
Based on the evidence in the record, the case authority cited herein and the foregoing 
arguments, Canyon Outdoor respectfully requests this Court enter its Order finding that the 
Perpetual Easement Agreement is valid and enforceable and that Plaintiff was not a bona fide 
purchaser under the statutes. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Based on the evidence and affidavits in the record, the case authority cited herein, the 
legal arguments presented herein and the undisputed material and genuine issues of fact, Canyon 
Outdoor respectfully requests this Court grant summary judgment in its favor that it possesses a 
perpetual easement on the property or in the alternative possesses a lease interest until May 1 ,  
201 8  and dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint with prejudice . 
. 
DATED this day of May, 2015 .  
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Ed 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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Byg~ 
Guenicabeitia, of the firm 
. • t ' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _f;!!:_ day of May, 2015 ,  a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 21 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
U.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
._.,/' Facsimile Transmission: 466-791 0  
Email 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD. OEPU"TY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) Case No. :  CV 201 4-1597 
) 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
) ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
INTRODUCTION 
This case centers on a dispute between Plaintiff Tiller White, LLC ("Plaintiff') 1 and 
Defendant Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC ("Defendant") as to whether Defendant has a valid 
lease or easement on Plaintiffs property. 
This matter came on for hearing on May 1 4, 201 5. The parties stipulated to have this case 
decided on cross-motions for summary judgment. Plaintiff is represented by Ed Schiller. 
Defendant is represented by Ed Guerricabeitia. 
1 For convenience, "Plaintiff' will also refer to Dr. Daniel L. Tiller, member of Tiller White, LLC 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 
In February 2003, Glen and Rachel Knapp ("the Knapps") entered into a written lease 
agreement with Lockridge Outdoor Advertising Agency to place a billboard sign on their 
property in exchange for annual rental payments2• The lease was for a period of ten years, 
beginning May 1 ,  2003, with a five-year renewal provision after the original term expired. 
Lockridge assigned the lease to Defendant shortly after it was executed. 
The lease agreement had a provision that allowed the Knapps to sell a perpetual easement 
to Defendant for a lump sum. In May 2003, Defendant paid a $ 1 2,000 lump sum and the parties 
signed an easement agreement. Defendant completed construction of the sign in May 2003 . 
Neither the lease nor the easement agreements contain a legal description of the property. 
Neither document was recorded. Defendant performed its obligations under both agreements. 
Plaintiff owned the lot adjacent to the Knapps' property. In 2006, the Knapps sold their 
property to Plaintiff and issued to Plaintiff a warranty deed with no restrictions. Plaintiff had 
discussions with Glen Knapp about the lease agreement and reviewed the lease document prior 
to purchasing the property. Plaintiff believed that he bought the Knapps' property subject to a 
ten-year lease, with seven years remaining. Plaintiff was unaware of the easement agreement 
until May 201 3, when he received a copy of the easement document. This suit followed. 
QUESTIONS 
There are essentially three questions before the Court: 
1 .  Did the Plaintiffs purchase the property subject to the lease and the easement, and if so, 
what legal obligations do those documents require of each party? 
2. Did the Plaintiff purchase the property subject to the lease and not the easement, and if 
so, what are the legal obligations of the parties? 
2 $ 1 ,500 or 1 5% oftota1 revenue generated from the sign, whichever is greater. 
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3 .  Did the Plaintiff purchase the property as a bona fide purchaser and thus is not subject to 
either the lease or the easement? 
I. Standard of review 
LAW AND ANALYSIS 
The parties stipulated to have the Court decide this case on cross-motions for summary 
judgment. The applicable standard of review is set out in Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, LLC, 
140 Idaho 354 (2004): 
On appeal from the grant of a motion for summary judgment, this Court employs 
the same standard as used by the district judge originally ruling on the motion. 
Summary judgment is proper ' if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on 
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to 
any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of 
law. ' I .R.C.P. 56( c) . . .  The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for 
summary judgment does not change the applicable standard of review, and this 
Court must evaluate each party's motion on its own merits. (internal citations 
omitted). 
!d. at 360. When cross-motions have been filed and the action will be tried before the court 
without a jury, 
the trial court as the trier of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable 
inferences based upon the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant the 
summary judgment despite the possibility of conflicting inferences. The test for 
reviewing the inferences drawn by the trial court is whether the record reasonably 
supports the inferences. 
!d. at 360--61 (internal citations omitted). 
A trial court sitting without a jury has broad discretion in making findings of fact. 
Wilhelm v. Johnston, 1 36 Idaho 1 45, 1 50 (Ct. App. 2001) .  Such discretionary determinations will 
not be disturbed on appeal unless they are clearly erroneous. !d. 
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II. The easement is unenforceable Plaintiff 
Plaintiff argues that the easement agreement is unenforceable because it has no legal 
description and was unrecorded. Defendant argues that it is enforceable because of the doctrine 
of fulVpart performance and because Plaintiff failed to do a reasonable investigation to discover 
Defendant's easement interest. The recordation issue is dispositive. 
Idaho Code §§  55-606 and 55-8 1 2  protect bona fide purchasers. They provide that 
unrecorded interests in land are void against subsequent purchasers who acquire title in good 
faith and for valuable consideration. Id. "Good faith means a party purchased the property 
without knowing of any adverse claims to the property." Sun Valley Hot Springs Ranch, Inc. v. 
Kelsey, 1 3 1  Idaho 657, 661 (1 998). That knowledge can be either actual or constructive. Id. 
In Idaho, "one who purchases or encumbrances with notice of inconsistent claims does 
not take in good faith, and one who fails to investigate the open and obvious inconsistent claim 
cannot take in good faith." W Wood Investments, Inc. v. Acord, 141  Idaho 75, 86 (2005); 
Middlekauff v. Lake Cascade, Inc. , 1 1 0 Idaho 909, 9 16  (1 986); Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 
2 1 8, 220 (1 974); see I.C. § 55-8 1 5  ("An unrecorded instrument is valid as between the parties 
thereto and those who have notice thereof'). Good faith requires "a reasonable investigation of 
the property." Langroise, 96 Idaho at 221 .  
Plaintiff did not know about the unrecorded easement until 2013 .  Defendant argues that 
Plaintiffs knowledge of various facts put it on notice of the easement, such that "good faith" 
required a more thorough investigation. This Court disagrees. Glen Knapp only explicitly told 
Plaintiff about the lease, and the only document Plaintiff saw at the time of purchase was the 
lease agreement. Plaintiff had a title policy issued, which due to the non-recording did not 
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agreement against 
disclose the easement. Similarly, the warranty deed had no restrictions and made no mention of  
the easement. 
Defendant's argument is that Plaintiff should have connected the dots regarding the lump 
sum payment and the possibility of having advertising space to arrive at the conclusion that 
Defendant might have an easement. However, this information did not make the easement an 
"open and obvious" inconsistent claim. 3 Under these facts, Plaintiff conducted a reasonable 
investigation of the premises and was under no duty to inquire further to discover Defendant's 
unrecorded easement. Plaintiff was a bona fide purchaser with respect to the easement. 
III. The lease is enforceable Plaintiff 
The parties make essentially the same arguments with respect to the lease. The main 
difference is that Plaintiff actually knew about the lease agreement. 
Leases for a term greater than one year must comply with the statute of frauds writing 
requirement. I.C. §§  9-503, 9-505. The document creating the interest must contain an adequate 
property description. Lexington Heights Dev. , LLC v. Crandlemire, 1 40 Idaho 276, 280 (2004). 
The lease agreement did not contain a description of the property. Defendant argues, 
however, that the doctrine of full/part performance allows it to enforce the lease agreement. 
Indeed, the statute of frauds "must not be construed . . .  to abridge the power of any court to 
compel the specific performance of an agreement, in case of part performance thereof." I .C. § 9-
504; Simons v. Simons, 1 34 Idaho 824, 827 (2000). Under the doctrine of part performance, 
''when the parties to an agreement fail to reduce the agreement to writing, or otherwise fail to 
satisfy the statute of frauds, the agreement may nevertheless be specifically enforced when the 
3 The provision regarding the advertising space was in the addendum to the easement agreement, which Plaintiff did 
not see until 2013 .  
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purchaser has partly performed the agreement." Bauchman-Kingston P'ship, LP v. Haroldsen, 
1 49 Idaho 87, 92 (2008). 
Defendant performed its obligations under the agreement. Plaintiff contends that the 
doctrine of part performance is only applicable to save oral contracts, and is of no help to 
Defendant because the lease agreement was written. However, the Idaho Supreme Court has 
considered a part performance claim in the context of a written contract at least twice. Simons, 
1 34 Idaho at 27; Bauchman-Kingston P'ship, 1 49 Idaho at 89. 
In Simons, like here, the parties' real estate contract failed to satisfy the statute of frauds 
due to an inadequate property description. 1 34 Idaho at 827-28.  However, the court did not 
invalidate the contract. Where one of the parties had agreed to convey certain property in 
exchange for specific consideration, and the other party had indeed delivered that consideration, 
the court decided that the contract could be enforced. Id. at 827. 
Bauchman-Kingston also involved a real estate contract, unenforceable under the statute 
of frauds due to an inadequate property description. 1 49 Idaho at 89. In that case, the parties also 
failed to agree upon the consideration to support the sale. The Idaho Supreme Court 
distinguished Simons and declined to enforce the contract under the part performance exception. 
The Court wrote that the doctrine of part performance is implicated "when the parties to an 
agreement fail to reduce the agreement to writing, or otherwise fail to satisfY the statute of 
frauds . . . .  ", indicating that it is not limited to oral agreements. Id. at 92 (emphasis added). 
Thus, the doctrine can save a written contract which otherwise fails to satisfy the statute 
of frauds. This seems sensible, since if part performance is available to enforce an oral 
agreement, there is little reason to ignore the doctrine in cases where the parties have at least 
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attempted to reduce their agreements to writing, albeit incompletely, and where the parties acted 
upon that agreement. Defendant's lease is enforceable under the doctrine. 
Plaintiff cites no authority for his proposition that the lease agreement, enforceable under 
the doctrine of part performance, and which Plaintiff admitted he was subject to when he bought 
the Knapps' property, is somehow unenforceable now. The Court is unpersuaded by it. 
The lease suffers the same recording problem as the easement. However, the difference 
with the lease is that Plaintiff had actual knowledge of it. As discussed above, an unrecorded 
instrument is valid and enforceable against persons who have notice of it. Thus, the lease 
agreement is valid and enforceable against Plaintiff 
IV. The Renewal Provision is Automatic 
The final issue before the Court is to interpret the renewal provision of the lease. 
Defendant argues that the lease renews automatically unless Defendant sends written notice of 
termination to the lessor/landlord. 
"When interpreting a contract, this Court begins with the document's language." Potlatch 
Educ. Ass 'n v. Potlatch Sch. Dist. No. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 633 (201 0). "In the absence of 
ambiguity, the document must be construed in its plain, ordinary and proper sense, according to 
the meaning derived from the plain wording of the instrument." Id. A contract term is ambiguous 
when there are two different reasonable interpretations or the language is nonsensical. !d. 
The renewal provision states: 
After the original terms hereof: this lease shall continue in force for a period of 
five years on the same terms unless terminated at the end of the original term or 
any additional year thereafter, on written notice or termination to Lessor by 
Lessee, served not less than thirty (30) days before the term or extended term of 
this agreement or within thirty (30) days after termination or cancellation of this 
agreement. 
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The provision is unambiguous. It provides that the lease will continue unless Lessee 
(Defendant) sends written notice to Lessor terminating the lease. Based on the plain language of 
the provision, the renewal is automatic unless Defendant affirmatively terminates. 
The original term of the lease expired May 1 ,  201 3. Defendant never sent written notice 
terminating the lease.4 Thus, the lease automatically renewed for another five years. 
V. Conclusion 
Based on the foregoing, the easement is unenforceable and the lease is enforceable. 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's motion for summary judgment Is 
GRANTED in part and DENIED in part. 
Counsel for Defendant is directed to prepare a Judgment consistent with this 
Memorandum Decision and Order. 
Dated this day ofJune, 201 5. 
4 This is not surprising, given the parties' confusion regarding the existence/enforceability of the easement 
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Chris Nye 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ).....\ day of June, 201 5, a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing document was addressed and delivered as indicated below: 
Edwin Schiller 
SCHILLER & SCHILLER, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 21  
Nampa, Idaho 83653 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Ste. 600 
1 99 North Capitol Blvd 
P.O. Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
)><r 
[ ] 
[ ] 
lXJ 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Deputy Clerk 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand -delivered 
Facsimile (208)466-7910 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-delivered 
Facsimile (208)386-9428 
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F I E D P.M. 
JUN 2 2 2015 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK K CARLTON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-201 4-1597-C 
JUDGMENT 
------------------------�) 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1 )  Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC's sign lease is enforceable and was 
automatically renewed for another five (5) years from the expiration date of May 1 ,  
2013  set forth in the original term; and 
2) Defendant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC's Perpetual Easement Agreement is 
unenforceable against Plaintiff, Tiller White, LLC who was a bona fide purchaser 
under Idaho Code §§  55-606 and 55-81 2. 
DATED thi�ay of June, 201 5 .  
JUDGMENT - I  
Christopher Nye 
District Judge 
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By, __ ___:__ ____ _ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the tl\ day of June, 201 5, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
JUDGMENT - 2  
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 2 1  
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
Ed Guerricabeitia 
Davison & Copple 
P.O. Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
____:E_ U.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-791 0  --
Email 
� U.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 386-9428 
Email 
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E DON COPPLE 
ED GUERRICABEITIA 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Attorneys at Law 
JUL 3 1  2015 / 
Washington Mutual Capitol Plaza, Suite 600 
1 99 North Capitol Boulevard 
Post Office Box 1 583 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 342-3658 
Facsimile: (208) 386-9428 
ISB Nos. : 1 085 & 6148 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
P SALAS, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-201 4-1 597-C 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, TILLER WHITE, LLC AND ITS 
ATTORNEYS EDWIN SCHILLER AT SCHILLER & SCHILLER, P.O. BOX 2 1 ,  
NAMPA, IDAHO 83653-0021 ,  AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1 .  The above-named Appellant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC, appeals against the above 
named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision and Order 
entered on June 4, 201 5  and the Judgment entered in this case on June 22, 201 5, Honorable 
Christopher S. Nye presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
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2. That Appellant, Canyon Outdoor Media, LLC, has a right to appeal to the Idaho 
Supreme Court, and the judgment or order described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Rule 1 1 (a)(1 ), I.A.R. 
3. Appellant intends to assert the following issues on appeal: 
4. 
a. Whether the District Court erred in finding as a matter of law that 
Appellant's easement was unenforceable against Respondent and that 
Respondent was a bona fide purchaser under Idaho Code §§  55-606 and 
55-8 1 2; 
a. Is a reporter's  transcript requested? Yes. 
b. The Appellant requests the preparation ofthe following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
1 )  The transcript ofthe hearing on Plaintiff and Defendant's Cross-Motions 
for Summary Judgment held on May 14, 201 5; 
5 .  The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically under Rule 28, I.A.R. : 
1)  Defendant's  Motion for Summary Judgment; 
2) Affidavit ofEd Guerricabeitia in Support of Defendant's  Motion for 
Summary Judgment (and Attachments); 
3) Affidavit of Curtis Massood in Support of Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (and Attachments); 
4) Affidavit of Glen R. Knapp in Support of Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (and Attachments); 
5) Affidavit of Rachel A. Knapp in Support of Defendant's  Motion for 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
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Summary Judgment (and Attachments); and 
3) Affidavit of Dr. Daniel L. Tiller (and Attachments); 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
rl 
DATED this day of July, 201 5. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
Ed Guerricabeitia, of the firm 
Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant 
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' I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of July, 20 1 5, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following: 
Edwin G. Schiller 
Schiller & Schiller 
P.O. Box 2 1  
Nampa, Idaho 83653-002 1 
Tammy Weber 
1 1 1 5 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
� U.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 466-791 0  
Email 
V'u.S. MAIL 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission: 
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" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC., 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
-vs-
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC., 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-14-01597*C 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following 
are being sent as exhibits as requested in the Notice of Appeal: 
NONE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this gth day of October, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: � Deputy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC., 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC., 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-14-01597*C 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing Record in the above entitled case was compiled under my direction as, and is a 
true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 9th day of October, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: K L-J� Deputy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF CANYON 
TILLER WHITE, LLC., 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC., 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court No. 43482-2015 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of record to each 
party as follows: 
Ed Guerricabeitia, DAVISON, COPPLE, COPPLE & COPPLE 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, P.O. Box 1583, Boise, Idaho 83701 
Edwin Schiller, SCHILLER & SCHILLER 
P.O. Box 21, Nampa, Idaho 83653-0021 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 9th day of October, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: � u__./�,.,U�»»' •• , 
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TO: Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
DOCKET NO. 43482 
( 
(TILLER WHITE, LLC 
( 
( vs. 
( 
(CANYON OUTDOOR MEDIA, LLC 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on September 24, 2015, I lodged the 
transcript(s) of 23 pages in length in the above-referenced appeal with the 
District Court Clerk of the County of Canyon in the Third Judicial District. 
This transcript consists of a hearing held on: 
May 14, 2015, Motion for Summary Judgment 
/s/ Tamara A. Weber 
Tamara A. Weber, CSR No. 278 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
tammy@canyontranscription.com 
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